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SIXTY SECOND LEGISLATURE - REGULAR SESSION 

 

 

SEVENTY FIRST DAY 
 

 

House Chamber, Olympia, Monday, March 21, 2011 

 

The House was called to order at 10:00 a.m. by the Speaker 

(Representative Orwall presiding).  The Clerk called the roll and a 

quorum was present. 

 

The flags were escorted to the rostrum by a Sergeant at Arms 

Color Guard, Pages Derick Rivers and Addy Dinehart.  The 

Speaker (Representative Orwall presiding) led the Chamber in the 

Pledge of Allegiance.  The prayer was offered by Pastor Ray 

Kirkland, Northstar Church of God, Tumwater, Washington. 

 

Reading of the Journal of the previous day was dispensed with 

and it was ordered to stand approved. 

 

RESOLUTIONS 

   

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 2011-4630, by Representatives 

Maxwell and Clibborn 

 

 WHEREAS, The Seattle Seahawks won the NFC West for the 

first time since 2007 with a defining 16-6 win over the St. Louis 

Rams on January 2nd; and 

 WHEREAS, First-year Seattle Seahawks Head Coach Pete 

Carroll has shown a true exuberance for both the game of football and 

the greater Seattle community; and 

 WHEREAS, The Seattle Seahawks and their fans set out with 

abandon to prove the nation wrong after it was said that the team had 

no business in the NFL playoffs; and 

 WHEREAS, The Seattle Seahawks created an iconic Seattle 

sports moment with their 41-36 improbable defeat of the defending 

Super Bowl champs, the New Orleans Saints, in an NFC playoff 

game January 9th; and 

 WHEREAS, The Seattle Seahawks' storied playoff run was 

impressive despite their January 16th loss to the Chicago Bears, as the 

team still found a way to shine in the second half by scoring 24 

points; and 

 WHEREAS, The 2010 Seattle Seahawks football season was 

marked by explosive plays, unbelievable runs, deep route catches, and 

line of scrimmage subterfuge from outstanding players such as 

quarterback Matt Hasselbeck, running backs Marshawn Lynch, Justin 

Forsett, and Leon Washington, receiver Mike Williams, tight end 

John Carlson, linebackers Lofa Tatupu and Aaron Curry, and every 

other player on the team; and 

 WHEREAS, Seattle Seahawks owner Paul Allen, as a business 

leader and local resident of the 41st District, strives to provide an 

important investment and entertainment for the community; and 

 WHEREAS, It is well known throughout the NFL that no other 

football stadium in America boasts a fan base as supportive and as 

loud as the Seattle Seahawks' "12th Man" at Qwest Field; and 

 WHEREAS, When cornered, the Seahawks can go into a "beast" 

mode causing the 12th Man's roaring approval to register on seismic 

measuring devices; 

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the House of 

Representatives honor the Seattle Seahawks for yet another 

memorable season and playoff run, and thank them for giving so 

much to the team's fans, the "12th Man." 

 

The Speaker (Representative Orwall presiding) stated the 

question before the House to be adoption of House Resolution No. 

4630. 

 

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 4630 was adopted. 

   

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 2011-4641, by Representative 

Angel 

 

 WHEREAS, Chiari Malformation (CM) is a serious neurological 

disorder affecting well over 300,000 people in the United States; and 

 WHEREAS, Chiari Malformation was first identified by Austrian 

pathologist Professor Hans Chiari in the 1890's and categorized in 

order of severity:  CM types I, II, III, and IV; and 

 WHEREAS, Chiari Malformations are defects in the cerebellum, 

the part of the brain that controls balance; and 

 WHEREAS, Chiari Malformation creates pressure on the 

cerebellum and brain stem and may block the normal flow of cerebral 

spinal fluid to and from the brain; and 

 WHEREAS, The cause of Chiari Malformation is unknown but 

scientists believe it is either a congenital condition caused by 

exposure to harmful substances during fetal development or a genetic 

condition as it may appear in more than one family member; and 

 WHEREAS, The symptoms of Chiari Malformation usually 

appear during adolescence or early adulthood and can include severe 

head and neck pain, vertigo, muscle weakness, balance problems, 

blurred vision or double vision, difficulty swallowing, and sleep 

apnea; and 

 WHEREAS, The National Institute of Neurological Disorders 

and Stroke of the National Institutes of Health is conducting research 

to find alternative surgical options and identify the causes of Chiari 

Malformation to create improved prevention and treatment plans; 

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the House of 

Representatives recognize and honor those who suffer from Chiari 

Malformation; and hope that as awareness of this disease increases, 

that the disease's causes may be found and critical physician 

education increased in order to create improved prevention and 

treatment plans. 

 

The Speaker (Representative Orwall presiding) stated the 

question before the House to be adoption of House Resolution No. 

4641. 

 

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 4641 was adopted. 

   

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 2011-4642, by Representative 

Upthegrove 

 

 WHEREAS, British Columbia and Washington State share a 

border, many natural resources, and geological and geographic 

similarities; and 

 WHEREAS, British Columbia and Washington State often work 

together to achieve mutual goals; and 

 WHEREAS, The primary purpose of the Washington State 

Constitution is the education of our youth in order to prepare them to 

lead us into the future; and 
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 WHEREAS, British Columbia recognizes the importance and 

value of quality civic education; and 

 WHEREAS, Washington State and British Columbia are 

sponsors of nationally renowned legislative internship programs; and 

 WHEREAS, Washington State undergraduate interns work 

during their winter quarter or spring semester with staff and members 

of the Washington State House of Representatives or Senate here in 

Olympia; and 

 WHEREAS, In addition to their office work, interns participate in 

weekly academic seminars and workshops learning about the process 

of a representative democracy with a bicameral legislature; and 

 WHEREAS, British Columbia parliamentary internship offers an 

opportunity to university graduates to supplement their academic 

training by observing the daily workings of Washington State's 

Legislature and British Columbia's Parliament firsthand; and 

 WHEREAS, Interns acquire skills and knowledge they can apply 

in their chosen careers and future life experiences that will further 

contribute to a greater public understanding and appreciation of 

parliamentary government; and 

 WHEREAS, British Columbia and Washington State Legislative 

interns have participated in an exchange program to explore and learn 

about each other's government processes on eight prior occasions; and 

 WHEREAS, We welcome the British Columbia Parliamentary 

interns to the Washington State Legislature and commend their 

numerous academic achievements; 

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Washington 

State House of Representatives honor the hardworking and dedicated 

British Columbian Parliamentary intern program facilitators:  Karen 

Aitken and Jacqueline Quesnel, as well as the British Columbian 

Parliamentary interns:  Matt Dell, Annabel Rixen, Elise Palmer, 

Geordon Omand, Gordon Robinson, Graeme Scott, Caroline Lee, 

Heather Doi, Katie Comley, and Christine Fritze; and 

 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the House of 

Representatives of the State of Washington hereby honor, thank, and 

celebrate the British Columbian Parliamentary internship participants 

here today. 

 

The Speaker (Representative Orwall presiding) stated the 

question before the House to be adoption of House Resolution No. 

4642. 

 

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 4642 was adopted. 

 

INTRODUCTIONS AND FIRST READING 

 

HB 2023 by Representatives Springer and Sells 

 

AN ACT Relating to achieving savings in workers' 

compensation, but only with respect to the offset of 

permanent total disability awards by prior permanent partial 

disability awards and allowing self-insurers to grant requests 

to convert permanent partial disability awards to a lump sum; 

amending RCW 51.32.080; providing an effective date; and 

declaring an emergency. 

 

Referred to Committee on Labor & Workforce Development. 

 

HB 2024 by Representatives Appleton, Rolfes and Johnson 

 

AN ACT Relating to studying alternatives to the operation of 

residential habilitation centers; amending RCW 71A.20.020; 

and declaring an emergency. 

 

Referred to Committee on Early Learning & Human Services. 

 

HB 2025 by Representatives Springer and Sells 

 

AN ACT Relating to achieving savings in workers' 

compensation, but only with respect to freezing cost-of-living 

increases for fiscal year 2012; amending RCW 51.32.075; 

providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency. 

 

Referred to Committee on Labor & Workforce Development. 

 

HB 2026 by Representative Sells 

 

AN ACT Relating to creating the industrial insurance rainy 

day account; amending RCW 51.16.035 and 51.44.100; 

reenacting and amending RCW 43.84.092; adding a new 

section to chapter 51.44 RCW; and creating a new section. 

 

Referred to Committee on Labor & Workforce Development. 

 

There being no objection, the bills listed on the day’s 

introduction sheet under the fourth order of business were referred 

to the committees so designated. 

 

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES 

 

March 17, 2011 

E2SSB 5000  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Transportation: 

Mandating a twelve-hour impound hold on motor 

vehicles used by persons arrested for driving 

under the influence.  Reported by Committee on 

Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice Chair; 

Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Chandler; Eddy; Frockt; Kirby; Klippert; 

Nealey; Orwall and Roberts. 

 

Referred to Committee on Transportation. 

 

March 16, 2011 

ESB 5005  Prime Sponsor, Senator Keiser: Concerning 

exemption from immunization.  Reported by 

Committee on Health Care & Wellness 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

 

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 

"Sec. 1.  RCW 28A.210.090 and 1991 c 3 s 290 are each 

amended to read as follows: 

(1) Any child shall be exempt in whole or in part from the 

immunization measures required by RCW 28A.210.060 through 

28A.210.170 upon the presentation of any one or more of the 

((following)) certifications required by this section, on a form 

prescribed by the department of health: 

 (((1))) (a) A written certification signed by ((any physician 

licensed to practice medicine pursuant to chapter 18.71 or 18.57 

RCW)) a health care practitioner that a particular vaccine required by 

rule of the state board of health is, in his or her judgment, not 

advisable for the child:  PROVIDED, That when it is determined that 

this particular vaccine is no longer contraindicated, the child will be 

required to have the vaccine; 

 (((2))) (b) A written certification signed by any parent or legal 

guardian of the child or any adult in loco parentis to the child that the 

religious beliefs of the signator are contrary to the required 

immunization measures; ((and)) or 
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 (((3))) (c) A written certification signed by any parent or legal 

guardian of the child or any adult in loco parentis to the child that the 

signator has either a philosophical or personal objection to the 

immunization of the child. 

(2)(a) The form presented on or after the effective date of this section 

must include a statement to be signed by a health care practitioner 

stating that he or she provided the signator with information about the 

benefits and risks of immunization to the child.  The form may be 

signed by a health care practitioner at any time prior to the enrollment 

of the child in a school or licensed day care.  Photocopies of the 

signed form or a letter from the health care practitioner referencing 

the child's name shall be accepted in lieu of the original form. 

 (b) A health care practitioner who, in good faith, signs the 

statement provided for in (a) of this subsection is immune from civil 

liability for providing the signature. 

 (c) Any parent or legal guardian of the child or any adult in loco 

parentis to the child who exempts the child due to religious beliefs 

pursuant to subsection (1)(b) of this section is not required to have the 

form provided for in (a) of this subsection signed by a health care 

practitioner if the parent or legal guardian demonstrates membership 

in a religious body or a church in which the religious beliefs or 

teachings of the church preclude a health care practitioner from 

providing medical treatment to the child. 

 (3) For purposes of this section, "health care practitioner" means a 

physician licensed under chapter 18.71 or 18.57 RCW, a naturopath 

licensed under chapter 18.36A RCW, a physician assistant licensed 

under chapter 18.71A or 18.57A RCW, or an advanced registered 

nurse practitioner licensed under chapter 18.79 RCW." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Cody, Chair; Jinkins, Vice Chair; 

Bailey; Clibborn; Green; Kelley; Moeller and Van De Wege. 

 

MINORITY recommendation:  Do not pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Schmick, Ranking Minority Member and 

Harris. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SSB 5018  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health & Long-

Term Care: Including wound care management in 

occupational therapy.  Reported by Committee on 

Health Care & Wellness 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Cody, Chair; Jinkins, Vice Chair; Schmick, 

Ranking Minority Member; Bailey; Clibborn; Green; Harris; 

Kelley; Moeller and Van De Wege. 

 

Referred to Committee on Health & Human Services 

Appropriations & Oversight. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SSB 5023  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary: 

Addressing nonlegal immigration-related 

services.  Reported by Committee on Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

 

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 

"Sec. 1.  RCW 19.154.010 and 1989 c 117 s 1 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The legislature finds and declares that ((assisting persons 

regarding immigration matters)) the practice by nonlawyers and other 

unauthorized persons of providing legal advice and legal services to 

others in immigration matters substantially affects the public interest.  

The practice((s)) of ((immigration assistants have a significant impact 

on the residents of the state of Washington)) nonlawyers and other 

unauthorized persons providing immigration-related legal advice and 

legal services for compensation may impact the ability of their 

customers to reside and work within the United States and to establish 

and maintain stable families and business relationships.  The 

legislature further finds and declares that the previous scheme for 

regulating the behavior of nonlawyers and other unauthorized persons 

who provide immigration-related services is inadequate to address the 

level of unfair and deceptive practices that exists in the marketplace 

and often contributes to the unauthorized practice of law.  It is the 

intent of the legislature, through this act, to ((establish rules of 

practice and conduct for immigration assistants to promote honesty 

and fair dealing with residents and to preserve public confidence)) 

prohibit nonlawyers and other unauthorized persons from providing 

immigration-related services that constitute the practice of law. 

Sec. 2.  RCW 19.154.020 and 1989 c 117 s 2 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in 

this section apply throughout this chapter. 

  (1) (("Immigration assistant" means every person who, for 

compensation or the expectation of compensation, gives nonlegal 

assistance on an immigration matter.  That assistance is limited to: 

 (a) Transcribing responses to a government agency form selected 

by the customer which is related to an immigration matter, but does 

not include advising a person as to his or her answers on those forms; 

 (b) Translating a person's answer to questions posed on those 

forms; 

 (c) Securing for a person supporting documents currently in 

existence, such as birth and marriage certificates, which may be 

needed to submit with those forms; 

 (d) Making referrals to attorneys who could undertake legal 

representation for a person in an immigration matter. 

 (2))) "Immigration matter" means any proceeding, filing, or 

action affecting the nonimmigrant, immigrant, or citizenship status of 

any person ((which arises)) arising under immigration and 

naturalization law, executive order, or presidential proclamation, or 

((which arises under)) pursuant to any action of the United States 

citizenship and immigration ((and naturalization)) services, the United 

States department of labor, ((or)) the United States department of 

state, the United States department of justice, the United States 

department of homeland security, the board of immigration appeals, 

or any other entity or agency having jurisdiction over immigration 

law. 

 (((3))) (2) "Compensation" means money, property, or anything 

else of value. 

(3) "Practice of law" has the definition given to it by the supreme 

court of Washington whether by rule or decision, and includes all 

exceptions and exclusions to that definition currently in place or 

hereafter created, whether by rule or decision. 

Sec. 3.  RCW 19.154.060 and 1989 c 117 s 6 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 ((Immigration assistants shall offer or provide only nonlegal 

assistance in an immigration matter as defined in RCW 19.154.020.)) 

(1) Persons, other than those licensed to practice law in this state or 

otherwise permitted to practice law or represent others under federal 

law in an immigration matter, are prohibited from engaging in the 

practice of law in an immigration matter for compensation. 

  (2) Persons, other than those licensed to practice law in this state 

or otherwise permitted to practice law or represent others under 

federal law in an immigration matter, are prohibited from engaging in 

the following acts or practices, for compensation: 

 (a) Selecting or assisting another in selecting, or advising another 

as to his or her answers on, a government agency form or document 
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in an immigration matter; 

 (b) Selecting or assisting another in selecting, or advising another 

in selecting, a benefit, visa, or program to apply for in an immigration 

matter; 

 (c) Soliciting to prepare documents for, or otherwise representing 

the interests of, another in a judicial or administrative proceeding in 

an immigration matter; 

 (d) Explaining, advising, or otherwise interpreting the meaning or 

intent of a question on a government agency form in an immigration 

matter; 

 (e) Charging a fee for referring another to a person licensed to 

practice law; 

 (f) Selecting, drafting, or completing legal documents affecting 

the legal rights of another in an immigration matter. 

 (3) Persons, other than those holding an active license to practice 

law issued by the Washington state bar association or otherwise 

permitted to practice law or represent others under federal law in an 

immigration matter, are prohibited from engaging in the following 

acts or practices, regardless of whether compensation is sought: 

 (a) Representing, either orally or in any document, letterhead, 

advertisement, stationery, business card, web site, or other 

comparable written material, that he or she is a notario publico, 

notario, immigration assistant, immigration consultant, immigration 

specialist, or using any other designation or title, in any language, that 

conveys or implies that he or she possesses professional legal skills in 

the area of immigration law; 

 (b) Representing, in any language, either orally or in any 

document, letterhead, advertisement, stationery, business card, web 

site, or other comparable written material, that he or she can or is 

willing to provide services in an immigration matter, if such services 

would constitute the practice of law. 

  (4)(a) The prohibitions of subsections (1) through (3) of this 

section shall not apply to the activities of nonlawyer assistants acting 

under the supervision of a person holding an active license to practice 

law issued by the Washington state bar association or otherwise 

permitted to practice law or represent others under federal law in an 

immigration matter. 

 (b) This section does not prohibit a person from offering 

translation services, regardless of whether compensation is sought.  

Translating words contained on a government form from English to 

another language and translating a person's words from another 

language to English does not constitute the unauthorized practice of 

law. 

 (5) In addition to complying with the prohibitions of subsections 

(1) through (3) of this section, persons licensed as a notary public 

under chapter 42.44 RCW who do not hold an active license to 

practice law issued by the Washington state bar association shall not 

use the term notario publico, notario, immigration assistant, 

immigration consultant, immigration specialist, or any other 

designation or title, in any language, that conveys or implies that he or 

she possesses professional legal skills in the areas of immigration law, 

when advertising notary public services in the conduct of their 

business.  A violation of any provision of this chapter by a person 

licensed as a notary public under chapter 42.44 RCW shall constitute 

unprofessional conduct under the uniform regulation of business and 

professions act, chapter 18.235 RCW. 

Sec. 4.  RCW 19.154.090 and 1989 c 117 s 9 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

(1) The legislature finds and declares that any violation of this chapter 

substantially affects the public interest and is an unfair and deceptive 

act or practice and unfair method of competition in the conduct of 

trade or commerce as set forth in RCW 19.86.020. 

(2) In addition to all remedies available in chapter 19.86 RCW, a 

person injured by a violation of this chapter may bring a civil action 

to recover the actual damages proximately caused by a violation of 

this chapter, or one thousand dollars, whichever is greater. 

Sec. 5.  RCW 42.44.030 and 2002 c 86 s 287 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

(1) In addition to the unprofessional conduct specified in RCW 

18.235.130, the director may deny appointment as a notary public to 

any person based on the following conduct, acts, or conditions: 

 (((1))) (a) Has had disciplinary action taken against any 

professional license in this or any other state; ((or 

 (2))) (b) Has engaged in official misconduct as defined in RCW 

42.44.160(1), whether or not criminal penalties resulted; or 

 (c) Has violated any of the provisions of chapter 19.154 RCW. 

(2) The director shall deliver a certificate evidencing the appointment 

to each person appointed as a notary public.  The certificate may be 

signed in facsimile by the governor, the secretary of state, and the 

director or the director's designee.  The certificate must bear a printed 

seal of the state of Washington. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 6.  A new section is added to chapter 

19.154 RCW to read as follows: 

 Nothing in this chapter shall apply to or regulate any business to 

the extent such regulation is prohibited or preempted by federal law. 

Sec. 7.  RCW 19.154.900 and 1989 c 117 s 11 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 This chapter shall be known and cited as the "immigration 

((assistant practices)) services fraud prevention act." 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 8.  The following acts or parts of acts are 

each repealed: 

 (1) RCW 19.154.030 (Exemptions) and 1989 c 117 s 3; 

 (2) RCW 19.154.040 (Registration required) and 1989 c 117 s 4; 

 (3) RCW 19.154.050 (Change of address) and 1989 c 117 s 5; 

 (4) RCW 19.154.070 (Written contract--Requirements--Right to 

rescind) and 1989 c 117 s 7; 

 (5) RCW 19.154.080 (Prohibited activities) and 1989 c 117 s 8; 

and 

 (6) RCW 19.154.902 (Effective date--1989 c 117) and 1989 c 

117 s 15. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 9.  This act takes effect one hundred 

eighty days after final adjournment of the legislative session in which 

it is enacted." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice 

Chair; Eddy; Frockt; Kirby; Orwall and Roberts. 

 

MINORITY recommendation:  Do not pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Shea, 

Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Chandler; Klippert and 

Nealey. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SB 5035  Prime Sponsor, Senator Shin: Requiring landlords 

to provide tenants with written receipts upon 

request under the manufactured/mobile home 

landlord-tenant act.  Reported by Committee on 

Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

   

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 

"NEW SECTION.  Sec. 1.  A new section is added to chapter 

59.20 RCW to read as follows: 

 (1) A landlord shall provide a written receipt for any payment 

made by a tenant in the form of cash. 
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 (2) A landlord shall provide, upon the request of a tenant, a 

written receipt for any payments made by the tenant in a form other 

than cash." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice 

Chair; Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant 

Ranking Minority Member; Chandler; Eddy; Frockt; Kirby; 

Klippert; Nealey; Orwall and Roberts. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SSB 5042  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health & Long-

Term Care: Concerning the protection of 

vulnerable adults.  Reported by Committee on 

Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

   

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 

"Sec. 1.  RCW 74.34.020 and 2010 c 133 s 2 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in 

this section apply throughout this chapter. 

 (1) "Abandonment" means action or inaction by a person or entity 

with a duty of care for a vulnerable adult that leaves the vulnerable 

person without the means or ability to obtain necessary food, clothing, 

shelter, or health care. 

 (2) "Abuse" means the willful action or inaction that inflicts 

injury, unreasonable confinement, intimidation, or punishment on a 

vulnerable adult.  In instances of abuse of a vulnerable adult who is 

unable to express or demonstrate physical harm, pain, or mental 

anguish, the abuse is presumed to cause physical harm, pain, or 

mental anguish.  Abuse includes sexual abuse, mental abuse, physical 

abuse, and exploitation of a vulnerable adult, which have the 

following meanings: 

 (a) "Sexual abuse" means any form of nonconsensual sexual 

contact, including but not limited to unwanted or inappropriate 

touching, rape, sodomy, sexual coercion, sexually explicit 

photographing, and sexual harassment.  Sexual abuse includes any 

sexual contact between a staff person, who is not also a resident or 

client, of a facility or a staff person of a program authorized under 

chapter 71A.12 RCW, and a vulnerable adult living in that facility or 

receiving service from a program authorized under chapter 71A.12 

RCW, whether or not it is consensual. 

 (b) "Physical abuse" means the willful action of inflicting bodily 

injury or physical mistreatment.  Physical abuse includes, but is not 

limited to, striking with or without an object, slapping, pinching, 

choking, kicking, shoving, prodding, or the use of chemical restraints 

or physical restraints unless the restraints are consistent with licensing 

requirements, and includes restraints that are otherwise being used 

inappropriately. 

 (c) "Mental abuse" means any willful action or inaction of mental 

or verbal abuse.  Mental abuse includes, but is not limited to, 

coercion, harassment, inappropriately isolating a vulnerable adult 

from family, friends, or regular activity, and verbal assault that 

includes ridiculing, intimidating, yelling, or swearing. 

 (d) "Exploitation" means an act of forcing, compelling, or 

exerting undue influence over a vulnerable adult causing the 

vulnerable adult to act in a way that is inconsistent with relevant past 

behavior, or causing the vulnerable adult to perform services for the 

benefit of another. 

 (3) "Consent" means express written consent granted after the 

vulnerable adult or his or her legal representative has been fully 

informed of the nature of the services to be offered and that the 

receipt of services is voluntary. 

 (4) "Department" means the department of social and health 

services. 

 (5) "Facility" means a residence licensed or required to be 

licensed under chapter 18.20 RCW, boarding homes; chapter 18.51 

RCW, nursing homes; chapter 70.128 RCW, adult family homes; 

chapter 72.36 RCW, soldiers' homes; or chapter 71A.20 RCW, 

residential habilitation centers; or any other facility licensed or 

certified by the department. 

 (6) "Financial exploitation" means the illegal or improper use, 

control over, or withholding of the property, income, resources, or 

trust funds of the vulnerable adult by any person or entity for any 

person's or entity's profit or advantage other than for the vulnerable 

adult's profit or advantage.  "Financial exploitation" includes, but is 

not limited to: 

 (a) The use of deception, intimidation, or undue influence by a 

person or entity in a position of trust and confidence with a vulnerable 

adult to obtain or use the property, income, resources, or trust funds of 

the vulnerable adult for the benefit of a person or entity other than the 

vulnerable adult; 

 (b) The breach of a fiduciary duty, including, but not limited to, 

the misuse of a power of attorney, trust, or a guardianship 

appointment, that results in the unauthorized appropriation, sale, or 

transfer of the property, income, resources, or trust funds of the 

vulnerable adult for the benefit of a person or entity other than the 

vulnerable adult; or 

 (c) Obtaining or using a vulnerable adult's property, income, 

resources, or trust funds without lawful authority, by a person or 

entity who knows or clearly should know that the vulnerable adult 

lacks the capacity to consent to the release or use of his or her 

property, income, resources, or trust funds. 

 (7) "Financial institution" has the same meaning as in RCW 

30.22.040 and 30.22.041.  For purposes of this chapter only, 

"financial institution" also means a "broker-dealer" or "investment 

adviser" as defined in RCW 21.20.005. 

 (8) "Incapacitated person" means a person who is at a significant 

risk of personal or financial harm under RCW 11.88.010(1) (a), (b), 

(c), or (d). 

 (9) "Individual provider" means a person under contract with the 

department to provide services in the home under chapter 74.09 or 

74.39A RCW. 

 (10) "Interested person" means a person who demonstrates to the 

court's satisfaction that the person is interested in the welfare of the 

vulnerable adult, that the person has a good faith belief that the court's 

intervention is necessary, and that the vulnerable adult is unable, due 

to incapacity, undue influence, or duress at the time the petition is 

filed, to protect his or her own interests. 

 (11) "Mandated reporter" is an employee of the department; law 

enforcement officer; social worker; professional school personnel; 

individual provider; an employee of a facility; an operator of a 

facility; an employee of a social service, welfare, mental health, adult 

day health, adult day care, home health, home care, or hospice 

agency; county coroner or medical examiner; Christian Science 

practitioner; or health care provider subject to chapter 18.130 RCW. 

 (12) "Neglect" means (a) a pattern of conduct or inaction by a 

person or entity with a duty of care that fails to provide the goods and 

services that maintain physical or mental health of a vulnerable adult, 

or that fails to avoid or prevent physical or mental harm or pain to a 

vulnerable adult; or (b) an act or omission that demonstrates a serious 

disregard of consequences of such a magnitude as to constitute a clear 

and present danger to the vulnerable adult's health, welfare, or safety, 

including but not limited to conduct prohibited under RCW 

9A.42.100. 

 (13) "Permissive reporter" means any person, including, but not 

limited to, an employee of a financial institution, attorney, or 
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volunteer in a facility or program providing services for vulnerable 

adults. 

 (14) "Protective services" means any services provided by the 

department to a vulnerable adult with the consent of the vulnerable 

adult, or the legal representative of the vulnerable adult, who has been 

abandoned, abused, financially exploited, neglected, or in a state of 

self-neglect.  These services may include, but are not limited to case 

management, social casework, home care, placement, arranging for 

medical evaluations, psychological evaluations, day care, or referral 

for legal assistance. 

 (15) "Self-neglect" means the failure of a vulnerable adult, not 

living in a facility, to provide for himself or herself the goods and 

services necessary for the vulnerable adult's physical or mental health, 

and the absence of which impairs or threatens the vulnerable adult's 

well-being.  This definition may include a vulnerable adult who is 

receiving services through home health, hospice, or a home care 

agency, or an individual provider when the neglect is not a result of 

inaction by that agency or individual provider. 

 (16) "Vulnerable adult" includes a person: 

 (a) Sixty years of age or older who has the functional, mental, or 

physical inability to care for himself or herself; or 

 (b) Found incapacitated under chapter 11.88 RCW; or 

 (c) Who has a developmental disability as defined under RCW 

71A.10.020; or 

 (d) Admitted to any facility; or 

 (e) Receiving services from home health, hospice, or home care 

agencies licensed or required to be licensed under chapter 70.127 

RCW; or 

 (f) Receiving services from an individual provider; or 

 (g) Who self-directs his or her own care and receives services 

from a personal aide under chapter 74.39 RCW. 

Sec. 2.  RCW 74.34.067 and 2007 c 312 s 2 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 (1) Where appropriate, an investigation by the department may 

include a private interview with the vulnerable adult regarding the 

alleged abandonment, abuse, financial exploitation, neglect, or self-

neglect. 

 (2) In conducting the investigation, the department shall interview 

the complainant, unless anonymous, and shall use its best efforts to 

interview the vulnerable adult or adults harmed, and, consistent with 

the protection of the vulnerable adult shall interview facility staff, any 

available independent sources of relevant information, including if 

appropriate the family members of the vulnerable adult. 

 (3) The department may conduct ongoing case planning and 

consultation with:  (a) Those persons or agencies required to report 

under this chapter or submit a report under this chapter; (b) 

consultants designated by the department; and (c) designated 

representatives of Washington Indian tribes if client information 

exchanged is pertinent to cases under investigation or the provision of 

protective services.  Information considered privileged by statute and 

not directly related to reports required by this chapter must not be 

divulged without a valid written waiver of the privilege. 

 (4) The department shall prepare and keep on file a report of each 

investigation conducted by the department for a period of time in 

accordance with policies established by the department. 

 (5) If the department has reason to believe that the vulnerable 

adult has suffered from abandonment, abuse, financial exploitation, 

neglect, or self-neglect, ((abandonment, or financial exploitation,)) 

and lacks the ability or capacity to consent, and needs the protection 

of a guardian, the department may bring a guardianship action under 

chapter 11.88 RCW. 

 (6) When the investigation is completed and the department 

determines that an incident of abandonment, abuse, financial 

exploitation, neglect, or self-neglect has occurred, the department 

shall inform the vulnerable adult of their right to refuse protective 

services, and ensure that, if necessary, appropriate protective services 

are provided to the vulnerable adult, with the consent of the 

vulnerable adult.  The vulnerable adult has the right to withdraw or 

refuse protective services. 

  (7) The department's adult protective services division may enter 

into agreements with federally recognized tribes to investigate reports 

of abandonment, abuse, financial exploitation, neglect, or self-neglect 

of vulnerable adults on property over which a federally recognized 

tribe has exclusive jurisdiction.  If the department has information that 

abandonment, abuse, financial exploitation, or neglect is criminal or is 

placing a vulnerable adult on tribal property at potential risk of 

personal or financial harm, the department may notify tribal law 

enforcement or another tribal representative specified by the tribe.  

Upon receipt of the notification, the tribe may assume jurisdiction of 

the matter.  Neither the department nor its employees may participate 

in the investigation after the tribe assumes jurisdiction.  The 

department, its officers, and its employees are not liable for any action 

or inaction of the tribe or for any harm to the alleged victim, the 

person against whom the allegations were made, or other parties that 

occurs after the tribe assumes jurisdiction.  Nothing in this section 

limits the department's jurisdiction and authority over facilities or 

entities that the department licenses or certifies under federal or state 

law. 

 (8) The department may photograph a vulnerable adult or their 

environment for the purpose of providing documentary evidence of 

the physical condition of the vulnerable adult or his or her 

environment.  When photographing the vulnerable adult, the 

department shall obtain permission from the vulnerable adult or his or 

her legal representative unless immediate photographing is necessary 

to preserve evidence.  However, if the legal representative is alleged 

to have abused, neglected, abandoned, or exploited the vulnerable 

adult, consent from the legal representative is not necessary.  No such 

consent is necessary when photographing the physical environment. 

 (((8))) (9) When the investigation is complete and the department 

determines that the incident of abandonment, abuse, financial 

exploitation, or neglect has occurred, the department shall inform the 

facility in which the incident occurred, consistent with confidentiality 

requirements concerning the vulnerable adult, witnesses, and 

complainants. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 3.  A new section is added to chapter 

74.34 RCW to read as follows: 

 (1) When the department opens an investigation of a report of 

abandonment, abuse, financial exploitation, or neglect of a vulnerable 

adult, the department shall, at the time of the interview of the 

vulnerable adult who is an alleged victim, provide a written statement 

of the rights afforded under this chapter and other applicable law to 

alleged victims or legal guardians.  This statement must include the 

department's name, address, and telephone number and may include 

other appropriate referrals.  The statement must be substantially in the 

following form: 

 

 "You are entitled to be free from abandonment, abuse, financial 

exploitation, and neglect.  If there is a reason to believe that you have 

experienced abandonment, abuse, financial exploitation, or neglect, 

you have the right to: 

 (a) Make a report to the department of social and health services 

and law enforcement and share any information you believe could be 

relevant to the investigation, and identify any persons you believe 

could have relevant information. 

 (b) Be free from retaliation for reporting or causing a report of 

abandonment, abuse, financial exploitation, or neglect. 

 (c) Be treated with dignity and addressed with respectful 

language. 

 (d) Reasonable accommodation for your disability when 

reporting, and during investigations and administrative proceedings. 

 (e) Request an order that prohibits anyone who has abandoned, 

abused, financially exploited, or neglected you from remaining in 
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your home, having contact with you, or accessing your money or 

property. 

 (f) Receive from the department of social and health services 

information and appropriate referrals to other agencies that can 

advocate, investigate, or take action. 

 (g) Be informed of the status of investigations, proceedings, court 

actions, and outcomes by the agency that is handling any case in 

which you are a victim. 

 (h) Request referrals for advocacy or legal assistance to help with 

safety planning, investigations, and hearings. 

 (i) Complain to the department of social and health services, 

formally or informally, about investigations or proceedings, and 

receive a prompt response." 

 

 (2) This section shall not be construed to create any new cause of 

action or limit any existing remedy. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 4.  RCW 74.34.021 (Vulnerable adult--

Definition) and 1999 c 336 s 6 are each repealed." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice 

Chair; Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant 

Ranking Minority Member; Chandler; Eddy; Frockt; Kirby; 

Klippert; Nealey; Orwall and Roberts. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SB 5057  Prime Sponsor, Senator Pflug: Concerning the 

income tax required to be paid by a trustee.  

Reported by Committee on Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice Chair; 

Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Chandler; Eddy; Frockt; Kirby; Klippert; 

Nealey; Orwall and Roberts. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SSB 5067  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor, Commerce 

& Consumer Protection: Changing the certified 

and registered mail requirements of the 

department of labor and industries and 

employment security department.  Reported by 

Committee on Labor & Workforce Development 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

0)   

 On page 3, after line 10 insert the following: 

"Sec. 3.  RCW 18.27.370 and 2001 c 159 s 6 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) If an unregistered contractor defaults in a payment, penalty, or 

fine due to the department, the director or the director's designee may 

issue a notice of assessment certifying the amount due.  The notice 

must be served upon the unregistered contractor by mailing the notice 

to the unregistered contractor by certified mail to the unregistered 

contractor's last known address or served in the manner prescribed for 

the service of a summons in a civil action. 

 (2) A notice of assessment becomes final thirty days from the 

date the notice was served upon the unregistered contractor unless a 

written request for reconsideration is filed with the department or an 

appeal is filed in a court of competent jurisdiction in the manner 

specified in RCW 34.05.510 through 34.05.598.  The request for 

reconsideration must set forth with particularity the reason for the 

unregistered contractor's request.  The department, within thirty days 

after receiving a written request for reconsideration, may modify or 

reverse a notice of assessment, or may hold a notice of assessment in 

abeyance pending further investigation.  If a final decision of a court 

in favor of the department is not appealed within the time allowed by 

law, then the amount of the unappealed assessment, or such amount 

of the assessment as is found due by the final decision of the court, is 

final. 

 (3) The director or the director's designee may file with the clerk 

of any county within the state, a warrant in the amount of the notice of 

assessment, plus interest, penalties, and a filing fee of twenty dollars.  

The clerk of the county in which the warrant is filed shall 

immediately designate a superior court cause number for the warrant, 

and the clerk shall cause to be entered in the judgment docket under 

the superior court cause number assigned to the warrant, the name of 

the unregistered contractor mentioned in the warrant, the amount of 

payment, penalty, fine due on it, or filing fee, and the date when the 

warrant was filed.  The aggregate amount of the warrant as docketed 

shall become a lien upon the title to, and interest in, all real and 

personal property of the unregistered contractor against whom the 

warrant is issued, the same as a judgment in a civil case docketed in 

the office of the clerk.  The sheriff shall proceed upon the warrant in 

all respects and with like effect as prescribed by law with respect to 

execution or other process issued against rights or property upon 

judgment in a court of competent jurisdiction.  The warrant so 

docketed is sufficient to support the issuance of writs of garnishment 

in favor of the state in a manner provided by law in case of judgment, 

wholly or partially unsatisfied.  The clerk of the court is entitled to a 

filing fee which will be added to the amount of the warrant.  A copy 

of the warrant shall be mailed to the unregistered contractor within 

three days of filing with the clerk. 

 (4) The director or the director's designee may issue to any 

person, firm, corporation, other entity, municipal corporation, political 

subdivision of the state, a public corporation, or any agency of the 

state, a notice and order to withhold and deliver property of any kind 

whatsoever when he or she has reason to believe that there is in the 

possession of the person, firm, corporation, other entity, municipal 

corporation, political subdivision of the state, public corporation, or 

agency of the state, property that is or will become due, owing, or 

belonging to an unregistered contractor upon whom a notice of 

assessment has been served by the department for payments, 

penalties, or fines due to the department.  The effect of a notice and 

order is continuous from the date the notice and order is first made 

until the liability out of which the notice and order arose is satisfied or 

becomes unenforceable because of lapse of time.  The department 

shall release the notice and order when the liability out of which the 

notice and order arose is satisfied or becomes unenforceable by 

reason of lapse of time and shall notify the person against whom the 

notice and order was made that the notice and order has been 

released. 

  The notice and order to withhold and deliver must be served by 

the sheriff of the county or by the sheriff's deputy, ((by certified mail, 

return receipt requested)) using a method by which the mailing can be 

tracked or the delivery can be confirmed, or by an authorized 

representative of the director.  A person, firm, corporation, other 

entity, municipal corporation, political subdivision of the state, public 

corporation, or agency of the state upon whom service has been made 

shall answer the notice within twenty days exclusive of the day of 

service, under oath and in writing, and shall make true answers to the 

matters inquired of in the notice and order.  Upon service of the notice 

and order, if the party served possesses any property that may be 

subject to the claim of the department, the party shall promptly 

deliver the property to the director or the director's authorized 

representative.  The director shall hold the property in trust for 

application on the unregistered contractor's indebtedness to the 

department, or for return without interest, in accordance with a final 
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determination of a petition for review.  In the alternative, the party 

shall furnish a good and sufficient surety bond satisfactory to the 

director conditioned upon final determination of liability.  If a party 

served and named in the notice fails to answer the notice within the 

time prescribed in this section, the court may render judgment by 

default against the party for the full amount claimed by the director in 

the notice, together with costs.  If a notice is served upon an 

unregistered contractor and the property subject to it is wages, the 

unregistered contractor may assert in the answer all exemptions 

provided for by chapter 6.27 RCW to which the wage earner is 

entitled. 

 (5) In addition to the procedure for collection of a payment, 

penalty, or fine due to the department as set forth in this section, the 

department may recover civil penalties imposed under this chapter in 

a civil action in the name of the department brought in a court of 

competent jurisdiction of the county where the violation is alleged to 

have occurred." 

 Renumber the remaining sections consecutively and correct any 

internal references accordingly. 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Sells, Chair; Reykdal, Vice Chair; 

Condotta, Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Fagan; Green; Kenney; Miloscia; Moeller; 

Ormsby; Roberts; Taylor and Warnick. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SSB 5069  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor, Commerce 

& Consumer Protection: Creating the farm labor 

contractor account.  Reported by Committee on 

Labor & Workforce Development 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Sells, Chair; Reykdal, Vice Chair; Condotta, 

Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant Ranking Minority 

Member; Fagan; Green; Kenney; Miloscia; Moeller; Ormsby; 

Roberts; Taylor and Warnick. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SSB 5070  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor, Commerce 

& Consumer Protection: Regarding records 

requests relating to prevailing wage 

investigations.  Reported by Committee on Labor 

& Workforce Development 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Sells, Chair; Reykdal, Vice Chair; Condotta, 

Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant Ranking Minority 

Member; Fagan; Green; Kenney; Miloscia; Moeller; Ormsby; 

Roberts; Taylor and Warnick. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SSB 5071  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Higher Education 

& Workforce Development: Providing licensed 

midwives and marriage and family therapists 

online access to the University of Washington 

health sciences library.  Reported by Committee 

on Health Care & Wellness 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Cody, Chair; Jinkins, Vice Chair; Schmick, 

Ranking Minority Member; Bailey; Clibborn; Green; Harris; 

Kelley; Moeller and Van De Wege. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SSB 5072  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Agriculture & 

Rural Economic Development: Authorizing the 

department of agriculture to accept and expend 

gifts.  Reported by Committee on Agriculture & 

Natural Resources 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

   

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 

"NEW SECTION.  Sec. 1.  A new section is added to chapter 

43.23 RCW to read as follows: 

 The director of the department may accept, expend, and retain 

gifts, grants, bequests, or contributions from public or private sources 

to carry out the purposes and programs of the department." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Blake, Chair; Stanford, Vice Chair; 

Chandler, Ranking Minority Member; Wilcox, Assistant 

Ranking Minority Member; Buys; Dunshee; Hinkle; Kretz; 

Lytton; Orcutt; Pettigrew; Rolfes and Van De Wege. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SB 5149  Prime Sponsor, Senator Keiser: Requiring the 

department of health to collect current and past 

employment information in the cancer registry 

program.  Reported by Committee on Health Care 

& Wellness 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Cody, Chair; Jinkins, Vice Chair; Schmick, 

Ranking Minority Member; Bailey; Clibborn; Green; Harris; 

Kelley; Moeller and Van De Wege. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SSB 5152  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health & Long-

Term Care: Regarding naturopathic physicians.  

Reported by Committee on Health Care & 

Wellness 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Cody, Chair; Jinkins, Vice Chair; Schmick, 

Ranking Minority Member; Bailey; Clibborn; Green; Harris; 

Kelley; Moeller and Van De Wege. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SSB 5157  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Economic 

Development, Trade & Innovation: Concerning 

the operation of foreign trade zones on property 

adjacent to but outside a port district.  Reported 

by Committee on Community Development & 

Housing 
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MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Kenney, Chair; Finn, Vice Chair; Smith, 

Ranking Minority Member; Orcutt, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Ahern; Maxwell; Ryu; Santos and Walsh. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

ESB 5169  Prime Sponsor, Senator Rockefeller: Encouraging 

economic development by exempting certain 

counties from the forest land compensating tax.  

Reported by Committee on Community 

Development & Housing 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Kenney, Chair; Finn, Vice Chair; Smith, 

Ranking Minority Member; Orcutt, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Ahern; Maxwell; Ryu; Santos and Walsh. 

 

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SB 5224  Prime Sponsor, Senator Hobbs: Increasing the 

charge limit for the preparation of condominium 

resale certificates.  Reported by Committee on 

Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice Chair; 

Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Eddy; Frockt; Kirby; 

Klippert; Nealey; Orwall and Roberts. 

 

MINORITY recommendation:  Do not pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Shea, Assistant Ranking Minority Member 

and Chandler. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SSB 5232  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor, Commerce 

& Consumer Protection: Authorizing prize-linked 

savings deposits.  Reported by Committee on 

State Government & Tribal Affairs 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

   

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 

"NEW SECTION.  Sec. 1.  The legislature finds that consumer 

savings is essential, both for individuals seeking to obtain the 

American dream, and in order to rebuild a strong economy.  The 

legislature further finds that for most of the last two decades, 

consumers have borrowed more than they have saved, with current 

United States savings rates under six percent.  The legislature intends 

to encourage financial institutions to develop innovative products that 

create incentives to encourage consumer savings, particularly savings 

by low-income consumers. 

Sec. 2.  RCW 9.46.0356 and 2000 c 228 s 1 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 (1) The legislature authorizes: 

 (a) A business to conduct a promotional contest of chance as 

defined in this section, in this state, or partially in this state, whereby 

the elements of prize and chance are present but in which the element 

of consideration is not present; 

 (b) A financial institution, as defined in RCW 30.22.040, to 

conduct a promotional contest of chance under this section in which a 

drawing for a prize is held that includes as eligible prize recipients 

only those persons who:  (i) Deposited funds at the financial 

institution in a savings account, certificate of deposit, or any other 

savings program; and (ii) retained those funds for at least one year in 

a savings account, certificate of deposit, or any other savings program 

of the financial institution.  No such contest may be conducted, either 

wholly or partially, by means of the internet. 

 (2) Promotional contests of chance under this section are not 

gambling as defined in RCW 9.46.0237. 

  (3) Promotional contests of chance shall be conducted as 

advertising and promotional undertakings solely for the purpose of 

advertising or promoting the services, goods, wares, and merchandise 

of a business. 

 (4) No person eligible to receive a prize in a promotional contest 

of chance under subsection (1)(a) of this section may be required to: 

 (a) Pay any consideration to the promoter or operator of the 

business in order to participate in the contest; or 

 (b) Purchase any service, goods, wares, merchandise, or anything 

of value from the business, however, for other than contests entered 

through a direct mail solicitation, the promoter or sponsor may give 

additional entries or chances upon purchase of service, goods, wares, 

or merchandise if the promoter or sponsor provides an alternate 

method of entry requiring no consideration. 

 (5) No person eligible to receive a prize in a promotional contest 

of chance under subsection (1)(b) of this section may be required to 

pay any consideration other than the deposit of funds, or purchase any 

service, goods, wares, merchandise, or anything of value from the 

financial institution. 

 (6)(a) As used in this section, "consideration" means anything of 

pecuniary value required to be paid to the promoter or sponsor in 

order to participate in a promotional contest.  Such things as visiting a 

business location, placing or answering a telephone call, completing 

an entry form or customer survey, or furnishing a stamped, self-

addressed envelope do not constitute consideration. 

 (b) Coupons or entry blanks obtained by purchase of a bona fide 

newspaper or magazine or in a program sold in conjunction with a 

regularly scheduled sporting event are not consideration. 

 (((6))) (7) Unless authorized by the commission, equipment or 

devices made for use in a gambling activity are prohibited from use in 

a promotional contest. 

 (((7))) (8) This section shall not be construed to permit 

noncompliance with chapter 19.170 RCW, promotional advertising of 

prizes, and chapter 19.86 RCW, unfair business practices. 

Sec. 3.  RCW 19.170.020 and 1991 c 227 s 2 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in 

this section apply throughout this chapter. 

 (1) "Person" means an individual, corporation, the state or its 

subdivisions or agencies, business trust, estate, trust, partnership, 

association, cooperative, or any other legal entity. 

 (2) "Prize" means a gift, award, travel coupon or certificate, free 

item, or any other item offered in a promotion that is different and 

distinct from the goods, service, or property promoted by a sponsor.  

"Prize" does not include an item offered in a promotion where all of 

the following elements are present: 

 (a) No element of chance is involved in obtaining the item offered 

in the promotion; 

 (b) The recipient has the right to review the merchandise offered 

for sale without obligation for at least seven days, and has a right to 

obtain a full refund in thirty days for the return of undamaged 

merchandise; 

 (c) The recipient may keep the item offered in the promotion 

without obligation; and 
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 (d) The recipient is not required to attend any sales presentation 

or spend any sum in order to receive the item offered in the 

promotion. 

 (3) "Promoter" means a person conducting a promotion. 

 (4) "Promotion" means an advertising program, sweepstakes, 

contest, direct giveaway, or solicitation directed to specific named 

individuals, that includes the award of or chance to be awarded a 

prize, but does not include a promotional contest of chance under 

RCW 9.46.0356(1)(b). 

 (5) "Offer" means a written notice delivered by hand, mail, or 

other print medium offering goods, services, or property made as part 

of a promotion to a person based on a representation that the person 

has been awarded, or will be awarded, a prize. 

 (6) "Sponsor" means a person on whose behalf a promotion is 

conducted to promote or advertise goods, services, or property of that 

person. 

 (7) "Simulated check" means a document that is not currency or a 

check, draft, note, bond, or other negotiable instrument but has the 

visual characteristics thereof.  "Simulated check" does not include a 

nonnegotiable check, draft, note, or other instrument that is used for 

soliciting orders for the purchase of checks, drafts, notes, bonds, or 

other instruments and that is clearly marked as a sample, specimen, or 

nonnegotiable. 

 (8) "Continuing obligation check" means a document that is a 

check, draft, note, bond, or other negotiable instrument that, when 

cashed, deposited, or otherwise used, imposes on the payee an 

obligation to enter into a loan transaction.  This definition does not 

include checks, drafts, or other negotiable instruments that are used 

by consumers to take advances on revolving loans, credit cards, or 

revolving credit accounts. 

 (9) "Verifiable retail value" means: 

 (a) A price at which a promoter or sponsor can demonstrate that a 

substantial number of prizes have been sold at retail in the local 

market by a person other than the promoter or sponsor; or 

 (b) If the prize is not available for retail sale in the local market, 

the retail fair market value in the local market of an item substantially 

similar in each significant aspect, including size, grade, quality, 

quantity, ingredients, and utility; or 

 (c) If the value of the prize cannot be established under (a) or (b) 

of this subsection, then the prize may be valued at no more than three 

times its cost to the promoter or sponsor. 

 (10) "Financial institution" means any bank, trust company, 

savings bank, savings and loan association, credit union, industrial 

loan company, or consumer finance lender subject to regulation by an 

official agency of this state or the United States, and any subsidiary or 

affiliate thereof. 

Sec. 4.  RCW 30.22.040 and 1981 c 192 s 4 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 Unless the context of this chapter otherwise requires, the terms 

contained in this section have the meanings indicated. 

 (1) "Account" means a contract of deposit between a depositor or 

depositors and a financial institution; the term includes a checking 

account, savings account, certificate of deposit, savings certificate, 

share account, savings bond, and other like arrangements. 

 (2) "Actual knowledge" means written notice to a manager of a 

branch of a financial institution, or an officer of the financial 

institution in the course of his employment at the branch, pertaining to 

funds held on deposit in an account maintained by the branch 

received within a period of time which affords the financial institution 

a reasonable opportunity to act upon the knowledge. 

 (3) "Individual" means a human being; "person" includes an 

individual, corporation, partnership, limited partnership, joint venture, 

trust, or other entity recognized by law to have separate legal powers. 

 (4) "Agent" means a person designated by a depositor or 

depositors in a contract of deposit or other document to have the 

authority to deposit and to make payments from an account in the 

name of the depositor or depositors. 

 (5) "Agency account" means an account to which funds may be 

deposited and from which payments may be made by an agent 

designated by a depositor.  In the event there is more than one 

depositor named on an account, each depositor may designate the 

same or a different agent for the purpose of depositing to or making 

payments of funds from a depositor's account. 

 (6) "Single account" means an account in the name of one 

depositor only. 

 (7) "Joint account without right of survivorship" means an 

account in the name of two or more depositors and which contains no 

provision that the funds of a deceased depositor become the property 

of the surviving depositor or depositors. 

 (8) "Joint account with right of survivorship" means an account in 

the name of two or more depositors and which provides that the funds 

of a deceased depositor become the property of one or more of the 

surviving depositors. 

 (9) "Trust and P.O.D. accounts" means accounts payable on 

request to a depositor during the depositor's lifetime, and upon the 

depositor's death to one or more designated beneficiaries, or which 

are payable to two or more depositors during their lifetimes, and upon 

the death of all depositors to one or more designated beneficiaries.  

The term "trust account" does not include deposits by trustees or other 

fiduciaries where the trust or fiduciary relationship is established 

other than by a contract of deposit with a financial institution. 

 (10) "Trust or P.O.D. account beneficiary" means a person or 

persons, other than a codepositor, who has or have been designated by 

a depositor or depositors to receive the depositor's funds remaining in 

an account upon the death of a depositor or all depositors. 

 (11) "Depositor", when utilized in determining the rights of 

individuals to funds in an account, means an individual who owns the 

funds.  When utilized in determining the rights of a financial 

institution to make or withhold payment, and/or to take any other 

action with regard to funds held under a contract of deposit, 

"depositor" means the individual or individuals who have the current 

right to payment of funds held under the contract of deposit without 

regard to the actual rights of ownership thereof by these individuals.  

A trust or P.O.D. account beneficiary becomes a depositor only when 

the account becomes payable to the beneficiary by reason of having 

survived the depositor or depositors named on the account, depending 

upon the provisions of the contract of deposit. 

 (12) "Financial institution" means a bank, trust company, mutual 

savings bank, savings and loan association, or credit union authorized 

to do business and accept deposits in this state under state or federal 

law. 

 (13) "Depositor's funds" or "funds of a depositor" means the 

amount of all deposits belonging to or made for the benefit of a 

depositor, less all withdrawals of the funds by the depositor or by 

others for the depositor's benefit, plus the depositor's prorated share of 

any interest or dividends included in the current balance of the 

account and any proceeds of deposit life insurance added to the 

account by reason of the death of a depositor. 

 (14) "Payment(s)" of sums on deposit includes withdrawal, 

payment by check or other directive of a depositor or his agent, any 

pledge of sums on deposit by a depositor or his agent, any set-off or 

reduction or other disposition of all or part of an account balance, and 

any payments to any person under RCW 30.22.120, 30.22.140, 

30.22.150, 30.22.160, 30.22.170, 30.22.180, 30.22.190, 30.22.200, 

and 30.22.220. 

 (15) "Proof of death" means a certified or authenticated copy of a 

death certificate, or photostatic copy thereof, purporting to be issued 

by an official or agency of the jurisdiction where the death 

purportedly occurred, or a certified or authenticated copy of a record 

or report of a governmental agency, domestic or foreign, that a person 

is dead.  In either case, the proofs constitute prima facie proof of the 
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fact, place, date, and time of death, and identity of the decedent and 

the status of the dates, circumstances, and places disclosed by the 

record or report. 

 (16) "Request" means a request for withdrawal, or a check or 

order for payment, which complies with all conditions of the account, 

including special requirements concerning necessary signatures and 

regulations of the financial institution; but if the financial institution 

conditions withdrawal or payment on advance notice, for purposes of 

this chapter the request for withdrawal or payment is treated as 

immediately effective and a notice of intent to withdraw is treated as a 

request for withdrawal. 

 (17) "Withdrawal" means payment to a person pursuant to check 

or other directive of a depositor. 

(18) "Director" means the director of the department of financial 

institutions or his or her designee. 

 (19) "Promotional contest of chance" means a drawing for a prize 

that includes as eligible prize recipients only those persons who:  (a) 

Deposited funds at the financial institution in a savings account, 

certificate of deposit, or any other savings program; and (b) retained 

those funds for at least one year in a savings account, certificate of 

deposit, or any other savings program of the financial institution. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 5.  A new section is added to chapter 

30.22 RCW to read as follows: 

 (1) If approved by its board of directors, a financial institution 

may conduct a promotional contest of chance as permitted under 

RCW 9.46.0356(1)(b). 

 (2) A financial institution must not conduct a savings promotional 

contest of chance, if, in the opinion of the director: 

 (a) It is likely to or does adversely affect the financial institution's 

safety and soundness; 

 (b) It is administered in an unsafe and unsound or imprudent 

manner, or in a manner that is likely to or does result in actual or 

potential reputational harm to the financial institution; or 

 (c) It is likely to or has misled the financial institution's members, 

depositors, or the general public. 

 (3) The director may examine the conduct of a promotional 

contest of chance pursuant to his or her supervisory and examination 

powers under: 

 (a) Title 30 RCW, in regard to a bank; 

 (b) Title 32 RCW, in regard to a mutual or stock savings bank; or 

 (c) Chapter 31.12 RCW, in regard to a state credit union. 

 (4) The director may exercise his or her full enforcement powers 

under the titles and chapter in subsection (3) of this section and may 

issue a cease and desist order for a violation of this section. 

 (5) A financial institution must maintain records sufficient to 

facilitate an audit of a promotional contest of chance, and must 

provide those records to the director upon request. 

Sec. 6.  RCW 31.12.402 and 2001 c 83 s 14 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 A credit union may: 

 (1) Issue shares to and receive deposits from its members in 

accordance with RCW 31.12.416; 

 (2) Make loans to its members in accordance with RCW 

31.12.426 and 31.12.428; 

 (3) Pay dividends and interest to its members in accordance with 

RCW 31.12.418; 

 (4) Impose reasonable charges for the services it provides to its 

members; 

 (5) Impose financing charges and reasonable late charges in the 

event of default on loans, subject to applicable law, and recover 

reasonable costs and expenses, including, but not limited to, 

collection costs, and reasonable attorneys' fees incurred both before 

and after judgment, incurred in the collection of sums due, if provided 

for in the note or agreement signed by the borrower; 

 (6) Acquire, lease, hold, assign, pledge, sell, or otherwise dispose 

of interests in personal property and in real property in accordance 

with RCW 31.12.438; 

 (7) Deposit and invest funds in accordance with RCW 31.12.436; 

 (8) Borrow money, up to a maximum of fifty percent of its total 

shares, deposits, and net worth; 

 (9) Discount or sell any of its assets, or purchase any or all of the 

assets of another credit union, out-of-state credit union, or federal 

credit union.  However, a credit union may not discount or sell all, or 

substantially all, of its assets without the approval of the director; 

 (10) Accept deposits of deferred compensation of its members; 

 (11) Act as fiscal agent for and receive payments on shares and 

deposits from the federal government or this state, and any agency or 

political subdivision thereof; 

 (12) Engage in activities and programs as requested by the federal 

government, this state, and any agency or political subdivision 

thereof, when the activities or programs are not inconsistent with this 

chapter; 

 (13) Hold membership in credit unions, out-of-state credit unions, 

or federal credit unions and in organizations controlled by or fostering 

the interests of credit unions, including, but not limited to, a central 

liquidity facility organized under state or federal law; 

 (14) Pay additional dividends and interest to members, or an 

interest rate refund to borrowers; 

 (15) Enter into lease agreements, lease contracts, and 

lease-purchase agreements with members; 

 (16) Act as insurance agent or broker for the sale to members of: 

 (a) Group life, accident, health, and credit life and disability 

insurance; and 

 (b) Other insurance that other types of Washington state-chartered 

financial institutions are permitted to sell, on the same terms and 

conditions that these institutions are permitted to sell such insurance; 

 (17) Impose a reasonable service charge for the administration 

and processing of accounts that remain dormant for a period of time 

specified by the credit union; 

 (18) Establish and operate on-premises or off-premises electronic 

facilities; 

 (19) Enter into formal or informal agreements with another credit 

union for the purpose of fostering the development of the other credit 

union; 

 (20) Work with community leaders to develop and prioritize 

efforts to improve the areas where their members reside by making 

investments in the community through contributions to organizations 

that primarily serve either a charitable, social, welfare, or educational 

purpose, or are exempt from taxation pursuant to section 501(c)(3) of 

the internal revenue code; 

 (21) Limit the personal liability of its directors in accordance with 

provisions of its articles of incorporation that conform with RCW 

23B.08.320; 

 (22) Indemnify its directors, supervisory committee members, 

officers, employees, and others in accordance with provisions of its 

articles of incorporation or bylaws that conform with RCW 

23B.08.500 through 23B.08.600; 

(23) Conduct a promotional contest of chance as authorized in RCW 

9.46.0356(l)(b), as long as the conditions of RCW 9.46.0356(5) and 

section 5 of this act are complied with to the satisfaction of the 

director; and 

 (((23))) (24) Exercise such incidental powers as are necessary or 

convenient to enable it to conduct the business of a credit union. 

Sec. 7.  RCW 30.08.140 and 1996 c 2 s 5 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 Upon the issuance of a certificate of authority to a bank, the 

persons named in the articles of incorporation and their successors 

shall thereupon become a corporation and shall have power: 

 (1) To adopt and use a corporate seal. 

 (2) To have perpetual succession. 
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 (3) To make contracts. 

 (4) To sue and be sued, the same as a natural person. 

 (5) To elect directors who, subject to the provisions of the 

corporation's bylaws, shall have power to appoint such officers as 

may be necessary or convenient, to define their powers and duties and 

to dismiss them at pleasure, and who shall also have general 

supervision and control of the affairs of such corporation. 

 (6) To make and alter bylaws, not inconsistent with its articles of 

incorporation or with the laws of this state, for the administration and 

regulation of its affairs. 

 (7) To invest and reinvest its funds in marketable obligations 

evidencing the indebtedness of any person, copartnership, association, 

or corporation in the form of bonds, notes, or debentures commonly 

known as investment securities except as may by regulation be 

limited by the director. 

 (8) To discount and negotiate promissory notes, drafts, bills of 

exchange and other evidences of debt, to receive deposits of money 

and commercial paper, to lend money secured or unsecured, to issue 

all forms of letters of credit, to buy and sell bullion, coins and bills of 

exchange. 

 (9) To take and receive as bailee for hire upon terms and 

conditions to be prescribed by the corporation, for safekeeping and 

storage, jewelry, plate, money, specie, bullion, stocks, bonds, 

mortgages, securities and valuable paper of any kind and other 

valuable personal property, and to rent vaults, safes, boxes and other 

receptacles for safekeeping and storage of personal property. 

 (10) If the bank be located in a city of not more than five 

thousand inhabitants, to act as insurance agent.  A bank exercising 

this power may continue to act as an insurance agent notwithstanding 

a change of the population of the city in which it is located. 

 (11) To accept drafts or bills of exchange drawn upon it having 

not more than six months sight to run, which grow out of transactions 

involving the importation or exportation of goods; or which grow out 

of transactions involving the domestic shipment of goods, providing 

shipping documents conveying or securing title are attached at the 

time of acceptance; or which are secured at the time of acceptance by 

a warehouse receipt or other such document conveying or securing 

title to readily marketable staples.  No bank shall accept, either in a 

foreign or a domestic transaction, for any one person, company, firm 

or corporation, to an amount equal at any one time in the aggregate to 

more than ten percent of its paid up and unimpaired capital stock and 

surplus unless the bank is secured by attached documents or by some 

other actual security growing out of the same transaction as the 

acceptance; and no bank shall accept such bills to an amount equal at 

any time in the aggregate to more than one-half of its paid up and 

unimpaired capital stock and surplus:  PROVIDED, HOWEVER, 

That the director, under such general regulations applicable to all 

banks irrespective of the amount of capital or surplus, as the director 

may prescribe may authorize any bank to accept such bills to an 

amount not exceeding at any time in the aggregate one hundred 

percent of its paid up and unimpaired capital stock and surplus:  

PROVIDED, FURTHER, That the aggregate of acceptances growing 

out of domestic transactions shall in no event exceed fifty percent of 

such capital stock and surplus. 

 (12) To accept drafts or bills of exchange drawn upon it, having 

not more than three months sight to run, drawn under regulations to 

be prescribed by the director by banks or bankers in foreign countries 

or dependencies or insular possessions of the United States for the 

purpose of furnishing dollar exchange as required by the usages of 

trade in the respective countries, dependencies or insular possessions.  

Such drafts or bills may be acquired by banks in such amounts and 

subject to such regulations, restrictions and limitations as may be 

provided by the director:  PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That no bank 

shall accept such drafts or bills of exchange referred to in this 

subdivision for any one bank to an amount exceeding in the aggregate 

ten percent of the paid up and unimpaired capital and surplus of the 

accepting bank unless the draft or bill of exchange is accompanied by 

documents conveying or securing title or by some other adequate 

security, and that no such drafts or bills of exchange shall be accepted 

by any bank in an amount exceeding at any time the aggregate of one-

half of its paid up and unimpaired capital and surplus:  PROVIDED 

FURTHER, That compliance by any bank which is a member of the 

federal reserve system of the United States with the rules, regulations 

and limitations adopted by the federal reserve board thereof with 

respect to the acceptance of drafts or bills of exchange by members of 

such federal reserve system shall be a sufficient compliance with the 

requirements of this subdivision or paragraph relating to rules, 

regulations and limitations prescribed by the director. 

 (13) To have and exercise all powers necessary or convenient to 

effect its purposes. 

 (14) To serve as custodian of an individual retirement account 

and pension and profit sharing plans qualified under internal revenue 

code section 401(a), the assets of which are invested in deposits of the 

bank or trust company or are invested, pursuant to directions from the 

customer owning the account, in securities traded on a national 

securities market:  PROVIDED, That the bank or trust company shall 

accept no investment responsibilities over the account unless it is 

granted trust powers by the director. 

  (15) To be a limited partner in a limited partnership that engages 

in only such activities as are authorized for the bank. 

 (16) To exercise any other power or authority permissible under 

applicable state or federal law conducted by out-of-state state banks 

with branches in Washington to the same extent if, in the opinion of 

the director, those powers and authorities affect the operations of 

banking in Washington or affect the delivery of financial services in 

Washington. 

(17) To conduct a promotional contest of chance as authorized in 

RCW 9.46.0356(l)(b), as long as the conditions of RCW 9.46.0356(5) 

and section 5 of this act are complied with to the satisfaction of the 

director. 

Sec. 8.  RCW 32.08.140 and 1999 c 14 s 17 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 Every mutual savings bank incorporated under this title shall 

have, subject to the restrictions and limitations contained in this title, 

the following powers: 

 (1) To receive deposits of money, to invest the same in the 

property and securities prescribed in this title, to declare dividends in 

the manner prescribed in this title, and to exercise by its board of 

trustees or duly authorized officers or agents, subject to law, all such 

incidental powers as shall be necessary to carry on the business of a 

savings bank. 

 (2) To issue transferable certificates showing the amounts 

contributed by any incorporator or trustee to the guaranty fund of 

such bank, or for the purpose of paying its expenses.  Every such 

certificate shall show that it does not constitute a liability of the 

savings bank, except as otherwise provided in this title. 

 (3) To purchase, hold and convey real property as prescribed in 

RCW 32.20.280. 

 (4) To pay depositors as hereinafter provided, and when 

requested, pay them by drafts upon deposits to the credit of the 

savings bank in any city in the United States, and to charge current 

rates of exchange for such drafts. 

 (5) To borrow money in pursuance of a resolution adopted by a 

vote of a majority of its board of trustees duly entered upon its 

minutes whereon shall be recorded by ayes and noes the vote of each 

trustee, for the purpose of repaying depositors, and to pledge or 

hypothecate securities as collateral for loans so obtained.  Immediate 

written notice shall be given to the director of all amounts so 

borrowed, and of all assets so pledged or hypothecated. 

 (6) Subject to such regulations and restrictions as the director 

finds to be necessary and proper, to borrow money in pursuance of a 

resolution, policy, or other governing document adopted by its board 
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of trustees, for purposes other than that of repaying depositors and to 

pledge or hypothecate its assets as collateral for any such loans, 

provided that no amount shall at any time be borrowed by a savings 

bank pursuant to this subsection (6), if such amount, together with the 

amount then remaining unpaid upon prior borrowings by such savings 

bank pursuant to this subsection (6), exceeds thirty percent of the 

assets of the savings bank. 

 The sale of securities or loans by a bank subject to an agreement 

to repurchase the securities or loans shall not be considered a 

borrowing.  Borrowings from federal, state, or municipal 

governments or agencies or instrumentalities thereof shall not be 

subject to the limits of this subsection. 

 (7) To collect or protest promissory notes or bills of exchange 

owned by such bank or held by it as collateral, and remit the proceeds 

of the collections by drafts upon deposits to the credit of the savings 

bank in any city in the United States, and to charge the usual rates or 

fees for such collection and remittance for such protest. 

 (8) To sell gold or silver received in payment of interest or 

principal of obligations owned by the savings bank or from depositors 

in the ordinary course of business. 

 (9) To act as insurance agent for the purpose of writing fire 

insurance on property in which the bank has an insurable interest, the 

property to be located in the city in which the bank is situated and in 

the immediate contiguous suburbs, notwithstanding anything in any 

other statute to the contrary. 

 (10) To let vaults, safes, boxes or other receptacles for the 

safekeeping or storage of personal property, subject to laws and 

regulations applicable to, and with the powers possessed by, safe 

deposit companies. 

 (11) To elect or appoint in such manner as it may determine all 

necessary or proper officers, agents, boards, and committees, to fix 

their compensation, subject to the provisions of this title, and to define 

their powers and duties, and to remove them at will. 

 (12) To make and amend bylaws consistent with law for the 

management of its property and the conduct of its business. 

 (13) To wind up and liquidate its business in accordance with this 

title. 

 (14) To adopt and use a common seal and to alter the same at 

pleasure. 

 (15) To exercise any other power or authority permissible under 

applicable state or federal law exercised by other savings banks or by 

savings and loan associations with branches in Washington to the 

same extent as those savings institutions if, in the opinion of the 

director, the exercise of these powers and authorities by the other 

savings institutions affects the operations of savings banks in 

Washington or affects the delivery of financial services in 

Washington. 

 (16) To exercise the powers and authorities conferred by RCW 

30.04.215. 

 (17) To exercise the powers and authorities that may be carried 

on by a subsidiary of the mutual savings bank that has been 

determined to be a prudent investment pursuant to RCW 32.20.380. 

 (18) To do all other acts authorized by this title. 

 (19) To exercise the powers and authorities that may be exercised 

by an insured state bank in compliance with 12 U.S.C. Sec. 1831a. 

(20) To conduct a promotional contest of chance as authorized in 

RCW 9.46.0356(l)(b), as long as the conditions of RCW 9.46.0356(5) 

and section 5 of this act are complied with to the satisfaction of the 

director. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 9.  Sections 7 and 8 of this act take effect 

when the director of the department of financial institutions finds that 

a federal regulatory agency has, through federal law, regulation, or 

official regulatory interpretation, interpreted federal law to permit 

banks operating under the authority of Title 30 or 32 RCW to conduct 

a promotional contest of chance as defined in RCW 30.22.040." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Hunt, Chair; Appleton, Vice Chair; 

Taylor, Ranking Minority Member; Overstreet, Assistant 

Ranking Minority Member; Alexander; Condotta; Darneille; 

Dunshee; Hurst; McCoy and Miloscia. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SB 5241  Prime Sponsor, Senator Roach: Modifying the 

authority of a watershed management partnership.  

Reported by Committee on Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice Chair; 

Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Eddy; Frockt; Kirby; 

Nealey; Orwall and Roberts. 

 

MINORITY recommendation:  Do not pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Shea, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; 

Chandler and Klippert. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 15, 2011 

SSB 5264  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Natural Resources 

& Marine Waters: Requiring a study of Mazama 

pocket gophers.  Reported by Committee on 

Agriculture & Natural Resources 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Blake, Chair; Stanford, Vice Chair; Chandler, 

Ranking Minority Member; Wilcox, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Buys; Dunshee; Hinkle; Kretz; Lytton; 

Orcutt; Pettigrew; Rolfes and Van De Wege. 

 

Referred to Committee on General Government 

Appropriations & Oversight. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SSB 5271  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Natural Resources 

& Marine Waters: Regarding abandoned or 

derelict vessels.  Reported by Committee on 

Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

   

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 

"Sec. 1.  RCW 79.100.110 and 2006 c 153 s 1 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

(1) A person who causes a vessel to become abandoned or derelict 

upon aquatic lands is guilty of a misdemeanor. 

(2) A person who intentionally, through action or inaction and 

without the appropriate state, local, or federal authorization, causes a 

vessel to sink, break up, or block a navigational channel upon aquatic 

lands is guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Sec. 2.  RCW 79.100.130 and 2007 c 342 s 3 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 A marina owner may contract with a local government for the 

purpose of participating in the derelict vessel removal program.  The 

local government shall serve as the authorized public entity for the 

removal of the derelict or abandoned vessel from the marina owner's 

property.  The contract must provide for the marina owner to be 

financially responsible for the removal costs that are not reimbursed 

by the department as provided under RCW 79.100.100, and any 
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additional reasonable administrative costs incurred by the local 

government during the removal of the derelict or abandoned vessel.  

Prior to the commencement of any removal which will seek 

reimbursement from the derelict vessel removal program, the contract 

and the proposed vessel removal shall be submitted to the department 

for review and approval.  The local government shall use the 

procedure specified under RCW 79.100.100(6). 

Sec. 3.  RCW 53.08.320 and 2002 c 286 s 23 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 A moorage facility operator may adopt all rules necessary for 

rental and use of moorage facilities and for the expeditious collection 

of port charges.  The rules may also establish procedures for the 

enforcement of these rules by port district, city, county, metropolitan 

park district or town personnel.  The rules shall include the following: 

 (1) Procedures authorizing moorage facility personnel to take 

reasonable measures, including the use of chains, ropes, and locks, or 

removal from the water, to secure vessels within the moorage facility 

so that the vessels are in the possession and control of the moorage 

facility operator and cannot be removed from the moorage facility.  

These procedures may be used if an owner mooring or storing a 

vessel at the moorage facility fails, after being notified that charges 

are owing and of the owner's right to commence legal proceedings to 

contest that such charges are owing, to pay the port charges owed or 

to commence legal proceedings.  Notification shall be by registered 

mail to the owner at his or her last known address.  In the case of a 

transient vessel, or where no address was furnished by the owner, the 

moorage facility operator need not give such notice prior to securing 

the vessel.  At the time of securing the vessel, an authorized moorage 

facility employee shall attach to the vessel a readily visible notice.  

The notice shall be of a reasonable size and shall contain the 

following information: 

 (a) The date and time the notice was attached; 

 (b) A statement that if the account is not paid in full within ninety 

days from the time the notice is attached, the vessel may be sold at 

public auction to satisfy the port charges; and 

 (c) The address and telephone number where additional 

information may be obtained concerning release of the vessel. 

 After a vessel is secured, the operator shall make a reasonable 

effort to notify the owner by registered mail in order to give the owner 

the information contained in the notice. 

 (2) Procedures authorizing moorage facility personnel at their 

discretion to move moored vessels ashore for storage within 

properties under the operator's control or for storage with private 

persons under their control as bailees of the moorage facility, if the 

vessel is, in the opinion of port personnel a nuisance, if the vessel is in 

danger of sinking or creating other damage, or is owing port charges.  

Costs of any such procedure shall be paid by the vessel's owner.  If 

the owner is not known, or unable to reimburse the moorage facility 

operator for the costs of these procedures, the mooring facility 

operators may seek reimbursement of ((seventy-five)) ninety percent 

of all reasonable and auditable costs from the derelict vessel removal 

account established in RCW 79.100.100. 

 (3) If a vessel is secured under subsection (1) of this section or 

moved ashore under subsection (2) of this section, the owner who is 

obligated to the moorage facility operator for port charges may regain 

possession of the vessel by: 

 (a) Making arrangements satisfactory with the moorage facility 

operator for the immediate removal of the vessel from the moorage 

facility or for authorized moorage; and 

 (b) Making payment to the moorage facility operator of all port 

charges, or by posting with the moorage facility operator a sufficient 

cash bond or other acceptable security, to be held in trust by the 

moorage facility operator pending written agreement of the parties 

with respect to payment by the vessel owner of the amount owing, or 

pending resolution of the matter of the charges in a civil action in a 

court of competent jurisdiction.  After entry of judgment, including 

any appeals, in a court of competent jurisdiction, or after the parties 

reach agreement with respect to payment, the trust shall terminate and 

the moorage facility operator shall receive so much of the bond or 

other security as is agreed, or as is necessary to satisfy any judgment, 

costs, and interest as may be awarded to the moorage facility 

operator.  The balance shall be refunded immediately to the owner at 

his or her last known address. 

 (4) If a vessel has been secured by the moorage facility operator 

under subsection (1) of this section and is not released to the owner 

under the bonding provisions of this section within ninety days after 

notifying or attempting to notify the owner under subsection (1) of 

this section, the vessel shall be conclusively presumed to have been 

abandoned by the owner. 

 (5) If a vessel moored or stored at a moorage facility is 

abandoned, the moorage facility operator may, by resolution of its 

legislative authority, authorize the public sale of the vessel by 

authorized personnel to the highest and best bidder for cash as 

prescribed by this subsection (5).  Either a minimum bid may be 

established or a letter of credit may be required, or both, to discourage 

the future reabandonment of the vessel. 

 (a) Before the vessel is sold, the owner of the vessel shall be 

given at least twenty days' notice of the sale in the manner set forth in 

subsection (1) of this section if the name and address of the owner is 

known.  The notice shall contain the time and place of the sale, a 

reasonable description of the vessel to be sold, and the amount of port 

charges owed with respect to the vessel.  The notice of sale shall be 

published at least once, more than ten but not more than twenty days 

before the sale, in a newspaper of general circulation in the county in 

which the moorage facility is located.  Such notice shall include the 

name of the vessel, if any, the last known owner and address, and a 

reasonable description of the vessel to be sold.  The moorage facility 

operator may bid all or part of its port charges at the sale and may 

become a purchaser at the sale. 

 (b) Before the vessel is sold, any person seeking to redeem an 

impounded vessel under this section may commence a lawsuit in the 

superior court for the county in which the vessel was impounded to 

contest the validity of the impoundment or the amount of the port 

charges owing.  Such lawsuit must be commenced within ten days of 

the date the notification was provided pursuant to subsection (1) of 

this section, or the right to a hearing shall be deemed waived and the 

owner shall be liable for any port charges owing the moorage facility 

operator.  In the event of litigation, the prevailing party shall be 

entitled to reasonable attorneys' fees and costs. 

 (c) The proceeds of a sale under this section shall first be applied 

to the payment of port charges.  The balance, if any, shall be paid to 

the owner.  If the owner cannot in the exercise of due diligence be 

located by the moorage facility operator within one year of the date of 

the sale, the excess funds from the sale shall revert to the derelict 

vessel removal account established in RCW 79.100.100.  If the sale is 

for a sum less than the applicable port charges, the moorage facility 

operator is entitled to assert a claim for a deficiency. 

 (d) In the event no one purchases the vessel at a sale, or a vessel is 

not removed from the premises or other arrangements are not made 

within ten days of sale, title to the vessel will revert to the moorage 

facility operator. 

 (6) The rules authorized under this section shall be enforceable 

only if the moorage facility has had its tariff containing such rules 

conspicuously posted at its moorage facility at all times. 

Sec. 4.  RCW 79.100.030 and 2002 c 286 s 4 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) An authorized public entity has the authority, subject to the 

processes and limitations of this chapter, to store, strip, use, auction, 

sell, salvage, scrap, or dispose of an abandoned or derelict vessel 

found on or above aquatic lands within the jurisdiction of the 

authorized public entity.  A vessel disposal must be done in an 

environmentally sound manner and in accordance with all federal, 
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state, and local laws, including the state solid waste disposal 

provisions provided for in chapter 70.95 RCW.  Scuttling or sinking 

of a vessel is only permissible after obtaining the express permission 

of the owner or owners of the aquatic lands below where the scuttling 

or sinking would occur, and obtaining all necessary state and federal 

permits or licenses. 

 (2) The primary responsibility to remove a derelict or abandoned 

vessel belongs to the owner, operator, or lessee of the moorage 

facility or the aquatic lands where the vessel is located.  If the 

authorized public entity with the primary responsibility is unwilling or 

unable to exercise the authority granted by this section, it may request 

the department to assume the authorized public entity's authority for a 

particular vessel.  The department may at its discretion assume the 

authorized public entity's authority for a particular vessel after being 

requested to do so.  For vessels not at a moorage facility, an 

authorized public entity with jurisdiction over the aquatic lands where 

the vessel is located may, at its discretion, request to assume primary 

responsibility for that particular vessel from the owner of the aquatic 

lands where the vessel is located. 

 (3) The authority granted by this chapter is permissive, and no 

authorized public entity has a duty to exercise the authority.  No 

liability attaches to an authorized public entity that chooses not to 

exercise this authority.  An authorized public entity, in the good faith 

performance of the actions authorized under this chapter, is not liable 

for civil damages resulting from any act or omission in the 

performance of the actions other than acts or omissions constituting 

gross negligence or willful or wanton misconduct.  Any person whose 

assistance has been requested by an authorized public entity, who has 

entered into a written agreement pursuant to RCW 79.100.070, and 

who, in good faith, renders assistance or advice with respect to 

activities conducted by an authorized public entity pursuant to this 

chapter, is not liable for civil damages resulting from any act or 

omission in the rendering of the assistance or advice, other than acts 

or omissions constituting gross negligence or willful or wanton 

misconduct." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice 

Chair; Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant 

Ranking Minority Member; Chandler; Eddy; Frockt; Kirby; 

Klippert; Nealey; Orwall and Roberts. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SB 5278  Prime Sponsor, Senator Holmquist Newbry: 

Addressing information contained in rate notices 

under the industrial insurance laws.  Reported by 

Committee on Labor & Workforce Development 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Sells, Chair; Reykdal, Vice Chair; Condotta, 

Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant Ranking Minority 

Member; Fagan; Green; Kenney; Miloscia; Moeller; Ormsby; 

Roberts; Taylor and Warnick. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

ESSB 5307  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health & Long-

Term Care: Concerning evaluating military 

training and experience toward meeting licensing 

requirements in medical professions.  Reported by 

Committee on Health Care & Wellness 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Cody, Chair; Jinkins, Vice Chair; Schmick, 

Ranking Minority Member; Bailey; Clibborn; Green; Harris; 

Kelley; Moeller and Van De Wege. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SSB 5326  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary: 

Concerning negligent driving resulting in 

substantial bodily harm, great bodily harm, or 

death of a vulnerable user of a public way.  

Reported by Committee on Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

   

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 

"NEW SECTION.  Sec. 1.  A new section is added to chapter 

46.61 RCW to read as follows: 

 (1) A person commits negligent driving in the second degree with 

a vulnerable user victim if, under circumstances not constituting 

negligent driving in the first degree, he or she operates a vehicle, as 

defined in RCW 46.04.670, in a manner that is both negligent and 

endangers or is likely to endanger any person or property, and he or 

she proximately causes the death, great bodily harm, or substantial 

bodily harm of a vulnerable user of a public way. 

 (2) The law enforcement officer or prosecuting authority issuing 

the notice of infraction for an offense under this section shall state on 

the notice of infraction that the offense was a proximate cause of 

death, great bodily harm, or substantial bodily harm, as defined in 

RCW 9A.04.110, of a vulnerable user of a public way. 

 (3) Persons under the age of sixteen who commit an infraction 

under this section are subject to the provisions of RCW 13.40.250. 

 (4) A person found to have committed negligent driving in the 

second degree with a vulnerable user victim shall be required to: 

 (a) Pay a monetary penalty of five thousand dollars, which may 

not be reduced to an amount less than one thousand dollars; and 

 (b) Have his or her driving privileges suspended for ninety days. 

 (5) In lieu of the penalties imposed under subsection (4) of this 

section, a person found to have committed negligent driving in the 

second degree with a vulnerable user victim who requests and 

personally appears for a hearing pursuant to RCW 46.63.070 (1) or 

(2) may elect to: 

 (a) Pay a penalty of two hundred fifty dollars; 

  (b) Attend traffic school for a number of days to be determined by 

the court pursuant to chapter 46.83 RCW; 

 (c) Perform community service for a number of hours to be 

determined by the court, which may not exceed one hundred hours, 

and which must include activities related to driver improvement and 

providing public education on traffic safety; and 

 (d) Submit certification to the court establishing that the 

requirements of this subsection have been met within one year of the 

hearing. 

 (6) If a person found to have committed a violation of this section 

elects the penalties imposed under subsection (5) of this section, the 

court shall impose the penalties under subsection (5) of this section 

and the court may assess costs as the court deems appropriate for 

administrative processing. 

 (7) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, if a person found 

to have committed a violation of this section elects the penalties under 

subsection (5) of this section but does not complete all requirements 

of subsection (5) of this section within one year of the hearing: 

 (a)(i) The court shall impose a monetary penalty in the amount of 

five thousand dollars, which may not be reduced to an amount less 

than one thousand dollars; and 
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 (ii) The person's driving privileges shall be suspended for ninety 

days. 

 (b) For good cause shown, the court may extend the period of 

time in which the person must complete the requirements of 

subsection (5) of this section before any of the penalties provided in 

this subsection are imposed. 

 (8) An offense under this section is a traffic infraction.  To the 

extent not inconsistent with this section, the provisions of chapter 

46.63 RCW shall apply to infractions under this section.  Procedures 

for the conduct of all hearings provided for in this section may be 

established by rule of the supreme court. 

 (9) If a person is penalized under subsection (4) of this section, 

then the court shall notify the department, and the department shall 

suspend the person's driving privileges.  If a person fails to meet the 

requirements of subsection (5) of this section, the court shall notify 

the department that the person has failed to meet the requirements of 

subsection (5) of this section and the department shall suspend the 

person's driving privileges.  Notice provided by the court under this 

subsection must be in a form specified by the department. 

 (10) Any act prohibited by this section that also constitutes a 

crime under any other law of this state may be the basis of 

prosecution under such other law notwithstanding that it may also be 

the basis for prosecution under this section. 

 (11) For the purposes of this section: 

 (a) "Great bodily harm" and "substantial bodily harm" have the 

same meaning as provided in RCW 9A.04.110. 

 (b) "Negligent" has the same meaning as provided in RCW 

46.61.525(2). 

 (c) "Vulnerable user of a public way" means: 

 (i) A pedestrian; 

 (ii) A person riding an animal; or 

 (iii) A person operating any of the following on a public way: 

 (A) A farm tractor or implement of husbandry, without an 

enclosed shell; 

 (B) A bicycle; 

 (C) An electric-assisted bicycle; 

 (D) An electric personal assistive mobility device; 

 (E) A moped; 

 (F) A motor-driven cycle; 

 (G) A motorized foot scooter; or 

 (H) A motorcycle. 

Sec. 2.  RCW 46.20.342 and 2010 c 269 s 7 and 2010 c 252 s 4 

are each reenacted and amended to read as follows: 

 (1) It is unlawful for any person to drive a motor vehicle in this 

state while that person is in a suspended or revoked status or when his 

or her privilege to drive is suspended or revoked in this or any other 

state.  Any person who has a valid Washington driver's license is not 

guilty of a violation of this section. 

 (a) A person found to be ((an)) a habitual offender under chapter 

46.65 RCW, who violates this section while an order of revocation 

issued under chapter 46.65 RCW prohibiting such operation is in 

effect, is guilty of driving while license suspended or revoked in the 

first degree, a gross misdemeanor.  Upon the first such conviction, the 

person shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than ten days.  

Upon the second conviction, the person shall be punished by 

imprisonment for not less than ninety days.  Upon the third or 

subsequent conviction, the person shall be punished by imprisonment 

for not less than one hundred eighty days.  If the person is also 

convicted of the offense defined in RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, 

when both convictions arise from the same event, the minimum 

sentence of confinement shall be not less than ninety days.  The 

minimum sentence of confinement required shall not be suspended or 

deferred.  A conviction under this subsection does not prevent a 

person from petitioning for reinstatement as provided by RCW 

46.65.080. 

 (b) A person who violates this section while an order of 

suspension or revocation prohibiting such operation is in effect and 

while the person is not eligible to reinstate his or her driver's license 

or driving privilege, other than for a suspension for the reasons 

described in (c) of this subsection, is guilty of driving while license 

suspended or revoked in the second degree, a gross misdemeanor.  

For the purposes of this subsection, a person is not considered to be 

eligible to reinstate his or her driver's license or driving privilege if 

the person is eligible to obtain an ignition interlock driver's license but 

did not obtain such a license.  This subsection applies when a person's 

driver's license or driving privilege has been suspended or revoked by 

reason of: 

 (i) A conviction of a felony in the commission of which a motor 

vehicle was used; 

 (ii) A previous conviction under this section; 

 (iii) A notice received by the department from a court or 

diversion unit as provided by RCW 46.20.265, relating to a minor 

who has committed, or who has entered a diversion unit concerning 

an offense relating to alcohol, legend drugs, controlled substances, or 

imitation controlled substances; 

 (iv) A conviction of RCW 46.20.410, relating to the violation of 

restrictions of an occupational driver's license, a temporary restricted 

driver's license, or an ignition interlock driver's license; 

 (v) A conviction of RCW 46.20.345, relating to the operation of a 

motor vehicle with a suspended or revoked license; 

 (vi) A conviction of RCW 46.52.020, relating to duty in case of 

injury to or death of a person or damage to an attended vehicle; 

  (vii) A conviction of RCW 46.61.024, relating to attempting to 

elude pursuing police vehicles; 

 (viii) A conviction of RCW 46.61.212(4), relating to reckless 

endangerment of emergency zone workers; 

 (ix) A conviction of RCW 46.61.500, relating to reckless driving; 

 (x) A conviction of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, relating to a 

person under the influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs; 

 (xi) A conviction of RCW 46.61.520, relating to vehicular 

homicide; 

 (xii) A conviction of RCW 46.61.522, relating to vehicular 

assault; 

 (xiii) A conviction of RCW 46.61.527(4), relating to reckless 

endangerment of roadway workers; 

 (xiv) A conviction of RCW 46.61.530, relating to racing of 

vehicles on highways; 

 (xv) A conviction of RCW 46.61.685, relating to leaving children 

in an unattended vehicle with motor running; 

 (xvi) A conviction of RCW 46.61.740, relating to theft of motor 

vehicle fuel; 

 (xvii) A conviction of RCW 46.64.048, relating to attempting, 

aiding, abetting, coercing, and committing crimes; 

 (xviii) An administrative action taken by the department under 

chapter 46.20 RCW; ((or)) 

 (xix) A conviction of a local law, ordinance, regulation, or 

resolution of a political subdivision of this state, the federal 

government, or any other state, of an offense substantially similar to a 

violation included in this subsection; or 

 (xx) A finding that a person has committed a traffic infraction 

under section 1 of this act and suspension of driving privileges 

pursuant to section 1 (4)(b) or (7)(a)(ii) of this act. 

 (c) A person who violates this section when his or her driver's 

license or driving privilege is, at the time of the violation, suspended 

or revoked solely because (i) the person must furnish proof of 

satisfactory progress in a required alcoholism or drug treatment 

program, (ii) the person must furnish proof of financial responsibility 

for the future as provided by chapter 46.29 RCW, (iii) the person has 

failed to comply with the provisions of chapter 46.29 RCW relating to 

uninsured accidents, (iv) the person has failed to respond to a notice 

of traffic infraction, failed to appear at a requested hearing, violated a 
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written promise to appear in court, or has failed to comply with the 

terms of a notice of traffic infraction or citation, as provided in RCW 

46.20.289, (v) the person has committed an offense in another state 

that, if committed in this state, would not be grounds for the 

suspension or revocation of the person's driver's license, (vi) the 

person has been suspended or revoked by reason of one or more of 

the items listed in (b) of this subsection, but was eligible to reinstate 

his or her driver's license or driving privilege at the time of the 

violation, or (vii) the person has received traffic citations or notices of 

traffic infraction that have resulted in a suspension under RCW 

46.20.267 relating to intermediate drivers' licenses, or any 

combination of (c)(i) through (vii) of this subsection, is guilty of 

driving while license suspended or revoked in the third degree, a 

misdemeanor.  For the purposes of this subsection, a person is not 

considered to be eligible to reinstate his or her driver's license or 

driving privilege if the person is eligible to obtain an ignition interlock 

driver's license but did not obtain such a license. 

 (2) Upon receiving a record of conviction of any person or upon 

receiving an order by any juvenile court or any duly authorized court 

officer of the conviction of any juvenile under this section, the 

department shall: 

 (a) For a conviction of driving while suspended or revoked in the 

first degree, as provided by subsection (1)(a) of this section, extend 

the period of administrative revocation imposed under chapter 46.65 

RCW for an additional period of one year from and after the date the 

person would otherwise have been entitled to apply for a new license 

or have his or her driving privilege restored; or 

 (b) For a conviction of driving while suspended or revoked in the 

second degree, as provided by subsection (1)(b) of this section, not 

issue a new license or restore the driving privilege for an additional 

period of one year from and after the date the person would otherwise 

have been entitled to apply for a new license or have his or her 

driving privilege restored; or 

 (c) Not extend the period of suspension or revocation if the 

conviction was under subsection (1)(c) of this section.  If the 

conviction was under subsection (1)(a) or (b) of this section and the 

court recommends against the extension and the convicted person has 

obtained a valid driver's license, the period of suspension or 

revocation shall not be extended. 

Sec. 3.  RCW 46.63.070 and 2006 c 327 s 7 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 (1) Any person who receives a notice of traffic infraction shall 

respond to such notice as provided in this section within fifteen days 

of the date of the notice. 

 (2) If the person determined to have committed the infraction 

does not contest the determination the person shall respond by 

completing the appropriate portion of the notice of infraction and 

submitting it, either by mail or in person, to the court specified on the 

notice.  A check or money order in the amount of the penalty 

prescribed for the infraction must be submitted with the response.  

When a response which does not contest the determination is 

received, an appropriate order shall be entered in the court's records, 

and a record of the response and order shall be furnished to the 

department in accordance with RCW 46.20.270. 

 (3) If the person determined to have committed the infraction 

wishes to contest the determination the person shall respond by 

completing the portion of the notice of infraction requesting a hearing 

and submitting it, either by mail or in person, to the court specified on 

the notice.  The court shall notify the person in writing of the time, 

place, and date of the hearing, and that date shall not be sooner than 

seven days from the date of the notice, except by agreement. 

 (4) If the person determined to have committed the infraction 

does not contest the determination but wishes to explain mitigating 

circumstances surrounding the infraction the person shall respond by 

completing the portion of the notice of infraction requesting a hearing 

for that purpose and submitting it, either by mail or in person, to the 

court specified on the notice.  The court shall notify the person in 

writing of the time, place, and date of the hearing. 

 (5)(a) Except as provided in (b) ((and)), (c), and (d) of this 

subsection, in hearings conducted pursuant to subsections (3) and (4) 

of this section, the court may defer findings, or in a hearing to explain 

mitigating circumstances may defer entry of its order, for up to one 

year and impose conditions upon the defendant the court deems 

appropriate.  Upon deferring findings, the court may assess costs as 

the court deems appropriate for administrative processing.  If at the 

end of the deferral period the defendant has met all conditions and has 

not been determined to have committed another traffic infraction, the 

court may dismiss the infraction. 

 (b) A person may not receive more than one deferral within a 

seven-year period for traffic infractions for moving violations and 

more than one deferral within a seven-year period for traffic 

infractions for nonmoving violations. 

 (c) A person who is the holder of a commercial driver's license or 

who was operating a commercial motor vehicle at the time of the 

violation may not receive a deferral under this section. 

(d) A person who commits negligent driving in the second degree 

with a vulnerable user victim may not receive a deferral for this 

infraction under this section. 

 (6) If any person issued a notice of traffic infraction: 

 (a) Fails to respond to the notice of traffic infraction as provided 

in subsection (2) of this section; or 

 (b) Fails to appear at a hearing requested pursuant to subsection 

(3) or (4) of this section; 

the court shall enter an appropriate order assessing the monetary 

penalty prescribed for the traffic infraction and any other penalty 

authorized by this chapter and shall notify the department in 

accordance with RCW 46.20.270, of the failure to respond to the 

notice of infraction or to appear at a requested hearing. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 4.  This act applies to infractions 

committed on or after the effective date of this section. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 5.  This act takes effect July 1, 2012." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice 

Chair; Shea, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Eddy; 

Frockt; Kirby; Nealey; Orwall and Roberts. 

 

MINORITY recommendation:  Do not pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Chandler 

and Klippert. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SSB 5350  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Environment, 

Water & Energy: Concerning the unlawful 

dumping of solid waste.  Reported by Committee 

on Environment 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

   

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 

"Sec. 1.  RCW 70.95.240 and 2001 c 139 s 2 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 (1) Except as otherwise provided in this section or at a solid waste 

disposal site for which there is a valid permit, after the adoption of 

regulations or ordinances by any county, city, or jurisdictional board 

of health providing for the issuance of permits as provided in RCW 

70.95.160, it ((shall be)) is unlawful for any person to dump or 

deposit or permit the dumping or depositing of any solid waste onto 

or under the surface of the ground or into the waters of this state 
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((except at a solid waste disposal site for which there is a valid 

permit)). 

(2) This section does not: 

 (a) Prohibit a person from dumping or depositing solid waste 

resulting from his or her own activities onto or under the surface of 

ground owned or leased by him or her when such action does not 

violate statutes or ordinances, or create a nuisance; 

 (b) Apply to a person using a waste-derived soil amendment that 

has been approved by the department under RCW 70.95.205; or 

 (c) Apply to the application of commercial fertilizer that has been 

registered with the department of agriculture as provided in RCW 

15.54.325, and that is applied in accordance with the standards 

established in RCW 15.54.800(3). 

 (((2))) (3)(a) It is a class 3 civil infraction as defined in RCW 

7.80.120 for a person to litter in an amount less than or equal to one 

cubic foot. 

 (b)(i) It is a misdemeanor for a person to litter in an amount 

greater than one cubic foot but less than one cubic yard.  ((The 

person)) 

(ii) A person found to have littered in an amount greater than one 

cubic foot, but less than one cubic yard, shall also pay a litter cleanup 

restitution payment ((equal to)).  This payment must be the greater of 

twice the actual cost of ((cleanup)) removing and properly disposing 

of the litter, or fifty dollars per cubic foot of litter((, whichever is 

greater)). 

(iii) The court shall distribute one-half of the restitution payment to 

the landowner where the littering occurred and one-half of the 

restitution payment to the jurisdictional health department 

investigating the incident.  If the landowner provided written 

permission authorizing the littering on his or her property or assisted a 

person with littering on the landowner's property, the landowner is not 

entitled to any restitution ordered by the court and the full litter 

cleanup restitution payment must be provided to the jurisdictional 

health department investigating the incident. 

 (iv) A jurisdictional health department receiving all or a portion 

of a litter cleanup restitution payment must use the payment as 

follows: 

 (A) One-half of the payment may be used by the jurisdictional 

health department in the fulfillment of its responsibilities under this 

chapter; and 

 (B) One-half of the payment must be used to assist property 

owners located within the jurisdiction of the health department with 

the removal and proper disposal of litter in instances when the person 

responsible for the illegal dumping of the solid waste cannot be 

determined. 

 (v) The court may, in addition to ((or in lieu of part or all of)) the 

litter cleanup restitution payment, order the person to ((pick up and)) 

remove and properly dispose of the litter from the property, with prior 

permission of the legal owner or, in the case of public property, of the 

agency managing the property.  The court may suspend or modify the 

litter cleanup restitution payment for a first-time offender under this 

section((,)) if the person ((cleans up)) removes and properly disposes 

of the litter. 

 (c)(i) It is a gross misdemeanor for a person to litter in an amount 

of one cubic yard or more.  ((The person)) 

(ii) A person found to have littered in an amount greater than one 

cubic yard shall also pay a litter cleanup restitution payment ((equal 

to)).  This payment must be the greater of twice the actual cost of 

((cleanup)) removing and properly disposing of the litter, or one 

hundred dollars per cubic foot of litter((, whichever is greater)). 

(iii) The court shall distribute one-half of the restitution payment to 

the landowner where the littering occurred and one-half of the 

restitution payment to the jurisdictional health department 

investigating the incident.  If the landowner provided written 

permission authorizing the littering on his or her property or assisted a 

person with littering on the landowner's property, the landowner is not 

entitled to any restitution ordered by the court and the full litter 

cleanup restitution payment must be provided to the jurisdictional 

health department investigating the incident. 

 (iv) A jurisdictional health department receiving all or a portion 

of a litter cleanup restitution payment must use the payment as 

follows: 

 (A) One-half of the payment may be used by the jurisdictional 

health department in the fulfillment of its responsibilities under this 

chapter; and 

 (B) One-half of the payment must be used to assist property 

owners located within the jurisdiction of the health department with 

the removal and proper disposal of litter in instances when the person 

responsible for the illegal dumping of the solid waste cannot be 

determined. 

 (v) The court may, in addition to ((or in lieu of part or all of)) the 

litter cleanup restitution payment, order the person to ((pick up and)) 

remove and properly dispose of the litter from the property, with prior 

permission of the legal owner or, in the case of public property, of the 

agency managing the property.  The court may suspend or modify the 

litter cleanup restitution payment for a first-time offender under this 

section((,)) if the person ((cleans up)) removes and properly disposes 

of the litter. 

 (((d))) (4) If a junk vehicle is abandoned in violation of this 

chapter, RCW 46.55.230 governs the vehicle's removal, disposal, and 

sale, and the penalties that may be imposed against the person who 

abandoned the vehicle. 

(5) When enforcing this section, the enforcing authority must take 

reasonable action to determine and identify the person responsible for 

illegally dumping solid waste before requiring the owner or lessee of 

the property where illegal dumping of solid waste has occurred to 

remove and properly dispose of the litter on the site." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Upthegrove, Chair; Rolfes, Vice 

Chair; Short, Ranking Minority Member; Harris, Assistant 

Ranking Minority Member; Fitzgibbon; Jacks; Jinkins; Morris; 

Moscoso; Nealey; Pearson; Taylor and Tharinger. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SSB 5359  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Agriculture & 

Rural Economic Development: Concerning 

contiguous land under current use open space 

property tax programs.  Reported by Committee 

on Agriculture & Natural Resources 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Blake, Chair; Stanford, Vice Chair; Chandler, 

Ranking Minority Member; Wilcox, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Buys; Dunshee; Hinkle; Kretz; Lytton; 

Orcutt; Pettigrew; Rolfes and Van De Wege. 

 

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SB 5367  Prime Sponsor, Senator Kastama: Authorizing the 

economic development finance authority to 

continue issuing bonds.  Reported by Committee 

on Community Development & Housing 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Kenney, Chair; Finn, Vice Chair; Smith, 

Ranking Minority Member; Orcutt, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Ahern; Maxwell; Ryu; Santos and Walsh. 
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Referred to Committee on Capital Budget. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SSB 5374  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Agriculture & 

Rural Economic Development: Making technical, 

nonsubstantive changes to various sections of the 

Revised Code of Washington that impact the 

department of agriculture.  Reported by 

Committee on Agriculture & Natural Resources 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Blake, Chair; Stanford, Vice Chair; Chandler, 

Ranking Minority Member; Wilcox, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Buys; Dunshee; Hinkle; Kretz; Lytton; 

Orcutt; Pettigrew; Rolfes and Van De Wege. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SSB 5423  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Human Services & 

Corrections: Modifying legal financial obligation 

provisions.  Reported by Committee on Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice Chair; 

Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Eddy; Frockt; Kirby; Nealey; Orwall and 

Roberts. 

 

MINORITY recommendation:  Do not pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Chandler and Klippert. 

 

Referred to Committee on General Government 

Appropriations & Oversight. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SSB 5442  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Higher Education 

& Workforce Development: Requiring the 

development of three-year baccalaureate 

programs.  Reported by Committee on Higher 

Education 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Seaquist, Chair; Haler, Ranking Minority 

Member; Parker, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Buys; 

Fagan; Hasegawa; Jacks; Probst; Reykdal; Sells; Springer; 

Warnick and Zeiger. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SB 5482  Prime Sponsor, Senator Kohl-Welles: Authorizing 

existing funding to house victims of human 

trafficking and their families.  Reported by 

Committee on Community Development & 

Housing 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Kenney, Chair; Finn, Vice Chair; Smith, 

Ranking Minority Member; Orcutt, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Ahern; Maxwell; Ryu; Santos and Walsh. 

 

Referred to Committee on General Government 

Appropriations & Oversight. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SB 5492  Prime Sponsor, Senator Schoesler: Changing 

Washington beer commission provisions.  

Reported by Committee on State Government & 

Tribal Affairs 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Hunt, Chair; Appleton, Vice Chair; Taylor, 

Ranking Minority Member; Overstreet, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Alexander; Condotta; Darneille; Dunshee; 

Hurst; McCoy and Miloscia. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SSB 5495  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary: 

Concerning shareholder quorum and voting 

requirements under the Washington business 

corporation act.  Reported by Committee on 

Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice Chair; 

Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Chandler; Eddy; Frockt; Kirby; Klippert; 

Nealey; Orwall and Roberts. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SB 5516  Prime Sponsor, Senator Tom: Allowing advance 

payments for equipment maintenance services for 

institutions of higher education.  Reported by 

Committee on Higher Education 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Seaquist, Chair; Haler, Ranking Minority 

Member; Parker, Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Buys; 

Fagan; Hasegawa; Jacks; Probst; Reykdal; Sells; Springer; 

Warnick and Zeiger. 

 

Referred to Committee on Ways & Means. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SSB 5538  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor, Commerce 

& Consumer Protection: Concerning members of 

certain nonprofit conservation corps programs.  

Reported by Committee on Labor & Workforce 

Development 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Sells, Chair; Reykdal, Vice Chair; Condotta, 

Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant Ranking Minority 

Member; Fagan; Green; Kenney; Miloscia; Moeller; Ormsby; 

Roberts; Taylor and Warnick. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SSB 5579  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Judiciary: 

Modifying harassment provisions.  Reported by 

Committee on Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

   

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 
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"Sec. 1.  RCW 10.14.150 and 2005 c 196 s 1 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 (1) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction and 

cognizance of any civil actions and proceedings brought under this 

chapter, except the district court shall transfer such actions and 

proceedings to the superior court when it is shown that (a) the 

respondent to the petition is under eighteen years of age; (b) the action 

involves title or possession of real property; (c) a superior court has 

exercised or is exercising jurisdiction over a proceeding involving the 

parties; or (d) the action would have the effect of interfering with a 

respondent's care, control, or custody of the respondent's minor child. 

 (2) Municipal courts may exercise jurisdiction and cognizance of 

any civil actions and proceedings brought under this chapter by 

adoption of local court rule, except the municipal court shall transfer 

such actions and proceedings to the superior court when it is shown 

that (a) the respondent to the petition is under eighteen years of age; 

(b) the action involves title or possession of real property; (c) a 

superior court has exercised or is exercising jurisdiction over a 

proceeding involving the parties; or (d) the action would have the 

effect of interfering with a respondent's care, control, or custody of 

the respondent's minor child. 

 (3) Superior courts shall have concurrent jurisdiction to receive 

transfer of antiharassment petitions in cases where a district or 

municipal court judge makes findings of fact and conclusions of law 

showing that meritorious reasons exist for the transfer.  The municipal 

and district courts shall have jurisdiction and cognizance of any 

criminal actions brought under RCW 10.14.120 and 10.14.170. 

Sec. 2.  RCW 10.14.020 and 2001 c 260 s 2 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in 

this section apply throughout this chapter. 

 (1) "Unlawful harassment" means a knowing and willful course 

of conduct directed at a specific person which seriously alarms, 

annoys, harasses, or is detrimental to such person, and which serves 

no legitimate or lawful purpose.  The course of conduct shall be such 

as would cause a reasonable person to suffer substantial emotional 

distress, and shall actually cause substantial emotional distress to the 

petitioner, or, when the course of conduct would cause a reasonable 

parent to fear for the well-being of their child. 

 (2) "Course of conduct" means a pattern of conduct composed of 

a series of acts over a period of time, however short, evidencing a 

continuity of purpose.  "Course of conduct" includes, in addition to 

any other form of communication, contact, or conduct, the sending of 

an electronic communication, but does not include constitutionally 

protected free speech.  Constitutionally protected activity is not 

included within the meaning of "course of conduct." 

Sec. 3.  RCW 10.14.080 and 2001 c 311 s 1 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 (1) Upon filing a petition for a civil antiharassment protection 

order under this chapter, the petitioner may obtain an ex parte 

temporary antiharassment protection order.  An ex parte temporary 

antiharassment protection order may be granted with or without 

notice upon the filing of an affidavit which, to the satisfaction of the 

court, shows reasonable proof of unlawful harassment of the 

petitioner by the respondent and that great or irreparable harm will 

result to the petitioner if the temporary antiharassment protection 

order is not granted. 

 (2) An ex parte temporary antiharassment protection order shall 

be effective for a fixed period not to exceed fourteen days or twenty-

four days if the court has permitted service by publication under 

RCW 10.14.085.  The ex parte order may be reissued.  A full hearing, 

as provided in this chapter, shall be set for not later than fourteen days 

from the issuance of the temporary order or not later than twenty-four 

days if service by publication is permitted.  Except as provided in 

RCW 10.14.070 and 10.14.085, the respondent shall be personally 

served with a copy of the ex parte order along with a copy of the 

petition and notice of the date set for the hearing.  The ex parte order 

and notice of hearing shall include at a minimum the date and time of 

the hearing set by the court to determine if the temporary order should 

be made effective for one year or more, and notice that if the 

respondent should fail to appear or otherwise not respond, an order 

for protection will be issued against the respondent pursuant to the 

provisions of this chapter, for a minimum of one year from the date of 

the hearing.  The notice shall also include a brief statement of the 

provisions of the ex parte order and notify the respondent that a copy 

of the ex parte order and notice of hearing has been filed with the 

clerk of the court. 

 (3) At the hearing, if the court finds by a preponderance of the 

evidence that unlawful harassment exists, a civil antiharassment 

protection order shall issue prohibiting such unlawful harassment. 

 (4) An order issued under this chapter shall be effective for not 

more than one year unless the court finds that the respondent is likely 

to resume unlawful harassment of the petitioner when the order 

expires.  If so, the court may enter an order for a fixed time exceeding 

one year or may enter a permanent antiharassment protection order.  

The court shall not enter an order that is effective for more than one 

year if the order restrains the respondent from contacting the 

respondent's minor children.  This limitation is not applicable to civil 

antiharassment protection orders issued under chapter 26.09, 26.10, or 

26.26 RCW.  If the petitioner seeks relief for a period longer than one 

year on behalf of the respondent's minor children, the court shall 

advise the petitioner that the petitioner may apply for renewal of the 

order as provided in this chapter or if appropriate may seek relief 

pursuant to chapter 26.09 or 26.10 RCW. 

 (5) At any time within the three months before the expiration of 

the order, the petitioner may apply for a renewal of the order by filing 

a petition for renewal.  The petition for renewal shall state the reasons 

why the petitioner seeks to renew the protection order.  Upon receipt 

of the petition for renewal, the court shall order a hearing which shall 

be not later than fourteen days from the date of the order.  Except as 

provided in RCW 10.14.085, personal service shall be made upon the 

respondent not less than five days before the hearing.  If timely 

service cannot be made the court shall set a new hearing date and 

shall either require additional attempts at obtaining personal service or 

permit service by publication as provided by RCW 10.14.085.  If the 

court permits service by publication, the court shall set the new 

hearing date not later than twenty-four days from the date of the 

order.  If the order expires because timely service cannot be made the 

court shall grant an ex parte order of protection as provided in this 

section.  The court shall grant the petition for renewal unless the 

respondent proves by a preponderance of the evidence that the 

respondent will not resume harassment of the petitioner when the 

order expires.  The court may renew the protection order for another 

fixed time period or may enter a permanent order as provided in 

subsection (4) of this section. 

 (6) The court, in granting an ex parte temporary antiharassment 

protection order or a civil antiharassment protection order, shall have 

broad discretion to grant such relief as the court deems proper, 

including an order: 

 (a) Restraining the respondent from making any attempts to 

contact the petitioner; 

 (b) Restraining the respondent from making any attempts to keep 

the petitioner under surveillance; 

 (c) Requiring the respondent to stay a stated distance from the 

petitioner's residence and workplace; and 

 (d) Considering the provisions of RCW 9.41.800. 

 (7) The court in granting an ex parte temporary antiharassment 

protection order or a civil antiharassment protection order, shall not 

prohibit the respondent from exercising constitutionally protected free 

speech.  Nothing in this section prohibits the petitioner from utilizing 

other civil or criminal remedies to restrain conduct or 

communications not otherwise constitutionally protected. 
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 (8) The court in granting an ex parte temporary antiharassment 

protection order or a civil antiharassment protection order, shall not 

prohibit the respondent from the use or enjoyment of real property to 

which the respondent has a cognizable claim unless that order is 

issued under chapter 26.09 RCW or under a separate action 

commenced with a summons and complaint to determine title or 

possession of real property. 

  (9) The court in granting an ex parte temporary antiharassment 

protection order or a civil antiharassment protection order, shall not 

limit the respondent's right to care, control, or custody of the 

respondent's minor child, unless that order is issued under chapter 

13.32A, 26.09, 26.10, or 26.26 RCW. 

 (10) A petitioner may not obtain an ex parte temporary 

antiharassment protection order against a respondent if the petitioner 

has previously obtained two such ex parte orders against the same 

respondent but has failed to obtain the issuance of a civil 

antiharassment protection order unless good cause for such failure can 

be shown. 

 (((8))) (11) The court order shall specify the date an order issued 

pursuant to subsections (4) and (5) of this section expires if any.  The 

court order shall also state whether the court issued the protection 

order following personal service or service by publication and 

whether the court has approved service by publication of an order 

issued under this section. 

Sec. 4.  RCW 9A.46.040 and 1985 c 288 s 4 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 (1) Because of the likelihood of repeated harassment directed at 

those who have been victims of harassment in the past, when any 

defendant charged with a crime involving harassment is released from 

custody before trial on bail or personal recognizance, the court 

authorizing the release may require that the defendant: 

 (a) Stay away from the home, school, business, or place of 

employment of the victim or victims of the alleged offense or other 

location, as shall be specifically named by the court in the order; 

 (b) Refrain from contacting, intimidating, threatening, or 

otherwise interfering with the victim or victims of the alleged offense 

and such other persons, including but not limited to members of the 

family or household of the victim, as shall be specifically named by 

the court in the order. 

 (2) An intentional violation of a court order issued under this 

section or an equivalent local ordinance is a misdemeanor.  The 

written order releasing the defendant shall contain the court's 

directives and shall bear the legend:  Violation of this order is a 

criminal offense under chapter 9A.46 RCW.  A certified copy of the 

order shall be provided to the victim by the clerk of the court. 

Sec. 5.  RCW 9A.46.080 and 1985 c 288 s 8 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 The victim shall be informed by local law enforcement agencies 

or the prosecuting attorney of the final disposition of the case in 

which the victim is involved.  If a defendant is found guilty of a crime 

of harassment and a condition of the sentence restricts the defendant's 

ability to have contact with the victim or witnesses, the condition 

shall be recorded and a written certified copy of that order shall be 

provided to the victim or witnesses by the clerk of the court.  Willful 

violation of a court order issued under this section or an equivalent 

local ordinance is a misdemeanor.  The written order shall contain the 

court's directives and shall bear the legend:  Violation of this order is 

a criminal offense under chapter 9A.46 RCW and will subject a 

violator to arrest. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 6.  A new section is added to chapter 

10.14 RCW to read as follows: 

 Before granting an order under this chapter, the court may consult 

the judicial information system, if available, to determine criminal 

history or the pendency of other proceedings involving the parties." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice 

Chair; Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant 

Ranking Minority Member; Chandler; Eddy; Frockt; Kirby; 

Klippert; Nealey; Orwall and Roberts. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SB 5584  Prime Sponsor, Senator Harper: Concerning the 

conforming of apprenticeship program standards 

to federal labor standards.  Reported by 

Committee on Labor & Workforce Development 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Sells, Chair; Reykdal, Vice Chair; Green; 

Kenney; Miloscia; Moeller; Ormsby and Roberts. 

 

MINORITY recommendation:  Do not pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Condotta, Ranking Minority Member; Shea, 

Assistant Ranking Minority Member; Fagan; Taylor and 

Warnick. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

ESSB 5594  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Labor, Commerce 

& Consumer Protection: Regulating the handling 

of hazardous drugs.  Reported by Committee on 

Labor & Workforce Development 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Sells, Chair; Reykdal, Vice Chair; Condotta, 

Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant Ranking Minority 

Member; Fagan; Green; Kenney; Miloscia; Moeller; Ormsby; 

Roberts; Taylor and Warnick. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SB 5631  Prime Sponsor, Senator Swecker: Concerning 

miscellaneous provisions regulated by the 

department of agriculture.  Reported by 

Committee on Agriculture & Natural Resources 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

   

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 

"Sec. 1.  RCW 69.04.331 and 1986 c 203 s 17 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) If a theater or other commercial food service establishment 

prepares and sells popcorn for human consumption, the 

establishment, at the point of sale, shall disclose by posting a sign in a 

conspicuous manner to prospective consumers a statement as to 

whether the butter or butter-like flavoring added to or attributed to the 

popcorn offered for sale is butter ((as defined in RCW 15.32.010)) or 

is some other product.  If the flavoring is some other product, the 

establishment shall also disclose the ingredients of the product. 

 The director of agriculture shall adopt rules prescribing the size 

and content of the sign upon which the disclosure is to be made.  Any 

popcorn sold by or offered for sale by such an establishment to a 

consumer in violation of this section or the rules of the director 

implementing this section shall be deemed to be misbranded for the 

purposes of this chapter. 
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 (2) The provisions of subsection (1) of this section do not apply to 

packaged popcorn labeled so as to disclose ingredients as required by 

law for prepackaged foods. 

(3) For purposes of this section, "butter" is defined as the food 

product usually known as butter, and which is made exclusively from 

milk or cream, or both, with or without common salt, and with or 

without additional coloring matter, and containing not less than eighty 

percent by weight of milkfat, all tolerance having been allowed for. 

Sec. 2.  RCW 15.53.902 and 2005 c 40 s 1 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 It is unlawful for any person to distribute an adulterated feed.  A 

commercial feed is deemed to be adulterated: 

 (1) If it bears or contains any poisonous or deleterious substance 

which may render it injurious to health; but in case the substance is 

not an added substance, such commercial feed shall not be considered 

adulterated under this subsection if the quantity of such substance in 

such commercial feed does not ordinarily render it injurious to health; 

or 

 (2) If it bears or contains any added poisonous, added deleterious, 

or added nonnutritive substance which is unsafe within the meaning 

of section 406 of the federal food, drug, and cosmetic act (other than 

one which is (a) a pesticide chemical in or on a raw agricultural 

commodity; or (b) a food additive); or 

 (3) If it is, or it bears, or contains any food additive which is 

unsafe within the meaning of section 409 of the federal food, drug, 

and cosmetic act (21 U.S.C. Sec. 348); or 

 (4) If it is ruminant feed and is, bears, or contains any animal 

protein prohibited in ruminant feed that is unsafe within the meaning 

of federal regulations promulgated under section 409 of the federal 

food, drug, and cosmetic act (21 U.S.C. Sec. 348); or 

 (5) If it is a raw agricultural commodity and it bears or contains a 

pesticide chemical which is unsafe within the meaning of section 

408(a) of the federal food, drug, and cosmetic act:  PROVIDED, That 

where a pesticide chemical has been used in or on a raw agricultural 

commodity in conformity with an exemption granted or a tolerance 

prescribed under section 408 of the federal food, drug, and cosmetic 

act and such raw agricultural commodity has been subjected to 

processing such as canning, cooking, freezing, dehydrating, or 

milling, the residue of such pesticide chemical remaining in or on 

such processed feed shall not be deemed unsafe if such residue in or 

on the raw agricultural commodity has been removed to the extent 

possible in good manufacturing practice and the concentration of such 

residue in the processed feed is not greater than the tolerance 

prescribed for the raw agricultural commodity unless the feeding of 

such processed feed will result or is likely to result in a pesticide 

residue in the edible product of the animal, which is unsafe within the 

meaning of section 408(a) of the federal food, drug, and cosmetic act; 

or 

  (6) If it is, or it bears or contains any color additive which is 

unsafe within the meaning of section ((706)) 721 of the federal food, 

drug, and cosmetic act (21 U.S.C. Sec. 379e); or 

 (7) If it is, or it bears or contains any new animal drug that is 

unsafe within the meaning of section 512 of the federal food, drug, 

and cosmetic act (21 U.S.C. Sec. 360b); or 

 (8) If any valuable constituent has been in whole or in part 

omitted or abstracted therefrom or any less valuable substance 

substituted therefor; or 

 (9) If its composition or quality falls below or differs from that 

which it is purported or is represented to possess by its labeling; or 

 (10) If it contains a drug and the methods used in or the facilities 

or controls used for its manufacture, processing, or packaging do not 

conform to current good manufacturing practice rules adopted by the 

department to assure that the drug meets the requirements of this 

chapter as to safety and has the identity and strength and meets the 

quality and purity characteristics that it purports or is represented to 

possess.  In adopting such rules, the department shall adopt the 

current good manufacturing practice regulations for type A medicated 

articles and type B and type C medicated feeds established under 

authority of the federal food, drug, and cosmetic act, unless the 

department determines that they are not appropriate to the conditions 

that exist in this state; or 

 (11) If it contains viable, prohibited (primary) noxious weed 

seeds in excess of one per pound, or if it contains viable, restricted 

(secondary) noxious weed seeds in excess of twenty-five per pound.  

The primary and secondary noxious weed seeds shall be those as 

named pursuant to the provisions of chapter 15.49 RCW and rules 

adopted thereunder. 

Sec. 3.  RCW 15.65.033 and 2002 c 313 s 3 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 This chapter and the rules adopted under it are only one aspect of 

the comprehensively regulated agricultural industry. 

 (1) Other laws applicable to agricultural commodities include the 

following chapters and the rules adopted thereunder: 

 Chapter 15.08 RCW Horticultural pests and diseases; 

Chapter 15.09 RCW Horticultural pest and disease board; 

  Chapter 15.13 RCW Horticultural plants, Christmas trees, and 

facilities--Inspection and licensing; 

 Chapter 15.14 RCW Planting stock; 

 Chapter 15.15 RCW Certified seed potatoes; 

 Chapter 15.17 RCW Standards of grades and packs; 

 Chapter 15.19 RCW Certification and inspection of ginseng; 

 Chapter 15.30 RCW Controlled atmosphere storage of fruits and 

vegetables; 

 Chapter 15.49 RCW Seeds; 

Chapter 15.51 RCW Brassica seed production; 

 Chapter 15.53 RCW Commercial feed; 

 Chapter 15.54 RCW Fertilizers, minerals, and limes; 

 Chapter 15.58 RCW Washington pesticide control act; 

 Chapter 15.60 RCW Apiaries; 

 Chapter 15.64 RCW Farm marketing; 

 Chapter 15.83 RCW Agricultural marketing and fair practices; 

 Chapter 15.85 RCW Aquaculture marketing; 

 Chapter 15.86 RCW Organic ((food)) products; 

 Chapter 15.92 RCW Center for sustaining agriculture and natural 

resources; 

Chapter 17.21 RCW Washington pesticide application act; 

 Chapter 17.24 RCW Insect pests and plant diseases; 

 Chapter 19.94 RCW Weights and measures; 

 Chapter 20.01 RCW Agricultural products--Commission 

merchants, dealers, brokers, buyers, agents; 

 Chapter 22.09 RCW Agricultural commodities; 

 Chapter 69.04 RCW Food, drugs, cosmetics, and poisons 

including provisions of 21 C.F.R. relating to the general 

manufacturing practices, food labeling, food standards, food 

additives, and pesticide tolerances; 

 Chapter 69.07 RCW Washington food processing act; 

 Chapter 69.25 RCW Washington wholesome eggs and egg 

products act; 

 Chapter 69.28 RCW Honey; 

 7 U.S.C., section 136, Federal insecticide, fungicide, and 

rodenticide act. 

 (2) In addition to the laws and regulations listed in subsection (1) 

of this section that apply to the agricultural industry as a whole, the 

dry pea and lentil industry is regulated by or must comply with the 

additional laws and rules adopted under 7 U.S.C., chapter 38, 

agricultural marketing act. 

Sec. 4.  RCW 15.66.017 and 2002 c 313 s 41 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 This chapter and the rules adopted under it are only one aspect of 

the comprehensively regulated agricultural industry. 

 (1) Other laws applicable to agricultural commodities include the 

following chapters and the rules adopted thereunder: 
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 Chapter 15.08 RCW Horticultural pests and diseases; 

Chapter 15.09 RCW Horticultural pest and disease board; 

 Chapter 15.13 RCW Horticultural plants, Christmas trees, and 

facilities--Inspection and licensing; 

 Chapter 15.14 RCW Planting stock; 

 Chapter 15.15 RCW Certified seed potatoes; 

 Chapter 15.17 RCW Standards of grades and packs; 

 Chapter 15.19 RCW Certification and inspection of ginseng; 

 Chapter 15.30 RCW Controlled atmosphere storage of fruits and 

vegetables; 

 Chapter 15.49 RCW Seeds; 

Chapter 15.51 RCW Brassica seed production; 

 Chapter 15.53 RCW Commercial feed; 

 Chapter 15.54 RCW Fertilizers, minerals, and limes; 

 Chapter 15.58 RCW Washington pesticide control act; 

 Chapter 15.60 RCW Apiaries; 

 Chapter 15.64 RCW Farm marketing; 

 Chapter 15.83 RCW Agricultural marketing and fair practices; 

 Chapter 15.85 RCW Aquaculture marketing; 

 Chapter 15.86 RCW Organic ((food)) products; 

 Chapter 15.92 RCW Center for sustaining agriculture and natural 

resources; 

Chapter 17.21 RCW Washington pesticide application act; 

 Chapter 17.24 RCW Insect pests and plant diseases; 

 Chapter 19.94 RCW Weights and measures; 

 Chapter 20.01 RCW Agricultural products--Commission 

merchants, dealers, brokers, buyers, agents; 

 Chapter 22.09 RCW Agricultural commodities; 

  Chapter 69.04 RCW Food, drugs, cosmetics, and poisons 

including provisions of 21 C.F.R. relating to the general 

manufacturing practices, food labeling, food standards, food 

additives, and pesticide tolerances; 

 Chapter 69.07 RCW Washington food processing act; 

 Chapter 69.25 RCW Washington wholesome eggs and egg 

products act; 

 Chapter 69.28 RCW Honey; 

 7 U.S.C., section 136, Federal insecticide, fungicide, and 

rodenticide act. 

 (2) In addition to the laws and regulations listed in subsection (1) 

of this section that apply to the agricultural industry as a whole, the 

potato industry is regulated by or must comply with the following 

additional laws and the rules or regulations adopted thereunder: 

 (a) 7 C.F.R., Part 51, United States standards for grades of 

potatoes; 

 (b) 7 C.F.R., Part 946, Federal marketing order for Irish potatoes 

grown in Washington; 

 (c) 7 C.F.R., Part 1207, Potato research and promotion plan. 

 (3) In addition to the laws and regulations listed in subsection (1) 

of this section that apply to the agricultural industry as a whole, the 

wheat and barley industries are regulated by or must comply with the 

following additional laws and the rules adopted thereunder: 

 (a) 7 U.S.C., section 1621, Agricultural marketing act; 

 (b) Chapter 70.94 RCW, Washington clean air act, agricultural 

burning. 

 (4) In addition to the laws and regulations listed in subsection (1) 

of this section that apply to the agricultural industry as a whole, the 

poultry industry is regulated by or must comply with the following 

additional laws and the rules adopted thereunder: 

 (a) 21 U.S.C., chapter 10, Poultry and poultry products 

inspection; 

 (b) 21 U.S.C., chapter 9, Packers and stockyards; 

 (c) 7 U.S.C., section 1621, Agricultural marketing act; 

 (d) Washington fryer commission labeling standards. 

Sec. 5.  RCW 15.24.900 and 2002 c 313 s 134 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) This chapter is passed: 

  (a) In the exercise of the police power of the state to assure, 

through this chapter, and other chapters, that the apple industry is 

highly regulated to protect the public health, to prevent fraudulent 

practices, to promote the welfare of the state, and to stabilize and 

protect the apple industry of the state as a vital and integral part of its 

economy for the benefit of all its citizens; 

 (b) Because the apple crop grown in Washington comprises one 

of the major agricultural crops of Washington, and that therefore the 

business of selling and distributing such crop and the expanding and 

protection of its market is of public interest; 

 (c) Because it is necessary and expedient to enhance the 

reputation of Washington apples in domestic and foreign markets; 

 (d) Because it is necessary to discover the health giving qualities 

and food and dietetic value of Washington apples, and to spread that 

knowledge throughout the world in order to increase the consumption 

of Washington apples; 

 (e) Because Washington grown apples are handicapped by high 

freight rates in competition with eastern and foreign grown apples in 

the markets of the world, and this disadvantage can only be overcome 

by education and advertising; 

 (f) Because the stabilizing and promotion of the apple industry, 

the enlarging of its markets, and the increasing of the consumption of 

apples are necessary to assure and increase the payment of taxes to 

the state and its subdivisions, to alleviate unemployment within the 

state, and increase wages for agricultural labor; 

 (g) To disseminate information giving the public full knowledge 

of the manner of production, the cost and expense thereof, the care 

taken to produce and sell only apples of the finest quality, the 

methods and care used in preparing for market, and the methods of 

sale and distribution to increase the amount secured by the producer 

therefor, so that they can pay higher wages and pay their taxes, and by 

such information to reduce the cost of distribution so that the spread 

between the cost to the consumer and the amount received by the 

producer will be reduced to the minimum absolutely necessary; and 

 (h) To protect the general public by educating it in reference to 

the various varieties and grades of Washington apples, the time to use 

and consume each variety, and the uses to which each variety should 

be put. 

  (2) The history, economy, culture, and future of Washington 

state's agricultural industry involves the apple industry.  In order to 

develop and promote apples and apple products as part of an existing 

comprehensive scheme to regulate those products, the legislature 

declares: 

 (a) That it is vital to the continued economic well-being of the 

citizens of this state and their general welfare that its apple and apple 

products be properly promoted by establishing orderly, fair, sound, 

efficient, and unhampered marketing, grading, and standards of and 

for apples and apple products; and by working to stabilize the apple 

industry and by increasing consumption of apples and apple products 

within the state, nation, and internationally; 

 (b) That apple producers operate within a regulatory environment 

that imposes burdens on them for the benefit of society and the 

citizens of the state and includes restrictions on marketing autonomy.  

Those restrictions may impair the agricultural producer's ability to 

compete in local, domestic, and foreign markets; 

 (c) That it is in the overriding public interest that support for the 

apple industry be clearly expressed, that adequate protection be given 

to agricultural commodities, uses, activities, and operations, and that 

apples and apple products be promoted individually, as well as part of 

a comprehensive promotion of the agricultural industry to: 

 (i) Enhance the reputation and image of Washington state's 

agricultural industry; 

 (ii) Increase the sale and use of apples and apple products in local, 

domestic, and foreign markets; 

 (iii) Protect the public and consumers by correcting any false or 

misleading information and by educating the public in reference to the 
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quality, care, and methods used in the production of apples and apple 

products, and in reference to the various sizes, grades, and varieties of 

apples and the uses to which each should be put; 

 (iv) Increase the knowledge of the health-giving qualities and 

dietetic value of apple products; and 

 (v) Support and engage in programs or activities that benefit the 

production, handling, processing, marketing, and uses of apples and 

apple products; 

 (d) That the apple industry is a highly regulated industry and that 

this chapter and the rules adopted under it are only one aspect of the 

regulation of the industry.  Other regulations and restraints applicable 

to the apple industry include: 

 (i) Washington agriculture general provisions, chapter 15.04 

RCW; 

 (ii) Horticultural pests and diseases, chapter 15.08 RCW; 

 (iii) Horticultural pest and disease board, chapter 15.09 RCW; 

 (iv) Washington pesticide application act, chapter 17.21 RCW; 

 (v) Standards of grades and packs, chapter 15.17 RCW; 

 (((iv))) (vi) Tree fruit research, chapter 15.26 RCW; 

 (((v))) (vii) Controlled atmosphere storage, chapter 15.30 RCW; 

 (((vi))) (viii) Higher education in agriculture, chapter ((28.30 

[28B.30])) 28B.30 RCW; 

 (((vii))) (ix) Department of agriculture, chapter 43.23 RCW; 

 (((viii))) (x) Fertilizers, minerals, and limes under chapter 15.54 

RCW; 

 (((ix))) (xi) Organic ((food)) products act under chapter 15.86 

RCW; 

 (((x))) (xii) Intrastate commerce in food, drugs, and cosmetics 

under chapter 69.04 RCW and rules; 

 (((xi))) (xiii) Horticultural plants, Christmas trees, and facilities--

Inspection and licensing under chapter 15.13 RCW; 

 (((xii))) (xiv) Planting stock under chapter 15.14 RCW; 

 (((xiii))) (xv) Washington pesticide control act under chapter 

15.58 RCW; 

 (((xiv))) (xvi) Farm marketing under chapter 15.64 RCW; 

 (((xv))) (xvii) Insect pests and plant diseases under chapter 17.24 

RCW; 

 (((xvi))) (xviii) Weights and measures under chapter 19.94 RCW; 

 (((xvii))) (xix) Agricultural products--Commission merchants, 

dealers, brokers, buyers, and agents under chapter 20.01 RCW; and 

 (((xviii))) (xx) The federal insecticide, fungicide, and rodenticide 

act under 7 U.S.C. Sec. 136; and 

 (e) That this chapter is in the exercise of the police powers of this 

state for the purposes of protecting the health, peace, safety, and 

general welfare of the people of this state. 

Sec. 6.  RCW 43.23.010 and 2002 c 354 s 244 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 In order to obtain maximum efficiency and effectiveness within 

the department of agriculture, the director may create such 

administrative divisions within the department as he or she deems 

necessary.  The director shall appoint a deputy director and a 

confidential secretary for the deputy director, as well as such assistant 

directors as shall be needed to administer the several divisions within 

the department.  The director shall appoint no more than eight 

assistant directors.  The officers appointed under this section are 

exempt from the provisions of the state civil service law as provided 

in RCW 41.06.070(1)(g), and shall be paid salaries to be fixed by the 

governor in accordance with the procedure established by law for the 

fixing of salaries for officers exempt from the operation of the state 

civil service law.  The director shall also appoint and deputize a state 

veterinarian who shall be an experienced veterinarian properly 

licensed to practice veterinary medicine in this state. 

 The director of agriculture shall have charge and general 

supervision of the department and may assign supervisory and 

administrative duties other than those specified in RCW 43.23.070 to 

the division which in his or her judgment can most efficiently carry 

on those functions. 

Sec. 7.  RCW 16.65.440 and 2003 c 326 s 89 and 2003 c 53 s 116 

are each reenacted to read as follows: 

 (1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, any 

person who violates any provisions or requirements of this chapter or 

rules adopted by the director pursuant to this chapter is guilty of a 

misdemeanor. 

 (2) A second or subsequent violation is a gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 8.  RCW 60.13.030 and 1985 c 412 s 3 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

(1) Starting on the date a producer delivers grain, hay, or straw to a 

preparer, the producer has a first priority statutory lien, referred to as a 

"preparer lien." 

(2) This preparer lien shall continue ((twenty)) for forty-five days 

after payment for the product is due and remains unpaid, without 

filing any notice of lien, for the contract price, if any, or the fair 

market value of the products delivered. 

(3) The preparer lien attaches to the agricultural products delivered by 

the producer to the preparer, and to the preparer's accounts receivable. 

Sec. 9.  RCW 22.09.830 and 1994 sp.s. c 6 s 901 and 1994 c 46 s 

6 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows: 

 (1) All moneys collected as fees for weighing, grading, and 

inspecting commodities and all other fees collected under the 

provisions of this chapter, except as provided in subsections (2) and 

(3) of this section, shall be deposited in the grain inspection revolving 

fund, which is hereby established.  The state treasurer is the custodian 

of the revolving fund.  Disbursements from the revolving fund shall 

be on authorization of the director of the department of agriculture.  

The revolving fund is subject to the allotment procedure provided in 

chapter 43.88 RCW, but no appropriation is required for 

disbursements from the fund.  The fund shall be used for all expenses 

directly incurred by the grain inspection program in carrying out the 

provisions of this chapter ((and for departmental administrative 

expenses during the 1993-95 biennium.  The department may use so 

much of such fund not exceeding five percent thereof as the director 

of agriculture may determine necessary for research and promotional 

work, including rate studies, relating to wheat and wheat products)). 

 (2) All fees collected for the inspection, grading, and testing of 

hops shall be deposited into the hop inspection fund, which is hereby 

established, and shall be retained by the department for the purpose of 

inspecting, grading, and testing hops.  Any moneys in any fund 

retained by the department on July 1, 1963, and derived from hop 

inspection and grading shall be deposited to this hop inspection fund.  

For the purposes of research which would contribute to the 

development of superior hop varieties and to improve hop production 

and harvest practices, the department may expend up to twenty 

percent of the moneys deposited in the hop inspection fund during the 

fiscal year ending June 30th immediately preceding the year in which 

such expenditures are to be made.  No expenditures shall be made 

under the provisions of this subsection when the hop inspection fund 

is, or the director may reasonably anticipate that it will be, reduced 

below twenty thousand dollars as the result of such expenditure or 

other necessary expenditures made to carry out the inspection, 

grading, and testing of hops. 

 (3) All moneys collected by the grain warehouse audit program, 

including grain warehouse license fees pursuant to RCW 22.09.050 

and 22.09.055, shall be deposited by the director into the grain 

warehouse audit account, hereby created within the agricultural local 

fund established in RCW 43.23.230.  Moneys collected shall be used 

to support the grain warehouse audit program. 

Sec. 10.  RCW 16.24.120 and 1989 c 286 s 12 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 Upon taking possession of any livestock at large contrary to the 

provisions of ((RCW 16.13.020)) this chapter, or any unclaimed 

livestock submitted or impounded, by any person, at any public 
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livestock market or any other facility approved by the director, the 

sheriff or brand inspector shall cause it to be transported to and 

impounded at the nearest public livestock market licensed under 

chapter 16.65 RCW or at such place as approved by the director.  If 

the sheriff has impounded an animal in accordance with this section, 

((he)) the sheriff shall forthwith notify the nearest brand inspector of 

the department of agriculture, who shall examine the animal and, by 

brand, tattoo, or other identifying characteristic, shall attempt to 

ascertain the ownership thereof. 

Sec. 11.  RCW 16.24.130 and 1995 c 374 s 69 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The brand inspector shall cause to be published once in a 

newspaper published in the county where the animal was found, a 

notice of the impounding. 

 The notice shall state: 

 (1) A description of the animal, including brand, tattoo or other 

identifying characteristics; 

 (2) When and where found; 

 (3) Where impounded; and 

 (4) That if unclaimed, the animal will be sold at a public livestock 

market sale or other public sale, and the date of such sale:  

PROVIDED, That if no newspaper shall be published in such county, 

copies of the notice shall be posted at four commonly frequented 

places therein. 

 If the animal is marked with a brand ((or tattoo)) which is 

registered with the director of agriculture, the brand inspector, on or 

before the date of publication or posting, shall send a copy of the 

notice to the owner of record by registered mail. 

Sec. 12.  RCW 16.04.025 and 1989 c 286 s 21 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 If the owner or the person having in charge or possession such 

animals is unknown to the person sustaining the damage, the person 

retaining such animals shall, within twenty-four hours, notify the 

county sheriff or the nearest state brand inspector as to the number, 

description, and location of the animals.  The county sheriff or brand 

inspector shall examine the animals by brand, tattoo, or other 

identifying characteristics and attempt to ascertain ownership.  If the 

animal is marked with a brand ((or tattoo)) which is registered with 

the director of agriculture, the brand inspector or county sheriff shall 

furnish this information and other pertinent information to the person 

holding the animals who in turn shall send the notice required in 

RCW 16.04.020 to the animals' owner of record by certified mail. 

 If the county sheriff or the brand inspector determines that there is 

no apparent damage to the property of the person retaining the 

animals, or if the person sustaining the damage contacts the county 

sheriff or brand inspector to have the animals removed from his or her 

property, such animals shall be removed in accordance with chapter 

16.24 RCW.  Such removal shall not prejudice the property owner's 

ability to recover damages through civil suit. 

Sec. 13.  RCW 16.72.040 and 1955 c 321 s 5 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The owners of any fox, mink, or marten may mark them by 

branding with tattoo or other marks for the purpose of identification((, 

but no person shall be entitled to ownership in or rights under any 

particular branding marks unless and until the branding marks are 

recorded with the department in the same manner and with like effect 

as brands of other animals are recorded as provided in chapter 16.56 

RCW)). 

Sec. 14.  RCW 15.80.420 and 1969 ex.s. c 100 s 13 are each 

amended to read as follows: 

 It shall be a violation of this chapter to transport by highway any 

hay, straw, or grain which has been purchased by weight or will be 

purchased by weight, unless it is weighed and a certified weight ticket 

is issued thereon, by the first licensed public weighmaster which 

would be encountered on the ordinary route to the destination where 

the hay, straw, or grain is to be unloaded((:  PROVIDED,)).  If agreed 

upon in writing between a dealer or commission merchant and a 

grower or consigner, a certified vehicle tare weight and certified 

vehicle gross weight may be obtained from a hay or straw processing 

facility with a scale approved by the director.  However, ((That)) this 

section shall not apply to the following: 

 (1) The transportation of, or sale of, hay, straw, or grain by the 

primary producer thereof; 

 (2) The transportation of hay, straw, or grain by an agriculturalist 

for use in his or her own growing, or animal or poultry husbandry 

endeavors; 

 (3) The transportation of grain by a party who is either a 

warehouseman or grain dealer and who is licensed under the grain 

warehouse laws and who makes such shipment in the course of the 

business for which he or she is so licensed; 

 (4) The transportation of hay, straw or grain by retail merchants, 

except for the provisions of RCW 15.80.430 and 15.80.440; 

 (5) The transportation of grain from a warehouse licensed under 

the grain warehouse laws when the transported grain is consigned 

directly to a public terminal warehouse. 

Sec. 15.  RCW 15.80.440 and 1969 ex.s. c 100 s 15 are each 

amended to read as follows: 

(1) The driver of any vehicle previously weighed by a licensed public 

weighmaster may be required to reweigh the vehicle and load at the 

nearest scale. 

(2) The driver of any vehicle operated by or for a retail merchant 

which vehicle contains hay, straw, or grain may be required to weigh 

the vehicle and load at the nearest scale((, and)).  If agreed upon in 

writing between a dealer or commission merchant and a grower or 

consigner, a certified vehicle tare weight and certified vehicle gross 

weight may be obtained from a hay or straw processing facility with a 

scale approved by the director. 

 (3) If the weight is found to be less than the amount appearing on 

the invoice, a copy of which is required to be carried on the vehicle, 

the director shall report the finding to the consignee and may cause 

such retail merchant to be prosecuted in accordance with the 

provisions of this chapter. 

Sec. 16.  RCW 15.58.150 and 2003 c 212 s 3 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) It is unlawful for any person to distribute within the state or 

deliver for transportation or transport in intrastate commerce or 

between points within this state through any point outside this state 

any of the following: 

 (a) Any pesticide which has not been registered pursuant to the 

provisions of this chapter; 

 (b) Any pesticide if any of the claims made for it or any of the 

directions for its use or other labeling differs from the representations 

made in connection with its registration, or if the composition of a 

pesticide differs from its composition as represented in connection 

with its registration:  PROVIDED, That at the discretion of the 

director, a change in the labeling or formula of a pesticide may be 

made within a registration period without requiring reregistration of 

the product; 

 (c) Any pesticide unless it is in the registrant's or the 

manufacturer's unbroken immediate container and there is affixed to 

such container, and to the outside container or wrapper of the retail 

package, if there is one through which the required information on the 

immediate container cannot be clearly read, a label bearing the 

information required in this chapter and the rules adopted under this 

chapter; 

 (d) Any pesticide ((including arsenicals, fluorides, fluosilicates, 

and/or any other white powdered pesticides)) unless ((they have)) it 

has been distinctly denatured as to color, taste, odor, or form if so 

required by rule; 

 (e) Any pesticide which is adulterated or misbranded, or any 

device which is misbranded; 
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  (f) Any pesticide in containers, violating rules adopted pursuant 

to RCW 15.58.040(2)(f) or pesticides found in containers which are 

unsafe due to damage. 

 (2) It shall be unlawful: 

 (a) To sell or deliver any pesticide to any person who is required 

by law or rules promulgated under such law to be certified, licensed, 

or have a permit to use or purchase the pesticide unless such person or 

the person's agent, to whom sale or delivery is made, has a valid 

certification, license, or permit to use or purchase the kind and 

quantity of such pesticide sold or delivered:  PROVIDED, That, 

subject to conditions established by the director, such permit may be 

obtained immediately prior to sale or delivery from any person 

designated by the director; 

 (b) For any person to detach, alter, deface or destroy, wholly or in 

part, any label or labeling provided for in this chapter or rules adopted 

under this chapter, or to add any substance to, or take any substance 

from, a pesticide in a manner that may defeat the purpose of this 

chapter or the rules adopted thereunder; 

 (c) For any person to use or cause to be used any pesticide 

contrary to label directions or to regulations of the director if those 

regulations differ from or further restrict the label directions:  

PROVIDED, The compliance to the term "contrary to label 

directions" is enforced by the director consistent with the intent of this 

chapter; 

 (d) For any person to use for his or her own advantage or to 

reveal, other than to the director or proper officials or employees of 

the state, or to the courts of the state in response to a subpoena, or to 

physicians, or in emergencies to pharmacists and other qualified 

persons for use in the preparation of antidotes, any information 

relative to formulas of products acquired by authority of RCW 

15.58.060; 

 (e) For any person to make false, misleading, or erroneous 

statements or reports concerning any pest during or after a pest 

inspection or to fail to comply with criteria established by rule for 

structural pest inspections; 

 (f) For any person to make false, misleading, or erroneous 

statements or reports in connection with any pesticide complaint or 

investigation; 

  (g) For any person to act as, or advertise that they perform the 

services of, a structural pest inspector without having a license to act 

as a structural pest inspector; 

 (h) For a business to conduct one or more complete wood 

destroying organism inspections without first having obtained a 

structural pest inspection company license from the department. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 17.  The following acts or parts of acts are 

each repealed: 

 (1) RCW 15.58.370 (Results of analyses to be published) and 

1971 ex.s. c 190 s 37; and 

 (2) RCW 19.94.505 (Gasoline containing alcohol--Dispensing 

device label required--Carbon monoxide nonattainment area--

Penalty) and 2000 c 171 s 65, 1992 c 237 s 34, & 1984 c 61 s 1. 

Sec. 18.  RCW 15.26.120 and 1969 c 129 s 12 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 There is hereby levied on all commercial tree fruit produced in 

this state or held out as being produced in this state for fresh or 

processing use, an assessment, initially not to exceed ten cents per ton 

on all such tree fruits, except that such assessment for apples for fresh 

shipment shall be at the rate of one-half cent per one hundred pounds 

gross billing weight.  Such assessment on all such commercial tree 

fruit shall not become effective until approved by a majority of such 

commercial producers of tree fruit voting in a referendum conducted 

jointly by the Washington apple ((advertising)) commission, 

Washington state fruit commission, and the department.  The 

respective commissions shall supply all known producers of tree 

fruits subject to their respective commissions with a ballot for the 

referendum and the department shall supply all known tree fruit 

producers not subject to either of the commissions with a ballot 

wherein all known producers may approve or disapprove such 

assessment.  The commission may waive the payment of assessments 

by any class of producers of minimal amounts of tree fruit when the 

commission determines subsequent to a hearing that the cost of 

collecting and keeping records of such assessments is 

disproportionate to the return to the commission. 

Sec. 19.  RCW 15.30.200 and 1961 c 29 s 20 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 All moneys collected under the provisions of this chapter for the 

inspection and certification of any fruits or vegetables subject to the 

provisions of this chapter shall be handled and deposited in the 

manner provided for in chapter ((15.16)) 15.17 RCW, as enacted or 

hereafter amended, for the handling of inspection and certification 

fees derived for the inspection of any fruits and vegetables. 

Sec. 20.  RCW 90.64.030 and 2003 c 325 s 3 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) Under the inspection program established in RCW 90.64.023, 

the department may investigate a dairy farm to determine whether the 

operation is discharging pollutants or has a record of discharging 

pollutants into surface or ground waters of the state.  Upon 

concluding an investigation, the department shall make a written 

report of its findings, including the results of any water quality 

measurements, photographs, or other pertinent information, and 

provide a copy of the report to the dairy producer within twenty days 

of the investigation. 

 (2) The department shall investigate a written complaint filed 

with the department within three working days and shall make a 

written report of its findings including the results of any water quality 

measurements, photographs, or other pertinent information.  Within 

twenty days of receiving a written complaint, a copy of the findings 

shall be provided to the dairy producer subject to the complaint, and 

to the complainant if the person gave his or her name and address to 

the department at the time the complaint was filed. 

 (3) The department may consider past complaints against the 

same dairy farm from the same person and the results of its previous 

inspections, and has the discretion to decide whether to conduct an 

inspection if: 

 (a) The same or a similar complaint or complaints have been filed 

against the same dairy farm within the immediately preceding six-

month period; and 

 (b) The department made a determination that the activity that 

was the subject of the prior complaint was not a violation. 

 (4) If the decision of the department is not to conduct an 

inspection, it shall document the decision and the reasons for the 

decision within twenty days.  The department shall provide the 

decision to the complainant if the name and address were provided to 

the department, and to the dairy producer subject to the complaint, 

and the department shall place the decision in the department's 

administrative records. 

 (5) The report of findings of any inspection conducted as the 

result of either an oral or a written complaint shall be placed in the 

department's administrative records.  Only findings of violations shall 

be entered into the database identified in RCW 90.64.130. 

 (6) A dairy farm that is determined to be a significant contributor 

of pollution based on actual water quality tests, photographs, or other 

pertinent information is subject to the provisions of this chapter and to 

the enforcement provisions of chapters 43.05 and 90.48 RCW, 

including civil penalties levied under RCW 90.48.144. 

 (7) If the department determines that an unresolved water quality 

problem from a dairy farm requires immediate corrective action, the 

department shall notify the producer and the district in which the 

problem is located.  When corrective actions are required to address 

such unresolved water quality problems, the department shall provide 

copies of all final dairy farm inspection reports and documentation of 

all formal regulatory and enforcement actions taken by the 
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department against that particular dairy farm to the local conservation 

district and to the appropriate dairy farm within twenty days. 

 (8) For a violation of water quality laws that is a first offense for a 

dairy producer, the penalty may be waived to allow the producer to 

come into compliance with water quality laws.  The department shall 

record all legitimate violations and subsequent enforcement actions. 

 (9) A discharge, including a storm water discharge, to surface 

waters of the state shall not be considered a violation of this chapter, 

chapter 90.48 RCW, or chapter 173-201A WAC, and shall therefore 

not be enforceable by the department of ecology or a third party, if at 

the time of the discharge, a violation is not occurring under RCW 

90.64.010(((18))) (17).  In addition, a dairy producer shall not be held 

liable for violations of this chapter, chapter 90.48 RCW, chapter 173-

201A WAC, or the federal clean water act due to the discharge of 

dairy nutrients to waters of the state resulting from spreading these 

materials on lands other than where the nutrients were generated, 

when the nutrients are spread by persons other than the dairy producer 

or the dairy producer's agent. 

 (10) As provided under RCW 7.48.305, agricultural activities 

associated with the management of dairy nutrients are presumed to be 

reasonable and shall not be found to constitute a nuisance unless the 

activity has a substantial adverse effect on public health and safety. 

 (11) This section specifically acknowledges that if a holder of a 

general or individual national pollutant discharge elimination system 

permit complies with the permit and the dairy nutrient management 

plan conditions for appropriate land application practices, the permit 

provides compliance with the federal clean water act and acts as a 

shield against citizen or agency enforcement for any additions of 

pollutants to waters of the state or of the United States as authorized 

by the permit. 

 (12) A dairy producer who fails to have an approved dairy 

nutrient management plan by July 1, 2002, or a certified dairy nutrient 

management plan by December 31, 2003, and for which no appeals 

have been filed with the pollution control hearings board, is in 

violation of this chapter.  Each month beyond these deadlines that a 

dairy producer is out of compliance with the requirement for either 

plan approval or plan certification shall be considered separate 

violations of chapter 90.64 RCW that may be subject to penalties.  

Such penalties may not exceed one hundred dollars per month for 

each violation up to a combined total of five thousand dollars.  The 

department has discretion in imposing penalties for failure to meet 

deadlines for plan approval or plan certification if the failure to 

comply is due to lack of state funding for implementation of the 

program.  Failure to register as required in RCW 90.64.017 shall 

subject a dairy producer to a maximum penalty of one hundred 

dollars.  Penalties shall be levied by the department. 

Sec. 21.  RCW 15.48.280 and 1967 c 114 s 15 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 Seed bailment contracts for the increase of agricultural seeds shall 

not create a security interest under the terms of the Uniform 

Commercial Code, chapter 62A.9A RCW.  No filing, recording, or 

notice of a seed bailment contract shall be required under any of the 

laws of the state to establish, during the term of a seed bailment 

contract the validity of any such contracts, nor to establish and 

confirm in the bailor the title to all seed, seed stock, plant life and the 

resulting seed crop thereof grown or produced by the bailee under the 

terms of a bailment contract. 

Sec. 22.  RCW 15.60.065 and 1993 c 89 s 18 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 When the county legislative authority determines that it would be 

desirable to establish an apiary coordinated area or areas in their 

county, they shall make an order fixing a time and place when a 

hearing will be held, notice of which shall be published at least once 

each week for two successive weeks in a newspaper having general 

circulation within the county.  It shall be the duty of the county 

legislative authority at the time fixed for such hearing, to hear all 

persons interested in the establishment of apiary coordinated areas as 

defined in this section and RCW ((15.60.180, 15.60.190, and 

15.60.210)) 15.60.075 and 15.60.085. 

Sec. 23.  RCW 15.60.085 and 1989 c 354 s 68 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 When the county legislative authority of any county deems it 

advisable to change the boundary or boundaries of any apiary 

coordinated area, a hearing shall be held in the same manner as 

provided in RCW ((15.60.180)) 15.60.065.  If the county legislative 

authority decides to change the boundary or boundaries of any apiary 

coordinated area or areas, they shall within thirty days after the 

conclusion of such hearing make an order describing the change or 

changes.  Such order shall be entered upon the records of the county 

and published in a newspaper having general circulation in the county 

once each week for four successive weeks. 

Sec. 24.  RCW 15.60.095 and 1993 c 89 s 20 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The county legislative authority of any county with a population 

of from forty thousand to less than seventy thousand located east of 

the Cascade crest and bordering in the southern side of the Snake 

river shall have the power to designate by an order made and 

published, as provided in RCW ((15.60.190)) 15.60.075, certain 

territories as apiary coordinated areas in which they may designate the 

number of colonies per apiary, the distance between apiaries, the 

minimum required setback distance from property lines, and the time 

of year the regulations shall be in effect.  No territory so designated 

shall be less than two square miles in area. 

Sec. 25.  RCW 15.65.375 and 2002 c 313 s 32 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 Any marketing agreement or order may authorize the members of 

a commodity board, or their agents or designees, to participate in 

federal or state hearings or other proceedings concerning regulation of 

the manufacture, distribution, sale, or use of any pesticide as defined 

by RCW 15.58.030(((30))) or any agricultural chemical which is of 

use or potential use in producing the affected commodity.  Any 

marketing agreement or order may authorize the expenditure of 

commodity board funds for this purpose. 

Sec. 26.  RCW 15.66.245 and 2002 c 313 s 63 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 Any marketing agreement or order may authorize the members of 

a commodity commission, or their agents or designees, to participate 

in federal or state hearings or other proceedings concerning regulation 

of the manufacture, distribution, sale, or use of any pesticide as 

defined by RCW 15.58.030(((30))) or any agricultural chemical 

which is of use or potential use in producing the affected commodity.  

Any marketing agreement or order may authorize the expenditure of 

commodity commission funds for this purpose. 

Sec. 27.  RCW 15.76.115 and 2010 1st sp.s. c 37 s 912 are each 

amended to read as follows: 

 The fair fund is created in the custody of the state treasury.  All 

moneys received by the department of agriculture for the purposes of 

this fund and from RCW 67.16.105(((4))) (7) shall be deposited into 

the fund.  At the beginning of fiscal year 2002 and each fiscal year 

thereafter, the state treasurer shall transfer into the fair fund from the 

general fund the sum of two million dollars, except for fiscal year 

2011 the state treasurer shall transfer into the fair fund from the 

general fund the sum of one million one hundred three thousand 

dollars.  Expenditures from the fund may be used only for assisting 

fairs in the manner provided in this chapter.  Only the director of 

agriculture or the director's designee may authorize expenditures from 

the fund.  The fund is subject to allotment procedures under chapter 

43.88 RCW, but no appropriation is required for expenditures. 

Sec. 28.  RCW 17.21.150 and 1994 c 283 s 18 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 A person who has committed any of the following acts is declared 

to be in violation of this chapter: 
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 (1) Made false or fraudulent claims through any media, 

misrepresenting the effect of materials or methods to be utilized; 

 (2) Applied worthless or improper pesticides; 

 (3) Operated a faulty or unsafe apparatus; 

 (4) Operated in a faulty, careless, or negligent manner; 

 (5) Refused or neglected to comply with the provisions of this 

chapter, the rules adopted hereunder, or of any lawful order of the 

director including a final order of the director directing payment of a 

civil penalty.  In an adjudicative proceeding arising from the 

department's denial of a license for failure to pay a civil penalty the 

subject shall be limited to whether the payment was made and the 

proceeding may not be used to collaterally attack the final order; 

 (6) Refused or neglected to keep and maintain the pesticide 

application records required by rule, or to make reports when and as 

required; 

 (7) Made false or fraudulent records, invoices, or reports; 

 (8) Acted as a certified applicator without having provided direct 

supervision to an unlicensed person ((as defined in RCW 

17.21.020(12))); 

 (9) Operated an unlicensed apparatus or an apparatus without a 

license plate issued for that particular apparatus; 

 (10) Used fraud or misrepresentation in making an application for 

a license or renewal of a license; 

 (11) Is not qualified to perform the type of pest control under the 

conditions and in the locality in which he or she operates or has 

operated, regardless of whether or not he or she has previously passed 

a pesticide license examination; 

  (12) Aided or abetted a licensed or an unlicensed person to evade 

the provisions of this chapter, combined or conspired with such a 

licensed or an unlicensed person to evade the provisions of this 

chapter, or allowed one's license to be used by an unlicensed person; 

 (13) Knowingly made false, misleading, or erroneous statements 

or reports during or after an inspection concerning any infestation or 

infection of pests found on land or in connection with any pesticide 

complaint or investigation; 

 (14) Impersonated any state, county or city inspector or official;  

 (15) Applied a restricted use pesticide without having a certified 

applicator in direct supervision; 

 (16) Operated a commercial pesticide application business:  (a) 

Without an individual licensed as a commercial pesticide applicator 

or (b) with a licensed commercial pesticide applicator not licensed in 

the classification or classifications in which the business operates; or 

 (17) Operated as a commercial pesticide applicator without 

meeting the financial responsibility requirements including not having 

a properly executed financial responsibility insurance certificate or 

surety bond form on file with the department. 

Sec. 29.  RCW 17.26.020 and 2003 c 39 s 10 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) Facilitating the control of spartina and purple loosestrife is a 

high priority for all state agencies. 

 (2) The department of natural resources is responsible for spartina 

and purple loosestrife control on state-owned aquatic lands managed 

by the department of natural resources. 

 (3) The department of fish and wildlife is responsible for spartina 

and purple loosestrife control on state-owned aquatic lands managed 

by the department of fish and wildlife. 

 (4) The state parks and recreation commission is responsible for 

spartina and purple loosestrife control on state-owned aquatic lands 

managed by the state parks and recreation commission. 

 (5) Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions 

in this subsection apply throughout this chapter, RCW 90.48.020, 

90.58.030, and ((77.55.150)) 77.55.081: 

 (a) "Spartina" means Spartina alterniflora, Spartina anglica, 

Spartina x townsendii, and Spartina patens. 

  (b) "Purple loosestrife" means Lythrum salicaria and Lythrum 

virgatum. 

 (c) "Aquatic noxious weed" means an aquatic weed on the state 

noxious weed list adopted under RCW 17.10.080. 

Sec. 30.  RCW 15.65.280 and 2010 c 8 s 6075 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The powers and duties of the board shall be: 

 (1) To elect a chair and such other officers as it deems advisable; 

 (2) To advise and counsel the director with respect to the 

administration and conduct of such marketing agreement or order; 

 (3) To recommend to the director administrative rules and orders 

and amendments thereto for the exercise of his or her powers in 

connection with such agreement or order; 

 (4) To advise the director upon ((any and)) all assessments 

provided pursuant to the terms of such agreement or order and upon 

the collection, deposit, withdrawal, disbursement and paying out of all 

moneys; 

 (5) To assist the director in the collection of such necessary 

information and data as the director may deem necessary in the proper 

administration of this chapter; 

 (6) To administer the order or agreement as its administrative 

board if the director designates it so to do in such order or agreement; 

 (7) To work cooperatively with other local, state, and federal 

agencies; universities; and national organizations for the purposes 

provided in the board's marketing order or agreement; 

 (8) To enter into contracts or interagency agreements with any 

private or public agency, whether federal, state, or local, to carry out 

the purposes provided in the board's marketing order or agreement.  

Personal service contracts must comply with chapter 39.29 RCW; 

 (9) To accept and expend or retain any gifts, bequests, 

contributions, or grants from private persons or private and public 

agencies to carry out the purposes provided in the board's marketing 

order or agreement; 

 (10) To retain in emergent situations the services of private legal 

counsel to conduct legal actions on behalf of a board.  The retention 

of a private attorney is subject to review by the office of the attorney 

general; 

 (11) To engage in appropriate fund-raising activities for the 

purpose of supporting activities of the board authorized by the 

marketing order or agreement; 

 (12) To enter into contracts or agreements for research in the 

production, irrigation, processing, transportation, marketing, use, or 

distribution of an affected commodity; 

 (13) To participate in international, federal, state, and local 

hearings, meetings, and other proceedings relating to the production, 

irrigation, manufacture, regulation, transportation, distribution, sale, 

or use of affected commodities including activities authorized under 

RCW ((42.17.190)) 42.17A.635, including the reporting of those 

activities to the public disclosure commission; 

 (14) To maintain a list of the names and addresses of affected 

producers that may be compiled from information used to collect 

assessments under the marketing order or agreement, and data on the 

value of each producer's production for a minimum three-year period; 

 (15) To maintain a list of the names and addresses of persons who 

handle the affected commodity within the affected area and data on 

the amount and value of the commodity handled for a minimum 

three-year period by each person; and 

 (16) To perform such other duties as the director may prescribe in 

the marketing agreement or order. 

 Any agreement or order under which the commodity board 

administers the order or agreement shall (if so requested by the 

affected producers within the affected area in the proposal or 

promulgation hearing) contain provisions whereby the director 

reserves the power to approve or disapprove every order, rule or 

directive issued by the board, in which event such approval or 

disapproval shall be based on whether or not the director believes the 

board's action has been carried out in conformance with the purposes 

of this chapter. 
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Sec. 31.  RCW 15.66.140 and 2003 c 396 s 2 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 Every commodity commission shall have such powers and duties 

in accordance with provisions of this chapter as may be provided in 

the marketing order and shall have the following powers and duties: 

  (1) To elect a chair and such other officers as determined 

advisable; 

 (2) To adopt, rescind, and amend rules and regulations reasonably 

necessary for the administration and operation of the commission and 

the enforcement of its duties under the marketing order; 

 (3) To administer, enforce, direct and control the provisions of the 

marketing order and of this chapter relating thereto; 

 (4) To employ and discharge at its discretion such administrators 

and additional personnel, attorneys, advertising and research agencies 

and other persons and firms that it may deem appropriate and pay 

compensation to the same; 

 (5) To acquire personal property and purchase or lease office 

space and other necessary real property and transfer and convey the 

same; 

 (6) To institute and maintain in its own name any and all legal 

actions, including actions by injunction, mandatory injunction or civil 

recovery, or proceedings before administrative tribunals or other 

governmental authorities necessary to carry out the provisions of this 

chapter and of the marketing order; 

 (7) To keep accurate records of all its receipts and disbursements, 

which records shall be open to inspection and audit by the state 

auditor or private auditor designated by the state auditor at least every 

five years; 

 (8) Borrow money and incur indebtedness; 

 (9) Make necessary disbursements for routine operating expenses; 

 (10) To expend funds for commodity-related education, training, 

and leadership programs as each commission deems expedient; 

 (11) To work cooperatively with other local, state, and federal 

agencies; universities; and national organizations for the purposes 

provided in the commission's marketing order; 

 (12) To enter into contracts or interagency agreements with any 

private or public agency, whether federal, state, or local, to carry out 

the purposes provided in the commission's marketing order.  Personal 

service contracts must comply with chapter 39.29 RCW; 

 (13) To accept and expend or retain any gifts, bequests, 

contributions, or grants from private persons or private and public 

agencies to carry out the purposes provided in the commission's 

marketing order; 

  (14) To enter into contracts or agreements for research in the 

production, irrigation, processing, transportation, marketing, use, or 

distribution of an affected commodity; 

 (15) To retain in emergent situations the services of private legal 

counsel to conduct legal actions on behalf of a commission.  The 

retention of a private attorney is subject to review by the office of the 

attorney general; 

 (16) To engage in appropriate fund-raising activities for the 

purpose of supporting activities of the commission authorized by the 

marketing order; 

 (17) To participate in international, federal, state, and local 

hearings, meetings, and other proceedings relating to the production, 

irrigation, manufacture, regulation, transportation, distribution, sale, 

or use of affected commodities including activities authorized under 

RCW ((42.17.190)) 42.17A.635, including the reporting of those 

activities to the public disclosure commission; 

 (18) To maintain a list of the names and addresses of affected 

producers that may be compiled from information used to collect 

assessments under the provisions of the marketing order and data on 

the value of each producer's production for a minimum three-year 

period; 

 (19) To maintain a list of the names and addresses of persons who 

handle the affected commodity within the affected area and data on 

the amount and value of the commodity handled for a minimum 

three-year period by each person;  

 (20) To request records and audit the records of producers or 

handlers of the affected commodity during normal business hours to 

determine whether the appropriate assessment has been paid; 

 (21) To acquire or own intellectual property rights, licenses, or 

patents and to collect royalties resulting from commission-funded 

research related to the affected commodity; and 

 (22) Such other powers and duties that are necessary to carry out 

the purposes of this chapter. 

Sec. 32.  RCW 15.89.070 and 2009 c 373 s 9 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The commission shall: 

 (1) Elect a chair and officers.  The officers must include a 

treasurer who is responsible for all receipts and disbursements by the 

commission and the faithful discharge of whose duties shall be 

guaranteed by a bond at the sole expense of the commission.  The 

commission must adopt rules for its own governance that provide for 

the holding of an annual meeting for the election of officers and the 

transaction of other business and for other meetings the commission 

may direct; 

 (2) Do all things reasonably necessary to effect the purposes of 

this chapter.  However, the commission has no rule-making power 

except as provided in this chapter; 

 (3) Employ and discharge managers, secretaries, agents, 

attorneys, and employees and engage the services of independent 

contractors; 

 (4) Retain, as necessary, the services of private legal counsel to 

conduct legal actions on behalf of the commission.  The retention of a 

private attorney is subject to review by the office of the attorney 

general; 

 (5) Receive donations of beer from producers for promotional 

purposes under subsections (6) and (7) of this section and for fund-

raising purposes under subsection (8) of this section.  Donations of 

beer for promotional purposes may only be disseminated without 

charge; 

 (6) Engage directly or indirectly in the promotion of Washington 

beer, including, without limitation, the acquisition in any lawful 

manner and the dissemination without charge of beer.  This 

dissemination is not deemed a sale for any purpose and the 

commission is not deemed a producer, supplier, or manufacturer, or 

the clerk, servant, or agent of a producer, supplier, distributor, or 

manufacturer.  This dissemination without charge shall be for 

agricultural development or trade promotion, and not for fund-raising 

purposes under subsection (8) of this section.  Dissemination for 

promotional purposes may include promotional hosting and must in 

the good faith judgment of the commission be in the aid of the 

marketing, advertising, sale of beer, or of research related to such 

marketing, advertising, or sale; 

 (7) Promote Washington beer by conducting unique beer tastings 

without charge; 

 (8) Beginning July 1, 2007, fund the Washington beer 

commission through sponsorship of up to twelve beer festivals 

annually at which beer may be sold to festival participants.  For this 

purpose, the commission would qualify for issue of a special occasion 

license as an exception to WAC 314-05-020 but must comply with 

laws under Title 66 RCW and rules adopted by the liquor control 

board under which such events may be conducted; 

 (9) Participate in international, federal, state, and local hearings, 

meetings, and other proceedings relating to the production, regulation, 

distribution, sale, or use of beer including activities authorized under 

RCW ((42.17.190)) 42.17A.635, including the reporting of those 

activities to the public disclosure commission; 

 (10) Acquire and transfer personal and real property, establish 

offices, incur expenses, and enter into contracts, including contracts 

for the creation and printing of promotional literature.  The contracts 
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are not subject to chapter 43.78 RCW, and are cancelable by the 

commission unless performed under conditions of employment that 

substantially conform to the laws of this state and the rules of the 

department of labor and industries.  The commission may create debt 

and other liabilities that are reasonable for proper discharge of its 

duties under this chapter; 

 (11) Maintain accounts with one or more qualified public 

depositories as the commission may direct, for the deposit of money, 

and expend money for purposes authorized by this chapter by drafts 

made by the commission upon such institutions or by other means; 

 (12) Cause to be kept and annually closed, in accordance with 

generally accepted accounting principles, accurate records of all 

receipts, disbursements, and other financial transactions, available for 

audit by the state auditor; 

 (13) Create and maintain a list of producers and disseminate 

information among and solicit the opinions of producers with respect 

to the discharge of the duties of the commission, directly or by 

arrangement with trade associations or other instrumentalities; 

 (14) Employ, designate as an agent, act in concert with, and enter 

into contracts with any person, council, commission, or other entity to 

promote the general welfare of the beer industry and particularly to 

assist in the sale and distribution of Washington beer in domestic and 

foreign commerce.  The commission shall expend money necessary 

or advisable for this purpose and to pay its proportionate share of the 

cost of any program providing direct or indirect assistance to the sale 

and distribution of Washington beer in domestic or foreign 

commerce, employing and paying for vendors of professional 

services of all kinds; 

  (15) Sue and be sued as a commission, without individual liability 

for acts of the commission within the scope of the powers conferred 

upon it by this chapter;  

 (16) Serve as liaison with the liquor control board on behalf of the 

commission and not for any individual producer; 

 (17) Receive such gifts, grants, and endowments from public or 

private sources as may be made from time to time, in trust or 

otherwise, for the use and benefit of the purposes of the commission 

and expend the same or any income therefrom according to the terms 

of the gifts, grants, or endowments. 

Sec. 33.  RCW 15.115.140 and 2009 c 33 s 14 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) The commission is an agency of the Washington state 

government subject to oversight by the director.  In exercising its 

powers and duties, the commission shall carry out the following 

purposes: 

 (a) To establish plans and conduct programs for advertising and 

sales promotion, to maintain present markets, or to create new or 

larger markets for wheat and barley grown in Washington; 

 (b) To engage in cooperative efforts in the domestic or foreign 

marketing of wheat and barley grown in Washington; 

 (c) To provide for carrying on research studies to find more 

efficient methods of production, irrigation, processing, transportation, 

handling, and marketing of wheat and barley grown in Washington; 

 (d) To adopt rules to provide for improving standards and grades 

by defining, establishing, and providing labeling requirements with 

respect to wheat and ((barely)) barley grown in Washington; 

 (e) To investigate and take necessary action to prevent unfair 

trade practices relating to wheat and barley grown in Washington; 

 (f) To provide information or communicate on matters pertaining 

to the production, irrigation, processing, transportation, marketing, or 

uses of wheat and barley grown in Washington to any elected official 

or officer or employee of any agency; 

 (g) To provide marketing information and services for producers 

of wheat and barley in Washington; 

 (h) To provide information and services for meeting resource 

conservation objectives of producers of wheat and barley in 

Washington; 

  (i) To provide for education and training related to wheat and 

barley grown in Washington; and 

 (j) To assist and cooperate with the department or any local, state, 

or federal government agency in the investigation and control of 

exotic pests and diseases that could damage or affect the production 

or trade of wheat and barley grown in Washington. 

 (2) The commission has the following powers and duties: 

 (a) To collect the assessments of producers as provided in this 

chapter and to expend the same in accordance with this chapter; 

 (b) To maintain a list of the names and addresses of affected 

producers that may be compiled from information used to collect 

assessments authorized under this chapter and data on the value of 

each producer's production for a minimum three-year period; 

 (c) To maintain a list of the names and addresses of persons who 

handle wheat or barley within the affected area and data on the 

amount and value of the wheat and barley handled for a minimum 

three-year period by each person; 

 (d) To request records and audit the records of producers or 

handlers of wheat or barley during normal business hours to 

determine whether the appropriate assessment has been paid; 

 (e) To fund, conduct, or otherwise participate in scientific 

research relating to wheat or barley, including but not limited to 

research to find more efficient methods of irrigation, production, 

processing, handling, transportation, and marketing of wheat or 

barley, or regarding pests, pesticides, food safety, irrigation, 

transportation, and environmental stewardship related to wheat or 

barley; 

 (f) To work cooperatively with local, state, and federal agencies, 

universities, and national organizations for the purposes provided in 

this chapter; 

 (g) To establish a foundation using commission funds as grant 

money when the foundation benefits the wheat or barley industry in 

Washington and implements the purposes provided in this chapter; 

 (h) To acquire or own intellectual property rights, licenses, or 

patents and to collect royalties resulting from commission-funded 

research related to wheat or barley; 

 (i) To enter into contracts or interagency agreements with any 

private or public agency, whether federal, state, or local, to carry out 

the purposes and powers provided in this chapter, including 

specifically contracts or agreements for research described in (e) of 

this subsection.  Personal service contracts must comply with chapter 

39.29 RCW; 

 (j) To institute and maintain in its own name any and all legal 

actions necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter, including 

actions by injunction, mandatory injunction or civil recovery, or 

proceedings before administrative tribunals or other governmental 

authorities; 

 (k) To retain in emergent situations the services of private legal 

counsel to conduct legal actions on behalf of the commission.  The 

retention of a private attorney is subject to review and approval by the 

office of the attorney general; 

 (l) To elect a chair and other officers as determined advisable; 

 (m) To employ and discharge at its discretion administrators and 

additional personnel, advertising and research agencies, and other 

persons and firms as appropriate and pay compensation; 

 (n) To acquire personal property and purchase or lease office 

space and other necessary real property and transfer and convey that 

real property; 

 (o) To keep accurate records of all its receipts and disbursements 

by commodity, which records must be open to inspection and audit by 

the state auditor or private auditor designated by the state auditor at 

least every five years; 

 (p) To borrow money and incur indebtedness; 

 (q) To make necessary disbursements for routine operating 

expenses; 
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 (r) To expend funds for commodity-related education, training, 

and leadership programs as the commission deems expedient; 

 (s) To accept and expend or retain any gifts, bequests, 

contributions, or grants from private persons or private and public 

agencies to carry out the purposes provided in this chapter; 

 (t) To apply for and administer federal market access programs or 

similar programs or projects and provide matching funds as may be 

necessary; 

 (u) To engage in appropriate fund-raising activities for the 

purpose of supporting activities of the commission authorized in this 

chapter; 

  (v) To participate in international, federal, state, and local 

hearings, meetings, and other proceedings relating to the production, 

irrigation, manufacture, regulation, transportation, distribution, sale, 

or use of wheat or barley; or the regulation of the manufacture, 

distribution, sale, or use of any pesticide, as defined in chapter 15.58 

RCW, or any agricultural chemical which is of use or potential use in 

producing wheat or barley.  This participation may include activities 

authorized under RCW ((42.17.190)) 42.17A.635, including the 

reporting of those activities to the public disclosure commission; 

 (w) To speak on behalf of the Washington state government on a 

nonexclusive basis regarding issues related to wheat and barley, 

including but not limited to trade negotiations and market access 

negotiations and to fund industry organizations engaging in those 

activities; 

 (x) To adopt, rescind, and amend rules and regulations reasonably 

necessary for the administration and operation of the commission and 

the enforcement of its duties under this chapter; 

 (y) To administer, enforce, direct, and control the provisions of 

this chapter and any rules adopted under this chapter; and 

 (z) Other powers and duties that are necessary to carry out the 

purposes of this chapter. 

Sec. 34.  RCW 15.65.243 and 2002 c 313 s 24 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) This section ((or RCW 15.65.245)) applies when the director 

appoints a majority of the board positions as set forth under RCW 

15.65.220(3). 

 (2) Candidates for director-appointed board positions on a 

commodity board shall be nominated under RCW 15.65.250. 

 (3) The director shall cause an advisory vote to be held for the 

director-appointed positions.  Not less than ten days in advance of the 

vote, advisory ballots shall be mailed to all producers or handlers 

entitled to vote, if their names appear upon the list of affected parties 

or affected producers or handlers, whichever is applicable.  Notice of 

every advisory vote for board membership shall be published in a 

newspaper of general circulation within the affected area defined in 

the order or agreement not less than ten days in advance of the date of 

the vote.  The advisory ballot shall be conducted in a manner so that it 

is a secret ballot.  The names of the two candidates receiving the most 

votes in the advisory vote shall be forwarded to the director for 

potential appointment to the board.  In the event there are only two 

candidates nominated for a board position, an advisory vote may not 

be held and the candidates' names shall be forwarded to the director 

for potential appointment. 

 (4) The candidates whose names are forwarded to the director for 

potential appointment shall submit to the director a letter stating why 

((he or she)) the candidate wishes to be appointed to the board.  The 

director may select either person for the position. 

Sec. 35.  RCW 15.65.510 and 1989 c 354 s 29 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 All parties to a marketing agreement, all persons subject to a 

marketing order, and all producers, dealers, and handlers of a 

commodity governed by the provisions of a marketing agreement or 

order shall severally from time to time, upon the request of the 

director, the director's designee, or the commodity board established 

under the marketing agreement or order, furnish such information and 

permit such inspections as the director, the director's designee, or the 

commodity board finds to be necessary to effectuate the declared 

policies of this chapter and the purposes of such agreement or order.  

Information and inspections may also be required by the director, the 

director's designee, or the commodity board to ascertain and 

determine the extent to which such agreement or order has been 

carried out or has effectuated such policies and purposes, or to 

determine whether or not there has been any abuse of the privilege of 

exemption from laws relating to trusts, monopolies and restraints of 

trade.  Such information shall be furnished in accordance with forms 

and reports to be prescribed by the director, the director's designee, or 

the commodity board.  The director, the director's designee, or a 

designee of the commodity board is hereby authorized to inspect 

crops and examine such books, papers, records, copies of tax reports, 

accounts, correspondence, contracts, documents, or memoranda as he 

or she deems relevant and which are within the control: 

 (1) Of any such party to such marketing agreement or, any person 

subject to any marketing order from whom such report was requested, 

or 

  (2) Of any person having, either directly or indirectly, actual or 

legal control of or over such party, producer or handler of such 

records, or 

 (3) Of any subsidiary of any such party, producer, handler or 

person. 

 To carry out the purposes of this section the director or the 

director's designee upon giving due notice, may hold hearings, take 

testimony, administer oaths, subpoena witnesses and issue subpoenas 

for the production of books, records, documents or other writings of 

any kind.  RCW ((15.65.080,)) 15.65.090, 15.65.100 and 15.65.110, 

together with such other regulations consistent therewith as the 

director may from time to time prescribe, shall apply with respect to 

any such hearing.  All information furnished to or acquired by the 

director or the director's designee pursuant to this section shall be kept 

confidential by all officers and employees of the director or the 

director's designee and only such information so furnished or acquired 

as the director deems relevant shall be disclosed by the director or 

them, and then only in a suit or administrative hearing brought at the 

direction or upon the request of the director or to which the director or 

the director's designee or any officer of the state of Washington is a 

party, and involving the marketing agreement or order with reference 

to which the information so to be disclosed was furnished or acquired. 

 Nothing in this section shall prohibit: 

 (1) The issuance of general statements based upon the reports of a 

number of persons subject to any marketing agreement or order, 

which statements do not identify the information furnished by any 

person; or 

 (2) The publication by the director or the director's designee of 

the name of any person violating any marketing agreement or order, 

together with a statement of the particular provisions and the manner 

of the violation of the marketing agreement or order so violated by 

such person. 

Sec. 36.  RCW 15.65.550 and 2010 c 8 s 6091 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 Upon the request of the director or his or her designee, it shall be 

the duty of the attorney general of the state of Washington and of the 

several prosecuting attorneys in their respective counties to institute 

proceedings to enforce the remedies and to collect the moneys 

provided for or pursuant to this chapter.  Whenever the director and/or 

his or her designee has reason to believe that any person has violated 

or is violating the provisions of any marketing agreement or order 

issued pursuant to this chapter, the director and/or his or her designee 

shall have and is hereby granted the power to institute an investigation 

and, after due notice to such person, to conduct a hearing in order to 

determine the facts for the purpose of referring the matter to the 

attorney general or to the appropriate prosecuting attorney for 

appropriate action.  The provisions contained in RCW ((15.65.080,)) 
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15.65.090, 15.65.100 and 15.65.110 shall apply with respect to such 

hearings. 

Sec. 37.  RCW 15.66.113 and 2002 c 313 s 52 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) This section ((or RCW 15.66.115)) applies when the director 

appoints a majority of the positions of the commission as set forth 

under RCW 15.66.110(3). 

 (2) Candidates for director-appointed positions on a commission 

shall be nominated under RCW 15.66.120(1). 

 (3) Not less than sixty days nor more than seventy-five days prior 

to the commencement of a commission member's term, the director 

shall cause an advisory vote to be held for the director-appointed 

positions.  Advisory ballots shall be mailed to all affected producers 

and shall be returned to the director not less than thirty days prior to 

the commencement of the term.  The advisory ballot shall be 

conducted in a manner so that it is a secret ballot.  The names of the 

two candidates receiving the most votes in the advisory vote shall be 

forwarded to the director for potential appointment to the 

commission.  In the event there are only two candidates nominated 

for a position, an advisory vote may not be held and the candidates' 

names shall be forwarded to the director for potential appointment. 

 (4) The candidates whose names are forwarded to the director for 

potential appointment shall submit to the director a letter stating why 

he or she wishes to be appointed to the commission.  The director 

may select either person for the position. 

Sec. 38.  RCW 20.01.205 and 1997 c 58 s 855 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The director shall immediately suspend the license or certificate 

of a person who has been certified pursuant to RCW 74.20A.320 by 

the department of social and health services as a person who is not in 

compliance with a support order ((or a residential or visitation order)).  

If the person has continued to meet all other requirements for 

reinstatement during the suspension, reissuance of the license or 

certificate shall be automatic upon the director's receipt of a release 

issued by the department of social and health services stating that the 

licensee is in compliance with the order. 

Sec. 39.  RCW 15.65.020 and 2009 c 549 s 1007 are each 

reenacted and amended to read as follows: 

 The following terms are hereby defined: 

 (1) "Affected commodity" means that part or portion of any 

agricultural commodity which is covered by or forms the subject 

matter of any marketing agreement or order or proposal, and includes 

all affected units thereof as herein defined and no others. 

 (2) "Affected parties" means any producer, affected producer, 

handler, or commodity board member. 

 (3) "Affected unit" means in the case of marketing agreements 

and orders drawn on the basis of a production area, any unit of the 

commodity specified in or covered by such agreement or order which 

is produced in such area and sold or marketed or delivered for sale or 

marketing; and "affected unit" means, in the case of marketing 

agreements and orders drawn on the basis of marketing area, any unit 

of the commodity specified in or covered by such agreement or order 

which is stored in frozen condition or sold or marketed or delivered 

for sale or marketing within such marketing area:  PROVIDED, That 

in the case of marketing agreements "affected unit" shall include only 

those units which are produced by producers or handled by handlers 

who have assented to such agreement. 

 (4) "Agricultural commodity" means any of the following 

commodities or products:  Llamas, alpacas, or any other animal or 

any distinctive type of agricultural, horticultural, viticultural, 

floricultural, vegetable, or animal product, including, but not limited 

to, products qualifying as organic ((food)) products under chapter 

15.86 RCW and private sector cultured aquatic products as defined in 

RCW 15.85.020 and other fish and fish products, either in its natural 

or processed state, including beehives containing bees and honey and 

Christmas trees but not including timber or timber products.  The 

director is hereby authorized to determine (on the basis of common 

usage and practice) what kinds, types or sub-types should be classed 

together as an agricultural commodity for the purposes of this chapter. 

 (5) "Assessment" means the monetary amount established in a 

marketing order or agreement that is to be paid by each affected 

producer to a commodity board in accordance with the schedule 

established in the marketing order or agreement. 

 (6) "Commercial quantities" as applied to producers and/or 

production means such quantities per year (or other period of time) of 

an agricultural commodity as the director finds are not less than the 

minimum which a prudent person engaged in agricultural production 

would produce for the purpose of making such quantity of such 

commodity a substantial contribution to the economic operation of the 

farm on which such commodity is produced.  "Commercial 

quantities" as applied to handlers and/or handling means such 

quantities per year (or other period of time) of an agricultural 

commodity or product thereof as the director finds are not less than 

the minimum which a prudent person engaged in such handling 

would handle for the purpose of making such quantity a substantial 

contribution to the handling operation in which such commodity or 

product thereof is so handled.  In either case, the director may in his 

or her discretion:  (a) Determine that substantial quantity is any 

amount above zero; and (b) apply the quantity so determined on a 

uniform rule applicable alike to all persons which he or she finds to be 

similarly situated. 

 (7) "Commodity board" means any board established pursuant to 

RCW 15.65.220.  "Board" means any such commodity board unless a 

different board is expressly specified. 

 (8) "Cooperative association" means any incorporated or 

unincorporated association of producers which conforms to the 

qualifications set out in the act of congress of the United States of 

February 18, 1922 as amended, known as the "Capper-Volstead Act" 

and which is engaged in making collective sales or in marketing any 

agricultural commodity or product thereof or in rendering service for 

or advancing the interests of the producers of such commodity on a 

nonprofit cooperative basis. 

  (9) "Department" means the department of agriculture of the state 

of Washington. 

 (10) "Director" means the director of agriculture of the state of 

Washington or his or her duly appointed representative.  The phrase 

"director or his or her designee" means the director unless, in the 

provisions of any marketing agreement or order, he or she has 

designated an administrator, board, or other designee to act in the 

matter designated, in which case "director or his or her designee" 

means for such order or agreement the administrator, board, or other 

person(s) so designated and not the director. 

 (11) "Handler" means any person who acts, either as principal, 

agent or otherwise, in processing, selling, marketing or distributing an 

agricultural commodity or storage of a frozen agricultural commodity 

which was not produced by him or her.  "Handler" does not mean a 

common carrier used to transport an agricultural commodity.  

"Affected handler" means any handler of an affected commodity.  

"To handle" means to act as a handler. 

 (12) "List of affected handlers" means a list containing the names 

and addresses of affected handlers.  This list shall contain the names 

and addresses of all affected handlers and, if requested by the director, 

the amount, by unit, of the affected commodity handled during a 

designated period under this chapter. 

 (13) "List of affected parties" means a list containing the names 

and mailing addresses of affected parties.  This list shall contain the 

names and addresses of all affected parties and, if requested by the 

director, the amount, by unit, of the affected commodity produced 

during a designated period under this chapter. 

 (14) "List of affected producers" means a list containing the 

names and mailing addresses of affected producers.  This list shall 

contain the names and addresses of all affected producers and, if 
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requested by the director, the amount, by unit, of the affected 

commodity produced during a designated period under this chapter. 

 (15) "Mail" or "send" for purposes of any notice relating to rule 

making, referenda, or elections means regular mail or electronic 

distribution, as provided in RCW 34.05.260 for rule making.  

"Electronic distribution" or "electronically" means distribution by 

electronic mail or facsimile mail. 

  (16) "Marketing agreement" means an agreement entered into and 

issued by the director pursuant to this chapter. 

 (17) "Marketing order" means an order adopted by the director 

under this chapter that establishes a commodity board for an 

agricultural commodity or agricultural commodities with like or 

common qualities or producers. 

 (18) "Member of a cooperative association" means any producer 

who markets his or her product through such cooperative association 

and who is a voting stockholder of or has a vote in the control of or is 

a party to a marketing agreement with such cooperative association 

with respect to such product. 

 (19) "Percent by numbers" means the percent of those persons on 

the list of affected parties or affected producers. 

 (20) "Person" means any individual, firm, corporation, limited 

liability company, trust, association, partnership, society, or any other 

organization of individuals, or any unit or agency of local, state, or 

federal government. 

 (21) "Producer" means any person engaged in the business of 

producing any agricultural commodity for market in commercial 

quantities.  "Affected producer" means any producer who is subject to 

a marketing order or agreement.  "To produce" means to act as a 

producer.  For the purposes of RCW 15.65.140 and 15.65.160 as now 

or hereafter amended "producer" shall include bailees who contract to 

produce or grow any agricultural product on behalf of a bailor who 

retains title to the seed and its resulting agricultural product or the 

agricultural product delivered for further production or increase.  

 (22) "Producer-handler" means any person who acts both as a 

producer and as a handler with respect to any agricultural commodity.  

A producer-handler shall be deemed to be a producer with respect to 

the agricultural commodities which he or she produces, and a handler 

with respect to the agricultural commodities which he or she handles, 

including those produced by himself or herself. 

 (23) "Producer marketing" or "marketed by producers" means 

any or all operations performed by any producer or cooperative 

association of producers in preparing for market and marketing, and 

shall include:  (a) selling any agricultural commodity produced by 

such producer(s) to any handler; (b) delivering any such commodity 

or otherwise disposing of it for commercial purposes to or through 

any handler. 

  (24) "Production area" and "marketing area" means any area 

defined as such in any marketing order or agreement in accordance 

with RCW 15.65.350.  "Affected area" means the marketing or 

production area so defined in such order, agreement or proposal. 

 (25) "Represented in a referendum" means that a written 

document evidencing approval or assent or disapproval or dissent is 

duly and timely filed with or mailed to the director by or on behalf of 

an affected producer and/or a volume of production of an affected 

commodity in a form which the director finds meets the requirements 

of this chapter.  "Referendum" means a vote by the affected parties or 

affected producers which is conducted by secret ballot. 

 (26) "Rule-making proceedings" means the rule-making 

provisions as outlined in chapter 34.05 RCW. 

 (27) "Section" means a section of this chapter unless some other 

statute is specifically mentioned.  The present includes the past and 

future tenses, and the past or future the present.  The masculine 

gender includes the feminine and neuter.  The singular number 

includes the plural and the plural includes the singular. 

 (28) "Sell" includes offer for sale, expose for sale, have in 

possession for sale, exchange, barter or trade. 

 (29) "Unit" of an agricultural commodity means a unit of volume, 

weight, quantity, or other measure in which such commodity is 

commonly measured.  The director shall designate in each marketing 

order and agreement the unit to be used therein. 

 (30) "Vacancy" means that a board member leaves or is removed 

from a board position prior to the end of a term, or a nomination 

process for the beginning of a term concludes with no candidates for a 

position. 

 (31) "Volume of production" means the percent of the average 

volume of production of the affected commodity of those on the list 

of affected parties or affected producers for a production period.  For 

the purposes of this chapter, a production period is a minimum three-

year period or as specified in the marketing order or agreement. 

Sec. 40.  RCW 15.65.033 and 2002 c 313 s 3 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 This chapter and the rules adopted under it are only one aspect of 

the comprehensively regulated agricultural industry. 

  (1) Other laws applicable to agricultural commodities include the 

following chapters and the rules adopted thereunder: 

 Chapter 15.08 RCW Horticultural pests and diseases; 

 Chapter 15.13 RCW Horticultural plants, Christmas trees, and 

facilities--Inspection and licensing; 

 Chapter 15.14 RCW Planting stock; 

 Chapter 15.15 RCW Certified seed potatoes; 

 Chapter 15.17 RCW Standards of grades and packs; 

 Chapter 15.19 RCW Certification and inspection of ginseng; 

 Chapter 15.30 RCW Controlled atmosphere storage of fruits and 

vegetables; 

 Chapter 15.49 RCW Seeds; 

 Chapter 15.53 RCW Commercial feed; 

 Chapter 15.54 RCW Fertilizers, minerals, and limes; 

 Chapter 15.58 RCW Washington pesticide control act; 

 Chapter 15.60 RCW Apiaries; 

 Chapter 15.64 RCW Farm marketing; 

 Chapter 15.83 RCW Agricultural marketing and fair practices; 

 Chapter 15.85 RCW Aquaculture marketing; 

 Chapter 15.86 RCW Organic ((food)) products; 

 Chapter 15.92 RCW Center for sustaining agriculture and natural 

resources; 

 Chapter 17.24 RCW Insect pests and plant diseases; 

 Chapter 19.94 RCW Weights and measures; 

 Chapter 20.01 RCW Agricultural products--Commission 

merchants, dealers, brokers, buyers, agents; 

 Chapter 22.09 RCW Agricultural commodities; 

 Chapter 69.04 RCW Food, drugs, cosmetics, and poisons 

including provisions of 21 C.F.R. relating to the general 

manufacturing practices, food labeling, food standards, food 

additives, and pesticide tolerances; 

 Chapter 69.07 RCW Washington food processing act; 

 Chapter 69.25 RCW Washington wholesome eggs and egg 

products act; 

 Chapter 69.28 RCW Honey; 

 7 U.S.C., section 136, Federal insecticide, fungicide, and 

rodenticide act. 

 (2) In addition to the laws and regulations listed in subsection (1) 

of this section that apply to the agricultural industry as a whole, the 

dry pea and lentil industry is regulated by or must comply with the 

additional laws and rules adopted under 7 U.S.C., chapter 38, 

agricultural marketing act. 

Sec. 41.  RCW 15.66.010 and 2002 c 313 s 39 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 For the purposes of this chapter: 

 (1) "Director" means the director of agriculture of the state of 

Washington or any qualified person or persons designated by the 

director of agriculture to act for him or her concerning some matter 

under this chapter. 
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 (2) "Department" means the department of agriculture of the state 

of Washington. 

 (3) "Marketing order" means an order adopted by rule by the 

director that establishes a commodity commission for an agricultural 

commodity pursuant to this chapter. 

 (4) "Agricultural commodity" means any of the following 

commodities or products:  Llamas, alpacas, or any other animal or 

any distinctive type of agricultural, horticultural, viticultural, 

vegetable, and/or animal product, including, but not limited to, 

products qualifying as organic ((food)) products under chapter 15.86 

RCW and private sector cultured aquatic products as defined in RCW 

15.85.020 and other fish and fish products, within its natural or 

processed state, including beehives containing bees and honey and 

Christmas trees but not including timber or timber products.  The 

director is authorized to determine what kinds, types or subtypes 

should be classed together as an agricultural commodity for the 

purposes of this chapter. 

 (5) "Producer" means any person engaged in the business of 

producing or causing to be produced for market in commercial 

quantities any agricultural commodity.  "To produce" means to act as 

a producer.  For the purposes of this chapter, "producer" shall include 

bailees who contract to produce or grow any agricultural product on 

behalf of a bailor who retains title to the seed and its resulting 

agricultural product or the agricultural product delivered for further 

production or increase. 

 (6) "Affected producer" means any producer who is subject to a 

marketing order. 

  (7) "Affected commodity" means the agricultural commodity that 

is specified in the marketing order. 

 (8) "Commodity commission" or "commission" means a 

commission formed to carry out the purposes of this chapter under a 

particular marketing order concerning an affected commodity. 

 (9) "Unit" means a unit of volume, quantity or other measure in 

which an agricultural commodity is commonly measured. 

 (10) "Unfair trade practice" means any practice which is unlawful 

or prohibited under the laws of the state of Washington including but 

not limited to Titles 15, 16 and 69 RCW and chapters 9.16, 19.77, 

19.80, 19.84, and 19.83 RCW, or any practice, whether concerning 

interstate or intrastate commerce that is unlawful under the provisions 

of the act of Congress of the United States, September 26, 1914, 

chapter 311, section 5, 38 U.S. Statutes at Large 719 as amended, 

known as the "Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914", or the 

violation of or failure accurately to label as to grades and standards in 

accordance with any lawfully established grades or standards or 

labels. 

 (11) "Person" includes any individual, firm, corporation, limited 

liability company, trust, association, partnership, society, or any other 

organization of individuals or any unit or agency of local, state, or 

federal government. 

 (12) "Cooperative association" means any incorporated or 

unincorporated association of producers which conforms to the 

qualifications set out in the act of Congress of the United States, Feb. 

18, 1922, chapter 57, sections 1 and 2, 42 U.S. Statutes at Large 388 

as amended, known as the "Capper-Volstead Act" and which is 

engaged in making collective sales or in marketing any agricultural 

commodity or product thereof or in rendering service for or 

advancing the interests of the producers of such commodity on a 

nonprofit cooperative basis. 

 (13) "Member of a cooperative association" or "member" means 

any producer of an agricultural commodity who markets his or her 

product through such cooperative association and who is a voting 

stockholder of or has a vote in the control of or is under a marketing 

agreement with such cooperative association with respect to such 

product. 

 (14) "Affected handler" means any handler of an affected 

commodity. 

 (15) "Affected parties" means any producer, affected producer, 

handler, or commodity commission member. 

  (16) "Assessment" means the monetary amount established in a 

marketing order that is to be paid by each affected producer to a 

commission in accordance with the schedule established in the 

marketing order. 

 (17) "Mail" or "send," for purposes of any notice relating to rule 

making, referenda, or elections, means regular mail or electronic 

distribution, as provided in RCW 34.05.260 for rule making.  

"Electronic distribution" or "electronically" means distribution by 

electronic mail or facsimile mail. 

 (18) "Handler" means any person who acts, either as principal, 

agent, or otherwise, in the processing, selling, marketing, or 

distributing of an agricultural commodity that is not produced by the 

handler.  "Handler" does not include a common carrier used to 

transport an agricultural commodity.  "To handle" means to act as a 

handler. 

 (19) "List of affected parties" means a list containing the names 

and mailing addresses of affected parties.  This list must contain the 

names and addresses of all affected parties and, if requested by the 

director, the amount, by unit, of the affected commodity produced 

during a designated period under this chapter. 

 (20) "List of affected producers" means a list containing the 

names and mailing addresses of affected producers.  This list must 

contain the names and addresses of all affected producers and, if 

requested by the director, the amount, by unit, of the affected 

commodity produced during a designated period under this chapter. 

 (21) "List of affected handlers" means a list containing the names 

and addresses of affected handlers.  This list must contain the names 

and addresses of all affected handlers and, if requested by the director, 

the amount, by unit, of the affected commodity handled during a 

designated period under this chapter. 

 (22) "Percent by numbers" means the percent of those persons on 

the list of affected parties or affected producers. 

 (23) "Referendum" means a vote by the affected parties or 

affected producers which is conducted by secret ballot. 

 (24) "Rule-making proceedings" means rule making under 

chapter 34.05 RCW. 

 (25) "Vacancy" means that a commission member leaves or is 

removed from a position on the commission prior to the end of a 

term, or a nomination process for the beginning of a term concludes 

with no candidates for a position. 

 (26) "Volume of production" means the percent of the average 

volume of production of the affected commodity of those on the list 

of affected parties or affected producers for a production period.  For 

the purposes of this chapter, a production period is a minimum three-

year period or as specified in the marketing order. 

Sec. 42.  RCW 15.66.017 and 2002 c 313 s 41 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 This chapter and the rules adopted under it are only one aspect of 

the comprehensively regulated agricultural industry. 

 (1) Other laws applicable to agricultural commodities include the 

following chapters and the rules adopted thereunder: 

 Chapter 15.08 RCW Horticultural pests and diseases; 

 Chapter 15.13 RCW Horticultural plants, Christmas trees, and 

facilities--Inspection and licensing; 

 Chapter 15.14 RCW Planting stock; 

 Chapter 15.15 RCW Certified seed potatoes; 

 Chapter 15.17 RCW Standards of grades and packs; 

 Chapter 15.19 RCW Certification and inspection of ginseng; 

 Chapter 15.30 RCW Controlled atmosphere storage of fruits and 

vegetables; 

 Chapter 15.49 RCW Seeds; 

 Chapter 15.53 RCW Commercial feed; 

 Chapter 15.54 RCW Fertilizers, minerals, and limes; 

 Chapter 15.58 RCW Washington pesticide control act; 
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 Chapter 15.60 RCW Apiaries; 

 Chapter 15.64 RCW Farm marketing; 

 Chapter 15.83 RCW Agricultural marketing and fair practices; 

 Chapter 15.85 RCW Aquaculture marketing; 

 Chapter 15.86 RCW Organic ((food)) products; 

 Chapter 15.92 RCW Center for sustaining agriculture and natural 

resources; 

 Chapter 17.24 RCW Insect pests and plant diseases; 

 Chapter 19.94 RCW Weights and measures; 

 Chapter 20.01 RCW Agricultural products--Commission 

merchants, dealers, brokers, buyers, agents; 

  Chapter 22.09 RCW Agricultural commodities; 

 Chapter 69.04 RCW Food, drugs, cosmetics, and poisons 

including provisions of 21 C.F.R. relating to the general 

manufacturing practices, food labeling, food standards, food 

additives, and pesticide tolerances; 

 Chapter 69.07 RCW Washington food processing act; 

 Chapter 69.25 RCW Washington wholesome eggs and egg 

products act; 

 Chapter 69.28 RCW Honey; 

 7 U.S.C., section 136, Federal insecticide, fungicide, and 

rodenticide act. 

 (2) In addition to the laws and regulations listed in subsection (1) 

of this section that apply to the agricultural industry as a whole, the 

potato industry is regulated by or must comply with the following 

additional laws and the rules or regulations adopted thereunder: 

 (a) 7 C.F.R., Part 51, United States standards for grades of 

potatoes; 

 (b) 7 C.F.R., Part 946, Federal marketing order for Irish potatoes 

grown in Washington; 

 (c) 7 C.F.R., Part 1207, Potato research and promotion plan. 

 (3) In addition to the laws and regulations listed in subsection (1) 

of this section that apply to the agricultural industry as a whole, the 

wheat and barley industries are regulated by or must comply with the 

following additional laws and the rules adopted thereunder: 

 (a) 7 U.S.C., section 1621, Agricultural marketing act; 

 (b) Chapter 70.94 RCW, Washington clean air act, agricultural 

burning. 

 (4) In addition to the laws and regulations listed in subsection (1) 

of this section that apply to the agricultural industry as a whole, the 

poultry industry is regulated by or must comply with the following 

additional laws and the rules adopted thereunder: 

 (a) 21 U.S.C., chapter 10, Poultry and poultry products 

inspection; 

 (b) 21 U.S.C., chapter 9, Packers and stockyards; 

 (c) 7 U.S.C., section 1621, Agricultural marketing act; 

 (d) Washington fryer commission labeling standards. 

Sec. 43.  RCW 15.28.015 and 2002 c 313 s 103 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The history, economy, culture, and the future of Washington 

state's agriculture involves the production of soft tree fruits.  In order 

to develop and promote Washington's soft tree fruits as part of an 

existing comprehensive regulatory scheme the legislature declares: 

 (1) That the Washington state fruit commission is created; 

 (2) That it is vital to the continued economic well-being of the 

citizens of this state and their general welfare that its soft tree fruits be 

properly promoted by (a) enabling the soft tree fruit industry to help 

themselves in establishing orderly, fair, sound, efficient, and 

unhampered cooperative marketing, grading, and standardizing of soft 

tree fruits they produce; and (b) working to stabilize the soft tree fruit 

industry by increasing consumption of soft tree fruits within the state, 

the nation, and internationally; 

 (3) That producers of soft tree fruits operate within a regulatory 

environment that imposes burdens on them for the benefit of society 

and the citizens of the state and includes restrictions on marketing 

autonomy.  Those restrictions may impair the producers of soft tree 

fruits in their ability to compete in local, domestic, and foreign 

markets; 

 (4) That it is in the overriding public interest that support for the 

soft tree fruit industry be clearly expressed, that adequate protection 

be given to agricultural commodities, uses, activities, and operations, 

and that soft tree fruits be promoted individually, and as part of a 

comprehensive industry to: 

 (a) Enhance the reputation and image of Washington state's 

agriculture industry; 

 (b) Increase the sale and use of Washington state's soft tree fruits 

in local, domestic, and foreign markets; 

 (c) Protect the public by educating the public in reference to the 

quality, care, and methods used in the production of Washington 

state's soft tree fruits; 

 (d) Increase the knowledge of the health-giving qualities and 

dietetic value of soft tree fruits; 

 (e) Support and engage in cooperative programs or activities that 

benefit the production, handling, processing, marketing, and uses of 

soft tree fruits produced in Washington state; 

 (5) That this chapter is enacted in the exercise of the police 

powers of this state for the purpose of protecting the health, peace, 

safety, and general welfare of the people of this state and to stabilize 

and protect the soft tree fruit industry of the state; and 

 (6) That the production and marketing of soft tree fruit is a highly 

regulated industry and that the provisions of this chapter and the rules 

adopted under it are only one aspect of the regulated industry.  Other 

regulations and restraints applicable to the soft tree fruit industry 

include: 

 (a) The federal marketing order under 7 C.F.R. Part 922 

(apricots); 

 (b) The federal marketing order under 7 C.F.R. Part 923 (sweet 

cherries); 

 (c) The federal marketing order under 7 C.F.R. Part 924 (prunes); 

 (d) The federal marketing order under 7 C.F.R. Part 930 (tart 

cherries); 

 (e) The federal marketing order under 7 C.F.R. Part 931 (Bartlett 

pears); 

 (f) Tree fruit research act under chapter 15.26 RCW; 

 (g) Controlled atmosphere storage of fruits and vegetables under 

chapter 15.30 RCW; 

 (h) Organic ((food)) products act under chapter 15.86 RCW; 

 (i) Intrastate commerce in food, drugs, and cosmetics under 

chapter 69.04 RCW and rules; 

 (j) Washington food processing act under chapter 69.07 RCW; 

 (k) Washington food storage warehouses act under chapter 69.10 

RCW; 

 (l) Weighmasters under chapter 15.80 RCW; 

 (m) Horticultural pests and diseases under chapter 15.08 RCW; 

 (n) Horticultural plants, Christmas trees, and facilities--Inspection 

and licensing under chapter 15.13 RCW; 

 (o) Planting stock under chapter 15.14 RCW; 

 (p) Standards of grades and packs under chapter 15.17 RCW; 

 (q) Washington pesticide control act under chapter 15.58 RCW; 

 (r) Farm marketing under chapter 15.64 RCW; 

 (s) Insect pests and plant diseases under chapter 17.24 RCW; 

 (t) Weights and measures under chapter 19.94 RCW; 

 (u) Agricultural products--Commission merchants, dealers, 

brokers, buyers, and agents under chapter 20.01 RCW; and 

 (v) Rules under the Washington Administrative Code, Title 16. 

Sec. 44.  RCW 15.44.015 and 2002 c 313 s 87 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The history, economy, culture, and the future of Washington 

state's agriculture involves the dairy industry.  In order to develop and 

promote Washington's dairy products as part of an existing 

comprehensive scheme to regulate those products the legislature 

declares: 
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 (1) That the Washington state dairy products commission is 

created.  The commission may also take actions under the name "the 

dairy farmers of Washington"; 

 (2) That it is vital to the continued economic well-being of the 

citizens of this state and their general welfare that its dairy products 

be properly promoted by (a) enabling the dairy industry to help 

themselves in establishing orderly, fair, sound, efficient, and 

unhampered marketing, grading, and standardizing of the dairy 

products they produce; and (b) working to stabilize the dairy industry 

by increasing consumption of dairy products within the state, the 

nation, and internationally; 

 (3) That dairy producers operate within a regulatory environment 

that imposes burdens on them for the benefit of society and the 

citizens of the state and includes restrictions on marketing autonomy.  

Those restrictions may impair the dairy producer's ability to compete 

in local, domestic, and foreign markets; 

 (4) That it is in the overriding public interest that support for the 

dairy industry be clearly expressed, that adequate protection be given 

to agricultural commodities, uses, activities, and operations, and that 

dairy products be promoted individually, and as part of a 

comprehensive industry to: 

 (a) Enhance the reputation and image of Washington state's 

agriculture industry; 

 (b) Increase the sale and use of Washington state's dairy products 

in local, domestic, and foreign markets; 

 (c) Protect the public by educating the public in reference to the 

quality, care, and methods used in the production of Washington 

state's dairy products; 

 (d) Increase the knowledge of the health-giving qualities and 

dietetic value of dairy products; and 

  (e) Support and engage in programs or activities that benefit the 

production, handling, processing, marketing, and uses of dairy 

products produced in Washington state; 

 (5) That this chapter is enacted in the exercise of the police 

powers of this state for the purpose of protecting the health, peace, 

safety, and general welfare of the people of this state; and 

 (6) That the dairy industry is a highly regulated industry and that 

this chapter and the rules adopted under it are only one aspect of the 

regulated industry.  Other regulations and restraints applicable to the 

dairy industry include the: 

 (a) Federal marketing order under 7 C.F.R., Part 1124; 

 (b) Dairy promotion program under the dairy and tobacco 

adjustment act of 1983, Subtitle B; 

 (c) Milk and milk products act under chapter 15.36 RCW and 

rules, including: 

 (i) The national conference of interstate milk shippers pasteurized 

milk ordinance; 

 (ii) The national conference of interstate milk shippers dry milk 

ordinance; 

 (iii) Standards for the fabrication of single-service containers; 

 (iv) Procedures governing cooperative state-public health service; 

 (v) Methods of making sanitation ratings of milk supplies; 

 (vi) Evaluation and certification of milk laboratories; and 

 (vii) Interstate milk shippers; 

 (d) Milk and milk products for animal food act under chapter 

15.37 RCW and rules; 

 (e) Organic ((food)) products act under chapter 15.86 RCW and 

rules; 

 (f) Intrastate commerce in food, drugs, and cosmetics act under 

chapter 69.04 RCW and rules, including provisions of 21 C.F.R. 

relating to the general manufacturing practices, milk processing, food 

labeling, food standards, and food additives; 

 (g) Washington food processing act under chapter 69.07 RCW 

and rules; 

 (h) Washington food storage warehouses act under chapter 69.10 

RCW and rules; 

 (i) Animal health under chapter 16.36 RCW and rules; 

 (j) Weighmasters under chapter 15.80 RCW and rules; and 

  (k) Dairy nutrient management act under chapter 90.64 RCW and 

rules. 

Sec. 45.  RCW 15.88.025 and 2002 c 313 s 110 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The history, economy, culture, and future of Washington state's 

agriculture involves the wine industry.  In order to develop and 

promote wine grapes and wine as part of an existing comprehensive 

scheme to regulate those products the legislature declares: 

 (1) That it is vital to the continued economic well-being of the 

citizens of this state and their general welfare that its wine grapes and 

wine be properly promoted by (a) enabling the wine industry to help 

themselves in establishing orderly, fair, sound, efficient, and 

unhampered marketing of wine grapes and wines they produce; and 

(b) working to stabilize the wine industry by increasing markets for 

wine grapes and wine within the state, the nation, and internationally; 

 (2) That wine grape growers and wine producers operate within a 

regulatory environment that imposes burdens on them for the benefit 

of society and the citizens of the state and includes restrictions on 

marketing autonomy.  Those restrictions may impair the wine grape 

growers' and wine producers' ability to compete in local, domestic, 

and foreign markets; 

 (3) That it is in the overriding public interest that support for the 

wine industry be clearly expressed; that adequate protection be given 

to agricultural commodities, uses, activities, and operations; and that 

wine grapes and wine be promoted individually, and as part of a 

comprehensive industry to: 

 (a) Enhance the reputation and image of Washington state's 

agriculture industry; 

 (b) Increase the sale and use of wine grapes and wine in local, 

domestic, and foreign markets; 

 (c) Protect the public by educating the public in reference to the 

quality, care, and methods used in the production of wine grapes and 

wine; 

 (d) Increase the knowledge of the qualities and value of 

Washington's wine grapes and wine; and 

 (e) Support and engage in programs or activities that benefit the 

production, handling, processing, marketing, and uses of wine grapes 

and wine; 

 (4) That this chapter is enacted in the exercise of the police 

powers of this state for the purpose of protecting the health, peace, 

safety, and general welfare of the people of this state; and 

 (5) That the production and marketing of wine grapes and wine is 

a highly regulated industry and that the provisions of this chapter and 

the rules adopted under it are only one aspect of the regulated 

industry.  Other regulations and restraints applicable to the wine grape 

and wine industry include: 

 (a) Organic ((food)) products act under chapter 15.86 RCW; 

 (b) Horticultural pests and diseases under chapter 15.08 RCW; 

 (c) Horticultural plants, Christmas trees, and facilities--Inspection 

and licensing under chapter 15.13 RCW; 

 (d) Planting stock under chapter 15.14 RCW; 

 (e) Washington pesticide control act under chapter 15.58 RCW; 

 (f) Insect pests and plant diseases under chapter 17.24 RCW; 

 (g) Wholesale distributors and suppliers of wine and malt 

beverages under chapter 19.126 RCW; 

 (h) Weights and measures under chapter 19.94 RCW; 

 (i) Title 66 RCW, alcoholic beverage control; 

 (j) Title 69 RCW, food, drugs, cosmetics, and poisons including 

provisions of 21 C.F.R. relating to the general manufacturing 

practices, food labeling, food standards, food additives, and pesticide 

tolerances; 

 (k) Chapter 69.07 RCW, Washington food processing act; 

 (l) 27 U.S.C., Secs. 201 through 211, 213 through 219a, and 

122A; 
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 (m) 27 C.F.R., Parts 1, 6, 9, 10, 12, 16, 240, 251, 252; and 

 (n) Rules under Titles 16 and 314 WAC, and rules adopted under 

chapter 15.88 RCW. 

Sec. 46.  RCW 15.89.025 and 2006 c 330 s 3 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The history, economy, culture, and future of Washington state's 

agriculture involve the beer industry.  In order to develop and 

promote beer as part of an existing comprehensive scheme to regulate 

those products, the legislature declares that: 

  (1) It is vital to the continued economic well-being of the citizens 

of this state and their general welfare that beer produced in 

Washington state be properly promoted; 

 (2) It is in the overriding public interest that support for the 

Washington beer industry be clearly expressed and that beer be 

promoted individually, and as part of a comprehensive industry to: 

 (a) Enhance the reputation and image of Washington state's 

agriculture industry; 

 (b) Protect the public by educating the public in reference to the 

quality, care, and methods used in the production of beer; 

 (c) Increase the knowledge of the qualities and value of 

Washington's beer; and 

 (d) Support and engage in programs or activities that benefit the 

production, handling, processing, marketing, and uses of beer; 

 (3) This chapter is enacted in the exercise of the police powers of 

this state to protect the health, peace, safety, and general welfare of 

the people of this state; and 

 (4) The production and marketing of beer is a highly regulated 

industry and this chapter and the rules adopted under it are only one 

aspect of the regulated industry.  Other laws applicable to the beer 

industry include: 

 (a) The organic ((food)) products act, chapter 15.86 RCW; 

 (b) The wholesale distributors and suppliers of malt beverages, 

chapter 19.126 RCW; 

 (c) Weights and measures, chapter 19.94 RCW; 

 (d) Title 66 RCW, alcoholic beverage control; 

 (e) Title 69 RCW, food, drugs, cosmetics, and poisons; 

 (f) 21 C.F.R. as it relates to general manufacturing practices, food 

labeling, food standards, food additives, and pesticide tolerances; 

 (g) Chapter 69.07 RCW, Washington food processing act; 

 (h) 27 U.S.C. Secs. 201 through 211, 213 through 219a, and 

122A; 

 (i) 27 C.F.R. Parts 1, 6, 9, 10, 12, 16, 240, 251, and 252; and 

 (j) Rules under Title 314 WAC. 

Sec. 47.  RCW 15.92.010 and 1995 c 390 s 4 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in 

this section apply throughout this chapter. 

 (1) "Agricultural commodity" means any distinctive type of 

agricultural, horticultural, viticultural, floricultural, vegetable, or 

animal product, including but not limited to, products qualifying as 

organic ((food)) products under chapter 15.86 RCW, private sector 

cultured aquatic products as defined in RCW 15.85.020, bees and 

honey, and Christmas trees but not including timber or timber 

products. 

 (2) "Center" means the center for sustaining agriculture and 

natural resources established at Washington State University. 

 (3) "Laboratory" means the food and environmental quality 

laboratory established at Washington State University at Tri-Cities. 

 (4) "Integrated pest management" is a strategy that uses various 

combinations of pest control methods, biological, cultural, and 

chemical, in a compatible manner to achieve satisfactory control and 

ensure favorable economic and environmental consequences. 

 (5) "IR-4 program" means interregional research project number 

four, clearances of chemicals and biologics for minor or special uses, 

established in 1963 by the cooperative state research service of the 

United States department of agriculture, the coordinated national 

program involving land-grant universities and the United States 

department of agriculture to provide data required for the registration 

of pesticides needed for the production of minor crops. 

 (6) "Minor crop" means an agricultural crop considered to be 

minor in the national context of registering pesticides. 

 (7) "Minor use" means a pesticide use considered to be minor in 

the national context of registering pesticides including, but not limited 

to, a use for a special local need. 

 (8) "Natural resources" means soil, water, air, forests, wetlands, 

wildlands, and wildlife. 

 (9) "Pesticide" means chemical or biologic used to control pests 

such as insect, rodent, nematode, snail, slug, weed, virus, or any 

organism the director of agriculture may declare to be a pest. 

 (10) "Registration" means use of a pesticide approved by the state 

department of agriculture. 

 (11) "Sustainable agriculture" means a systems approach to 

farming, ranching, and natural resource production that builds on and 

supports the physical, biological, and ecological resource base upon 

which agriculture depends.  The goals of sustainable agriculture are to 

provide human food and fiber needs in an economically viable 

manner for the agriculture industry and in a manner which protects 

the environment and contributes to the overall safety and quality of 

life. 

Sec. 48.  RCW 15.115.020 and 2009 c 33 s 2 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The wheat and barley industries are highly regulated industries, 

and this chapter and the rules adopted under it are only one aspect of 

the regulation of those industries.  Other regulations and restraints 

applicable to the wheat and barley industries include: 

 (1) Chapter 15.04 RCW, Washington agriculture general 

provisions; 

 (2) Chapter 15.08 RCW, horticultural pests and diseases; 

 (3) Chapter 15.14 RCW, planting stock; 

 (4) Chapter 15.49 RCW, seeds; 

 (5) Chapter 15.54 RCW, fertilizers, minerals, and limes; 

 (6) Chapter 15.58 RCW, Washington pesticide control act; 

 (7) Chapter 15.64 RCW, farm marketing; 

 (8) Chapter 15.83 RCW, agricultural marketing and fair practices; 

 (9) Chapter 15.86 RCW, organic ((food)) products; 

 (10) Chapter 15.92 RCW, center for sustaining agriculture and 

natural resources; 

 (11) Chapter 17.24 RCW, insect pests and plant diseases; 

 (12) Chapter 19.94 RCW, weights and measures; 

 (13) Chapter 20.01 RCW, agricultural products--commission 

merchants, dealers, brokers, buyers, agents; 

 (14) Chapter 22.09 RCW, agricultural commodities; 

 (15) Chapter 43.23 RCW, department of agriculture; 

 (16) Chapter 69.04 RCW, food, drugs, cosmetics, and poisons 

including provisions of Title 21 U.S.C. relating to the general 

manufacturing practices, food labeling, food standards, food 

additives, and pesticide tolerances; 

 (17) Chapter 70.94 RCW, Washington clean air act, agricultural 

burning; 

 (18) 7 U.S.C., Sec. 136, federal insecticide, fungicide, and 

rodenticide act; and 

 (19) 7 U.S.C., Sec. 1621, agricultural marketing act. 

Sec. 49.  RCW 16.67.035 and 2002 c 313 s 79 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The history, economy, culture, and the future of Washington 

state's agriculture involves the beef industry.  In order to develop and 

promote beef and beef products as part of an existing comprehensive 

scheme to regulate those products the legislature declares: 

 (1) That the Washington state beef commission is created; 

 (2) That it is vital to the continued economic well-being of the 

citizens of this state and their general welfare that its beef and beef 

products be properly promoted by (a) enabling the beef industry to 
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help themselves in establishing orderly, fair, sound, efficient, and 

unhampered marketing, grading, and standardizing of beef and beef 

products they produce; and (b) working to stabilize the beef industry 

by increasing consumption of beef and beef products within the state, 

the nation, and internationally; 

 (3) That beef producers operate within a regulatory environment 

that imposes burdens on them for the benefit of society and the 

citizens of the state and includes restrictions on marketing autonomy.  

Those restrictions may impair the beef producer's ability to compete 

in local, domestic, and foreign markets; 

 (4) That it is in the overriding public interest that support for the 

beef industry be clearly expressed, that adequate protection be given 

to agricultural commodities, uses, activities, and operations, and that 

beef and beef products be promoted individually, and as part of a 

comprehensive industry to: 

 (a) Enhance the reputation and image of Washington state's 

agriculture industry; 

 (b) Increase the sale and use of beef products in local, domestic, 

and foreign markets; 

 (c) Protect the public by educating the public in reference to the 

quality, care, and methods used in the production of beef and beef 

products, and in reference to the various cuts and grades of beef and 

the uses to which each should be put; 

 (d) Increase the knowledge of the health-giving qualities and 

dietetic value of beef products; and 

 (e) Support and engage in programs or activities that benefit the 

production, handling, processing, marketing, and uses of beef and 

beef products; 

  (5) That this chapter is enacted in the exercise of the police 

powers of this state for the purpose of protecting the health, peace, 

safety, and general welfare of the people of this state; and 

 (6) That the beef industry is a highly regulated industry and that 

this chapter and the rules adopted under it are only one aspect of the 

regulated industry.  Other regulations and restraints applicable to the 

beef industry include the: 

 (a) Beef promotion and research act of 1985, U.S.C. Title 7, 

chapter 62; 

 (b) Beef promotion and research, 7 C.F.R., Part 1260; 

 (c) Agricultural marketing act, 7 U.S.C., section 1621; 

 (d) USDA meat grading, certification, and standards, 7 C.F.R., 

Part 54; 

 (e) Mandatory price reporting, 7 C.F.R., Part 57; 

 (f) Grazing permits, 43 C.F.R., Part 2920; 

 (g) Capper-Volstead act, U.S.C. Title 7, chapters 291 and 292; 

 (h) Livestock identification under chapter 16.57 RCW and rules; 

 (i) Organic ((food)) products act under chapter 15.86 RCW and 

rules; 

 (j) Intrastate commerce in food, drugs, and cosmetics act under 

chapter 69.04 RCW and rules, including provisions of 21 C.F.R. 

relating to the general manufacturing practices, food labeling, food 

standards, food additives, and pesticide tolerances; 

 (k) Washington food processing act under chapter 69.07 RCW 

and rules; 

 (l) Washington food storage warehouses act under chapter 69.10 

RCW and rules; 

 (m) Animal health under chapter 16.36 RCW and rules; and 

 (n) Weights and measures under chapter 19.94 RCW and rules. 

Sec. 50.  RCW 15.58.030 and 2004 c 100 s 6 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 As used in this chapter the words and phrases defined in this 

section shall have the meanings indicated unless the context clearly 

requires otherwise. 

 (1) "Active ingredient" means any ingredient which will prevent, 

destroy, repel, control, or mitigate pests, or which will act as a plant 

regulator, defoliant, desiccant, or spray adjuvant. 

  (2) "Antidote" means the most practical immediate treatment in 

case of poisoning and includes first aid treatment. 

 (3) "Arthropod" means any invertebrate animal that belongs to 

the phylum arthropoda, which in addition to insects, includes allied 

classes whose members are wingless and usually have more than six 

legs; for example, spiders, mites, ticks, centipedes, and isopod 

crustaceans. 

 (4) "Complete wood destroying organism inspection" means 

inspection for the purpose of determining evidence of infestation, 

damage, or conducive conditions as part of the transfer, exchange, or 

refinancing of any structure in Washington state.  Complete wood 

destroying organism inspections include any wood destroying 

organism inspection that is conducted as the result of telephone 

solicitation by an inspection, pest control, or other business, even if 

the inspection would fall within the definition of a specific wood 

destroying organism inspection. 

 (5) "Defoliant" means any substance or mixture of substances 

intended to cause the leaves or foliage to drop from a plant with or 

without causing abscission. 

 (6) "Department" means the Washington state department of 

agriculture. 

 (7) "Desiccant" means any substance or mixture of substances 

intended to artificially accelerate the drying of plant tissues. 

 (8) "Device" means any instrument or contrivance intended to 

trap, destroy, control, repel, or mitigate pests, or to destroy, control, 

repel or mitigate fungi, nematodes, or such other pests, as may be 

designated by the director, but not including equipment used for the 

application of pesticides when sold separately from the pesticides. 

 (9) "Director" means the director of the department or a duly 

authorized representative. 

 (10) "Distribute" means to offer for sale, hold for sale, sell, barter, 

or supply pesticides in this state. 

 (11) "EPA" means the United States environmental protection 

agency. 

 (12) "EPA restricted use pesticide" means any pesticide with 

restricted uses as classified for restricted use by the administrator, 

EPA. 

 (13) "FIFRA" means the federal insecticide, fungicide, and 

rodenticide act as amended (61 Stat. 163, 7 U.S.C. Sec. 136 et seq.). 

  (14) "Fungi" means all nonchlorophyll-bearing thallophytes (all 

nonchlorophyll-bearing plants of a lower order than mosses and 

liverworts); for example, rusts, smuts, mildews, molds, yeasts, and 

bacteria, except those on or in living persons or other animals. 

 (15) "Fungicide" means any substance or mixture of substances 

intended to prevent, destroy, repel, or mitigate any fungi. 

 (16) "Herbicide" means any substance or mixture of substances 

intended to prevent, destroy, repel, or mitigate any weed. 

 (17) "Inert ingredient" means an ingredient which is not an active 

ingredient. 

 (18) "Ingredient statement" means a statement of the name and 

percentage of each active ingredient together with the total percentage 

of the inert ingredients in the pesticide, and when the pesticide 

contains arsenic in any form, the ingredient statement shall also 

include percentages of total and water soluble arsenic, each calculated 

as elemental arsenic.  The ingredient statement for a spray adjuvant 

must be consistent with the labeling requirements adopted by rule. 

 (19) "Insect" means any of the numerous small invertebrate 

animals whose bodies are more or less obviously segmented, and 

which for the most part belong to the class insecta, comprising six-

legged, usually winged forms, for example, beetles, bugs, bees, flies, 

and to other allied classes of arthropods whose members are wingless 

and usually have more than six legs, for example, spiders, mites, 

ticks, centipedes, and isopod crustaceans. 

 (20) "Insecticide" means any substance or mixture of substances 

intended to prevent, destroy, repel, or mitigate any insects which may 

be present in any environment whatsoever. 
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 (21) "Inspection control number" means a number obtained from 

the department that is recorded on wood destroying organism 

inspection reports issued by a structural pest inspector in conjunction 

with the transfer, exchange, or refinancing of any structure. 

 (22) "Label" means the written, printed, or graphic matter on, or 

attached to, the pesticide, device, or immediate container, and the 

outside container or wrapper of the retail package. 

 (23) "Labeling" means all labels and other written, printed, or 

graphic matter: 

 (a) Upon the pesticide, device, or any of its containers or 

wrappers; 

  (b) Accompanying the pesticide, or referring to it in any other 

media used to disseminate information to the public; and 

 (c) To which reference is made on the label or in literature 

accompanying or referring to the pesticide or device except when 

accurate nonmisleading reference is made to current official 

publications of the department, United States departments of 

agriculture; interior; education; health and human services; state 

agricultural colleges; and other similar federal or state institutions or 

agencies authorized by law to conduct research in the field of 

pesticides. 

 (24) "Land" means all land and water areas, including airspace 

and all plants, animals, structures, buildings, devices and 

contrivances, appurtenant thereto or situated thereon, fixed or mobile, 

including any used for transportation. 

 (25) "Master license system" means the mechanism established 

by chapter 19.02 RCW by which master licenses, endorsed for 

individual state-issued licenses, are issued and renewed using a 

master application and a master license expiration date common to 

each renewable license endorsement. 

 (26) "Nematocide" means any substance or mixture of substances 

intended to prevent, destroy, repel, or mitigate nematodes. 

 (27) "Nematode" means any invertebrate animal of the phylum 

nemathelminthes and class nematoda, that is, unsegmented round 

worms with elongated, fusiform, or saclike bodies covered with 

cuticle, and inhabiting soil, water, plants or plant parts, may also be 

called nemas or eelworms. 

 (28) "Person" means any individual, partnership, association, 

corporation, or organized group of persons whether or not 

incorporated. 

 (29) "Pest" means, but is not limited to, any insect, rodent, 

nematode, snail, slug, weed and any form of plant or animal life or 

virus, except virus on or in a living person or other animal, which is 

normally considered to be a pest or which the director may declare to 

be a pest. 

 (30) "Pest control consultant" means any individual who sells or 

offers for sale at other than a licensed pesticide dealer outlet or 

location where they are employed, or who offers or supplies technical 

advice or makes recommendations to the user of: 

 (a) Highly toxic pesticides, as determined under RCW 15.58.040; 

  (b) EPA restricted use pesticides or restricted use pesticides 

which are restricted by rule to distribution by licensed pesticide 

dealers only; or 

 (c) Any other pesticide except those pesticides which are labeled 

and intended for home and garden use only. 

 (31) "Pesticide" means, but is not limited to: 

 (a) Any substance or mixture of substances intended to prevent, 

destroy, control, repel, or mitigate any insect, rodent, snail, slug, 

fungus, weed, and any other form of plant or animal life or virus, 

except virus on or in a living person or other animal which is 

normally considered to be a pest or which the director may declare to 

be a pest; 

 (b) Any substance or mixture of substances intended to be used as 

a plant regulator, defoliant or desiccant; and 

 (c) Any spray adjuvant. 

 (32) (("Pesticide advisory board" means the pesticide advisory 

board as provided for in the Washington pesticide application act. 

 (33))) "Pesticide dealer" means any person who distributes any of 

the following pesticides: 

 (a) Highly toxic pesticides, as determined under RCW 15.58.040; 

 (b) EPA restricted use pesticides or restricted use pesticides 

which are restricted by rule to distribution by licensed pesticide 

dealers only; or 

 (c) Any other pesticide except those pesticides which are labeled 

and intended for home and garden use only. 

 (((34))) (33) "Pesticide dealer manager" means the owner or other 

individual supervising pesticide distribution at one outlet holding a 

pesticide dealer license. 

 (((35))) (34) "Plant regulator" means any substance or mixture of 

substances intended through physiological action, to accelerate or 

retard the rate of growth or maturation, or to otherwise alter the 

behavior of ornamental or crop plants or their produce, but shall not 

include substances insofar as they are intended to be used as plant 

nutrients, trace elements, nutritional chemicals, plant inoculants, or 

soil amendments. 

 (((36))) (35) "Registrant" means the person registering any 

pesticide under the provisions of this chapter. 

 (((37))) (36) "Restricted use pesticide" means any pesticide or 

device which, when used as directed or in accordance with a 

widespread and commonly recognized practice, the director 

determines, subsequent to a hearing, requires additional restrictions 

for that use to prevent unreasonable adverse effects on the 

environment including people, lands, beneficial insects, animals, 

crops, and wildlife, other than pests. 

 (((38))) (37) "Rodenticide" means any substance or mixture of 

substances intended to prevent, destroy, repel, or mitigate rodents, or 

any other vertebrate animal which the director may declare by rule to 

be a pest. 

 (((39))) (38) "Specific wood destroying organism inspection" 

means an inspection of a structure for purposes of identifying or 

verifying evidence of an infestation of wood destroying organisms 

prior to pest management activities. 

 (((40))) (39) "Spray adjuvant" means any product intended to be 

used with a pesticide as an aid to the application or to the effect of the 

pesticide, and which is in a package or container separate from the 

pesticide.  Spray adjuvant includes, but is not limited to, acidifiers, 

compatibility agents, crop oil concentrates, defoaming agents, drift 

control agents, modified vegetable oil concentrates, nonionic 

surfactants, organosilicone surfactants, stickers, and water 

conditioning agents.  Spray adjuvant does not include products that 

are only intended to mark the location where a pesticide is applied. 

 (((41))) (40) "Special local needs registration" means a 

registration issued by the director pursuant to provisions of section 

24(c) of FIFRA. 

 (((42))) (41) "Structural pest inspector" means any individual who 

performs the service of conducting a complete wood destroying 

organism inspection or a specific wood destroying organism 

inspection. 

 (((43))) (42) "Unreasonable adverse effects on the environment" 

means any unreasonable risk to people or the environment taking into 

account the economic, social, and environmental costs and benefits of 

the use of any pesticide, or as otherwise determined by the director. 

 (((44))) (43) "Weed" means any plant which grows where not 

wanted. 

 (((45))) (44) "Wood destroying organism" means insects or fungi 

that consume, excavate, develop in, or otherwise modify the integrity 

of wood or wood products.  Wood destroying organism includes, but 

is not limited to, carpenter ants, moisture ants, subterranean termites, 

dampwood termites, beetles in the family Anobiidae, and wood decay 

fungi (wood rot). 
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 (((46))) (45) "Wood destroying organism inspection report" 

means any written document that reports or comments on the 

presence or absence of wood destroying organisms, their damage, 

and/or conducive conditions leading to the establishment of such 

organisms. 

Sec. 51.  RCW 17.15.030 and 1997 c 357 s 4 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) A state agency or institution listed in RCW 17.15.020 shall 

provide integrated pest management training for employees 

responsible for pest management.  ((The training programs shall be 

developed in cooperation with the interagency integrated pest 

management coordinating committee created under RCW 

17.15.040.)) 

 (2) A state agency or institution listed in RCW 17.15.020 shall 

designate an integrated pest management coordinator ((and the 

department of labor and industries and the office of the superintendent 

of public instruction shall each designate one representative to serve 

on the committee established in RCW 17.15.040)). 

Sec. 52.  RCW 17.21.100 and 1994 c 283 s 9 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) Certified applicators licensed under the provisions of this 

chapter, persons required to be licensed under this chapter, all persons 

applying pesticides to more than one acre of agricultural land in a 

calendar year, including public entities engaged in roadside spraying 

of pesticides, and all other persons making landscape applications of 

pesticides to types of property  listed in RCW 17.21.410(1) (b), (c), 

(d), and (e), shall keep records for each application which shall 

include the following information: 

 (a) The location of the land where the pesticide was applied; 

 (b) The year, month, day and beginning and ending time of the 

application of the pesticide each day the pesticide was applied; 

 (c) The product name used on the registered label and the United 

States environmental protection agency registration number, if 

applicable, of the pesticide which was applied; 

 (d) The crop or site to which the pesticide was applied; 

  (e) The amount of pesticide applied per acre or other appropriate 

measure; 

 (f) The concentration of pesticide that was applied; 

 (g) The number of acres, or other appropriate measure, to which 

the pesticide was applied; 

 (h) The licensed applicator's name, address, and telephone 

number and the name of the individual or individuals making the 

application and their license number, if applicable; 

 (i) The direction and estimated velocity of the wind during the 

time the pesticide was applied.  This subsection (i) shall not apply to 

applications of baits in bait stations and pesticide applications within 

structures; and 

 (j) Any other reasonable information required by the director in 

rule. 

 (2)(a) The required information shall be recorded on the same day 

that a pesticide is applied. 

 (b) A commercial pesticide applicator who applies a pesticide to 

an agricultural crop or agricultural lands shall provide a copy of the 

records required under subsection (1) of this section for the 

application to the owner, or to the lessee if applied on behalf of the 

lessee, of the lands to which the pesticide is applied.  Records 

provided by a commercial pesticide applicator to the owner or lessee 

of agricultural lands under this subsection need not be provided on a 

form adopted by the department. 

 (3) The records required under this section shall be maintained 

and preserved by the licensed pesticide applicator or such other 

person or entity applying the pesticides for no less than seven years 

from the date of the application of the pesticide to which such records 

refer.  If the pesticide was applied by a commercial pesticide 

applicator to the agricultural crop or agricultural lands of a person 

who employs one or more employees, as "employee" is defined in 

RCW 49.70.020, the records shall also be kept by the employer for a 

period of seven years from the date of the application of the pesticide 

to which the records refer. 

 (4)(a) The pesticide records shall be readily accessible to the 

department for inspection.  Copies of the records shall be provided on 

request to:  The department; the department of labor and industries; 

treating health care personnel initiating diagnostic testing or therapy 

for a patient with a suspected case of pesticide poisoning; the 

department of health; ((the pesticide incident reporting and tracking 

review panel;)) and, in the case of an industrial insurance claim filed 

under Title 51 RCW with the department of labor and industries, the 

employee or the employee's designated representative.  In addition, 

the director may require the submission of the records on a routine 

basis within thirty days of the application of any restricted use 

pesticide in prescribed areas controlling the use of the restricted use 

pesticide.  When a request for records is made under this subsection 

by treating health care personnel and the record is required for 

determining treatment, copies of the record shall be provided 

immediately.  For all other requests, copies of the record shall be 

provided within seventy-two hours. 

 (b) Copies of records provided to a person or entity under this 

subsection (4) shall, if so requested, be provided on a form adopted 

under subsection (7) of this section.  Information for treating health 

care personnel shall be made immediately available by telephone, if 

requested, with a copy of the records provided within twenty-four 

hours. 

 (5) If a request for a copy of the record is made under this section 

from an applicator referred to in subsection (1) of this section and the 

applicator refuses to provide a copy, the requester may notify the 

department of the request and the applicator's refusal.  Within seven 

working days, the department shall request that the applicator provide 

the department with all pertinent copies of the records, except that in a 

medical emergency the request shall be made within two working 

days.  The applicator shall provide copies of the records to the 

department within twenty-four hours after the department's request. 

 (6) The department shall include inspection of the records 

required under this section as part of any on-site inspection conducted 

under this chapter on agricultural lands.  The inspection shall 

determine whether the records are readily transferable to a form 

adopted by the department and are readily accessible to employees.  

However, no person subject to a department inspection may be 

inspected under this subsection (6) more than once in any calendar 

year, unless a previous inspection has found recordkeeping violations.  

If recordkeeping violations are found, the department may conduct 

reasonable multiple inspections, pursuant to rules adopted by the 

department.  Nothing in this subsection (6) limits the department's 

inspection of records pertaining to pesticide-related injuries, illnesses, 

fatalities, accidents, or complaints. 

 (7) The department of agriculture and the department of labor and 

industries shall jointly adopt, by rule, forms that satisfy the 

information requirements of this section. 

Sec. 53.  RCW 19.94.015 and 1995 c 355 s 1 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) Except as provided in subsection (4) of this section for the 

initial registration of an instrument or device, no weighing or 

measuring instrument or device may be used for commercial purposes 

in the state unless its commercial use is registered annually.  If its 

commercial use is within a city that has a city sealer and a weights 

and measures program as provided by RCW 19.94.280, the 

commercial use of the instrument or device shall be registered with 

the city if the city has adopted fees pursuant to subsection (2) of this 

section.  If its commercial use is outside of such a city, the 

commercial use of the instrument or device shall be registered with 

the department. 

 (2) A city with such a sealer and program may establish an annual 

fee for registering the commercial use of such a weighing or 
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measuring instrument or device with the city.  The annual fee shall 

not exceed the fee established in RCW 19.94.175 for registering the 

use of a similar instrument or device with the department.  Fees upon 

weighing or measuring instruments or devices within the jurisdiction 

of the city that are collected under this subsection by city sealers shall 

be deposited into the general fund, or other account, of the city as 

directed by the governing body of the city. 

 (3) Registrations with the department are accomplished as part of 

the master license system under chapter 19.02 RCW.  Payment of the 

registration fee for a weighing or measuring instrument or device 

under the master license system constitutes the registration required 

by this section. 

 (4) The fees established by or under RCW 19.94.175 for 

registering a weighing or measuring instrument or device shall be 

paid to the department of licensing concurrently with an application 

for a master license or with the annual renewal of a master license 

under chapter 19.02 RCW.  A weighing or measuring instrument or 

device shall be initially registered with the state at the time the owner 

applies for a master license for a new business or at the first renewal 

of the license that occurs after the instrument or device is first placed 

into commercial use.  ((However, the use of an instrument or device 

that is in commercial use on the effective date of this act shall be 

initially registered at the time the first renewal of the master license of 

the owner of the instrument or device is due following the effective 

date of this act.))  The department of licensing shall remit to the 

department of agriculture all fees collected under this provision less 

reasonable collection expenses. 

 (5) Each city charging registration fees under this section shall 

notify the department of agriculture at the time such fees are adopted 

and whenever changes in the fees are adopted. 

Sec. 54.  RCW 20.01.010 and 2004 c 212 s 1 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 As used in this title the terms defined in this section have the 

meanings indicated unless the context clearly requires otherwise. 

 (1) "Director" means the director of agriculture or a duly 

authorized representative. 

 (2) "Person" means any natural person, firm, partnership, 

exchange, association, trustee, receiver, corporation, and any member, 

officer, or employee thereof or assignee for the benefit of creditors. 

 (3) "Agricultural product" means any unprocessed horticultural, 

vermicultural and its by-products, viticultural, berry, poultry, poultry 

product, grain, bee, or other agricultural products.  "Agricultural 

product" also includes (a) mint or mint oil processed by or for the 

producer thereof, hay and straw baled or prepared for market in any 

manner or form and livestock; and (b) agricultural seed, flower seed, 

vegetable seed, other crop seed, and seeds, as defined in chapter 15.49 

RCW, however, any disputes regarding responsibilities for seed clean 

out are governed exclusively by contracts between the producers of 

the seed and conditioners or processors of the seed. 

 (4) "Producer" means any person engaged in the business of 

growing or producing any agricultural product, whether as the owner 

of the products, or producing the products for others holding the title 

thereof. 

  (5) "Consignor" means any producer, person, or his or her agent 

who sells, ships, or delivers to any commission merchant, dealer, cash 

buyer, or agent, any agricultural product for processing, handling, 

sale, or resale. 

 (6) "Commission merchant" means any person who receives on 

consignment for sale or processing and sale from the consignor 

thereof any agricultural product for sale on commission on behalf of 

the consignor, or who accepts any farm product in trust from the 

consignor thereof for the purpose of resale, or who sells or offers for 

sale on commission any agricultural product, or who in any way 

handles for the account of or as an agent of the consignor thereof, any 

agricultural product. 

 (7) "Dealer" means any person other than a cash buyer, as defined 

in subsection (10) of this section, who solicits, contracts for, or 

obtains from the consignor thereof for reselling or processing, title, 

possession, or control of any agricultural product, or who buys or 

agrees to buy any agricultural product from the consignor thereof for 

sale or processing and includes any person, other than one who acts 

solely as a producer, who retains title in an agricultural product and 

delivers it to a producer for further production or increase.  For the 

purposes of this chapter, the term dealer includes any person who 

purchases livestock on behalf of and for the account of another, or 

who purchases cattle in another state or country and imports these 

cattle into this state for resale. 

 (8) "Limited dealer" means any person who buys, agrees to buy, 

or pays for the production or increase of any agricultural product by 

paying to the consignor at the time of obtaining possession or control 

of any agricultural product the full agreed price of the agricultural 

product and who operates under the alternative bonding provision in 

RCW 20.01.211. 

 (9) "Broker" means any person other than a commission 

merchant, dealer, or cash buyer who negotiates the purchase or sale of 

any agricultural product, but no broker may handle the agricultural 

products involved or proceeds of the sale. 

 (10) "Cash buyer" means any person other than a commission 

merchant, dealer, or broker, who obtains from the consignor thereof 

for the purpose of resale or processing, title, possession, or control of 

any agricultural product or who contracts for the title, possession, or 

control of any agricultural product, or who buys or agrees to buy for 

resale any agricultural product by paying to the consignor at the time 

of obtaining possession or control of any agricultural product the full 

agreed price of the agricultural product, in coin or currency((, lawful 

money of the United States)).  However, a cashier's check, certified 

check, credit card, or bankdraft may be used for the payment.  For the 

purposes of this subsection, "agricultural product," does not include 

hay, grain, straw, or livestock. 

 (11) "Agent" means any person who, on behalf of any 

commission merchant, dealer, broker, or cash buyer, acts as liaison 

between a consignor and a principal, or receives, contracts for, or 

solicits any agricultural product from the consignor thereof or who 

negotiates the consignment or purchase of any agricultural product on 

behalf of any commission merchant, dealer, broker, or cash buyer and 

who transacts all or a portion of that business at any location other 

than at the principal place of business of his or her employer.  With 

the exception of an agent for a commission merchant or dealer 

handling horticultural products, an agent may operate only in the 

name of one principal and only to the account of that principal. 

 (12) "Retail merchant" means any person operating from a bona 

fide or established place of business selling agricultural products 

twelve months of each year. 

 (13) "Fixed or established place of business" for the purpose of 

this chapter means any permanent warehouse, building, or structure, 

at which necessary and appropriate equipment and fixtures are 

maintained for properly handling those agricultural products generally 

dealt in, and at which supplies of the agricultural products being 

usually transported are stored, offered for sale, sold, delivered, and 

generally dealt with in quantities reasonably adequate for and usually 

carried for the requirements of such a business, and that is recognized 

as a permanent business at such place, and carried on as such in good 

faith and not for the purpose of evading this chapter, and where 

specifically designated personnel are available to handle transactions 

concerning those agricultural products generally dealt in, which 

personnel are available during designated and appropriate hours to 

that business, and shall not mean a residence, barn, garage, tent, 

temporary stand or other temporary quarters, any railway car, or 

permanent quarters occupied pursuant to any temporary arrangement. 

  (14) "Processor" means any person, firm, company, or other 

organization that purchases agricultural crops from a consignor and 
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that cans, freezes, dries, dehydrates, cooks, presses, powders, or 

otherwise processes those crops in any manner whatsoever for 

eventual resale. 

 (15) "Pooling contract" means any written agreement whereby a 

consignor delivers a horticultural product to a commission merchant 

under terms whereby the commission merchant may commingle the 

consignor's horticultural products for sale with others similarly 

agreeing, which must include all of the following: 

 (a) A delivery receipt for the consignor that indicates the variety 

of horticultural product delivered, the number of containers, or the 

weight and tare thereof; 

 (b) Horticultural products received for handling and sale in the 

fresh market shall be accounted for to the consignor with individual 

pack-out records that shall include variety, grade, size, and date of 

delivery.  Individual daily packing summaries shall be available 

within forty-eight hours after packing occurs.  However, platform 

inspection shall be acceptable by mutual contract agreement on small 

deliveries to determine variety, grade, size, and date of delivery; 

 (c) Terms under which the commission merchant may use his or 

her judgment in regard to the sale of the pooled horticultural product; 

 (d) The charges to be paid by the consignor as filed with the state 

of Washington; 

 (e) A provision that the consignor shall be paid for his or her pool 

contribution when the pool is in the process of being marketed in 

direct proportion, not less than eighty percent of his or her interest less 

expenses directly incurred, prior liens, and other advances on the 

grower's crop unless otherwise mutually agreed upon between grower 

and commission merchant. 

 (16) "Date of sale" means the date agricultural products are 

delivered to the person buying the products. 

 (17) "Conditioner" means any person, firm, company, or other 

organization that receives seeds from a consignor for drying or 

cleaning. 

 (18) "Seed bailment contract" means any contract meeting the 

requirements of chapter 15.48 RCW. 

  (19) "Proprietary seed" means any seed that is protected under the 

Federal Plant Variety Protection Act. 

 (20) "Licensed public weighmaster" means any person, licensed 

under the provisions of chapter 15.80 RCW, who weighs, measures, 

or counts any commodity or thing and issues therefor a signed 

certified statement, ticket, or memorandum of weight, measure, or 

count upon which the purchase or sale of any commodity or upon 

which the basic charge of payment for services rendered is based. 

 (21) "Certified weight" means any signed certified statement or 

memorandum of weight, measure or count issued by a licensed public 

weighmaster in accordance with the provisions of chapter 15.80 

RCW. 

 (22) "Licensee" means any person or business licensed under this 

chapter as a commission merchant, dealer, limited dealer, broker, cash 

buyer, or agent. 

 (23) "Seed" means agricultural seed, flower seed, vegetable seed, 

other crop seed, and seeds, as defined in chapter 15.49 RCW. 

 (24) "Seed clean out" means the process of removing impurities 

from raw seed product. 

Sec. 55.  RCW 20.01.475 and 1971 ex.s. c 182 s 13 are each 

amended to read as follows: 

 It shall be prima facie evidence that a licensee licensed under the 

provisions of this ((1971 amendatory act)) chapter is acting as such in 

the handling of any agricultural product. 

Sec. 56.  RCW 20.01.510 and 1971 ex.s. c 182 s 16 are each 

amended to read as follows: 

 In order to carry out the purposes of this ((1971 amendatory act)) 

chapter, the director may require a processor to annually complete a 

form prescribed by the director, which, when completed, will show 

the maximum processing capacity of each plant operated by the 

processor in the state of Washington.  Such completed form shall be 

returned to the director by a date prescribed by him or her. 

Sec. 57.  RCW 20.01.520 and 1971 ex.s. c 182 s 17 are each 

amended to read as follows: 

 By a date or dates prescribed prior to planting time by the 

director, the director, in order to carry out the purposes of this ((1971 

amendatory act)) chapter, may require a processor to have filed with 

((him)) the director: 

 (1) A copy of each contract ((he)) the processor has entered into 

with a grower for the purchase of acres of crops and/or quantity of 

crops to be harvested during the present or next growing season; and 

 (2) A notice of each oral commitment ((he)) the processor has 

given to growers for the purchase of acres of crops and/or quantity of 

crops to be harvested during the present or next growing season, and 

such notice shall disclose the amount of acres and/or quantity to 

which the processor has committed himself or herself. 

Sec. 58.  RCW 17.24.210 and 1982 c 153 s 3 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The director of agriculture may, on the behalf of the state of 

Washington, enter into indemnity contracts wherein the state of 

Washington agrees to repay any person, firm, corporation, or other 

entity acting under the direction or control of the proper authority to 

provide plant pest or plant disease prevention, control, or eradication 

measures as provided in this chapter or any rule adopted pursuant to 

the provisions of this chapter, for losses and damages incurred as a 

result of such prevention, control, or eradication measures if all of the 

following conditions occur: 

 (1) At the time of the incident the worker is performing services 

as an emergency measures worker and is acting within the course of 

his or her duties as an emergency measures worker; 

 (2) At the time of the injury, loss, or damage, the organization 

providing emergency measures by which the worker is employed is 

an approved organization for providing emergency measures; 

 (3) The injury, loss, or damage is proximately caused by his or 

her service either with or without negligence as an emergency 

measures worker; 

 (4) The injury, loss, or damage is not caused by the intoxication 

of the worker; and 

 (5) The injury, loss, or damage is not due to ((wilful)) willful 

misconduct or gross negligence on the part of a worker. 

 Where an act or omission by an emergency services provider in 

the course of providing emergency services injures a person or 

property, the provider and the state may be jointly and severally liable 

for the injury, if state liability is proved under existing or hereafter 

enacted law. 

 ((Each person, firm, corporation, or other entity authorized to 

provide the prevention, control, or eradication measures 

implementing a program approved under RCW 17.24.200 shall be 

identified on a list approved by the director.  For the purposes of this 

section, each person on the list shall be known, for the duration of the 

person's services under the program, as "an emergency measures 

worker.")) 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 59.  RCW 15.58.380 (Board to advise 

director) and 1971 ex.s. c 190 s 38 are each repealed. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 60.  If any provision of this act or its 

application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the 

remainder of the act or the application of the provision to other 

persons or circumstances is not affected." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Blake, Chair; Stanford, Vice Chair; 

Chandler, Ranking Minority Member; Wilcox, Assistant 

Ranking Minority Member; Buys; Dunshee; Hinkle; Kretz; 

Lytton; Orcutt; Pettigrew; Rolfes and Van De Wege. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 
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March 16, 2011 

SSB 5688  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Natural Resources 

& Marine Waters: Concerning shark finning 

activities.  Reported by Committee on Agriculture 

& Natural Resources 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

   

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 

"NEW SECTION.  Sec. 1.  The legislature finds and declares the 

following: 

 (1) The practice of shark finning, where a shark is caught, its fins 

are sliced off while it is still alive, and the animal returned to the sea 

severely and almost always fatally wounded, constitutes a serious 

threat to Washington's coastal ecosystem and biodiversity.  Sharks are 

particularly susceptible to overfishing because they only reach sexual 

maturity between seven to twelve years of age and hatch or birth 

small litters.  The destruction of the population of sharks, which 

reside at the top of the marine food chain, is an urgent problem that 

upsets the balance of species in the ocean ecosystem. 

 (2) Shark finning condemns millions of sharks every year to slow, 

painful deaths.  Returned to the water without their fins, the maimed 

sharks are attacked by other predators or drown, because most shark 

species must swim in order to push water through their gills.  Shark 

finning is therefore a cruel practice contrary to the good morals of the 

citizens of the state of Washington. 

 (3) The market for shark fins drives the brutal practice of shark 

finning.  Shark finning and trade in shark fins and shark fin derivative 

products are occurring all along the Pacific Coast, including the state 

of Washington. 

 (4) The consumption of shark fins and shark fin derivative 

products by humans may cause serious health risks, including risks 

from mercury. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 2.  A new section is added to chapter 

77.15 RCW to read as follows: 

 (1) Except as otherwise provided in this section, a person is guilty 

of unlawful trade in shark fins in the second degree if: 

  (a) The person sells, offers for sale, purchases, offers to purchase, 

or otherwise exchanges a shark fin or shark fin derivative product for 

commercial purposes; or 

 (b) The person prepares or processes a shark fin or shark fin 

derivative product for human or animal consumption for commercial 

purposes. 

 (2) Except as otherwise provided in this section, a person is guilty 

of unlawful trade in shark fins in the first degree if: 

 (a) The person commits the act described by subsection (1) of this 

section and the violation involves shark fins or a shark fin derivative 

product with a total market value of two hundred fifty dollars or 

more; 

 (b) The person commits the act described by subsection (1) of this 

section and acted with knowledge that the shark fin or shark fin 

derivative product originated from a shark that was harvested in an 

area or at a time where or when the harvest was not legally allowed or 

by a person not licensed to harvest the shark; or 

 (c) The person commits the act described by subsection (1) of this 

section and the violation occurs within five years of entry of a prior 

conviction under this section or a prior conviction for any other gross 

misdemeanor or felony under this title involving fish, other than a 

recreational fishing violation. 

 (3)(a) Unlawful trade in shark fins in the second degree is a gross 

misdemeanor.  Upon conviction, the department shall suspend any 

commercial fishing privileges for the person that requires a license 

under this title for a period of one year. 

 (b) Unlawful trade in shark fins in the first degree is a class C 

felony.  Upon conviction, the department shall suspend any 

commercial fishing privileges for the person that requires a license 

under this title for a period of one year. 

 (4) Any person who obtains a license or permit issued by the 

department to take or possess sharks or shark parts for bona fide 

research or educational purposes, and who sells, offers for sale, 

purchases, offers to purchase, or otherwise trades a shark fin or shark 

fin derivative product, exclusively for bona fide research or 

educational purposes, may not be held liable under or subject to the 

penalties of this section. 

 (5) Nothing in this section prohibits the sale, offer for sale, 

purchase, offer to purchase, or other exchange of shark fins or shark 

fin derivative products for commercial purposes, or preparation or 

processing of shark fins or shark fin derivative products for purposes 

of human or animal consumption for commercial purposes, if the 

shark fins or shark fin derivative products were lawfully harvested or 

lawfully acquired prior to the effective date of this section. 

Sec. 3.  RCW 77.08.010 and 2009 c 333 s 12 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 The definitions in this section apply throughout this title or rules 

adopted under this title unless the context clearly requires otherwise. 

 (1) "Angling gear" means a line attached to a rod and reel capable 

of being held in hand while landing the fish or a hand-held line 

operated without rod or reel. 

 (2) "Aquatic invasive species" means any invasive, prohibited, 

regulated, unregulated, or unlisted aquatic animal or plant species as 

defined under subsections (3), (28), (40), (44), (58), and (59) of this 

section, aquatic noxious weeds as defined under RCW 

17.26.020(5)(c), and aquatic nuisance species as defined under RCW 

77.60.130(1). 

 (3) "Aquatic plant species" means an emergent, submersed, 

partially submersed, free-floating, or floating-leaving plant species 

that grows in or near a body of water or wetland. 

 (4) "Bag limit" means the maximum number of game animals, 

game birds, or game fish which may be taken, caught, killed, or 

possessed by a person, as specified by rule of the commission for a 

particular period of time, or as to size, sex, or species. 

 (5) "Closed area" means a place where the hunting of some or all 

species of wild animals or wild birds is prohibited. 

 (6) "Closed season" means all times, manners of taking, and 

places or waters other than those established by rule of the 

commission as an open season.  "Closed season" also means all 

hunting, fishing, taking, or possession of game animals, game birds, 

game fish, food fish, or shellfish that do not conform to the special 

restrictions or physical descriptions established by rule of the 

commission as an open season or that have not otherwise been 

deemed legal to hunt, fish, take, harvest, or possess by rule of the 

commission as an open season. 

 (7) "Closed waters" means all or part of a lake, river, stream, or 

other body of water, where fishing or harvesting is prohibited. 

  (8) "Commercial" means related to or connected with buying, 

selling, or bartering. 

 (9) "Commission" means the state fish and wildlife commission. 

 (10) "Concurrent waters of the Columbia river" means those 

waters of the Columbia river that coincide with the Washington-

Oregon state boundary. 

 (11) "Contraband" means any property that is unlawful to 

produce or possess. 

 (12) "Deleterious exotic wildlife" means species of the animal 

kingdom not native to Washington and designated as dangerous to the 

environment or wildlife of the state. 

 (13) "Department" means the department of fish and wildlife. 

 (14) "Director" means the director of fish and wildlife. 

 (15) "Endangered species" means wildlife designated by the 

commission as seriously threatened with extinction. 
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 (16) "Ex officio fish and wildlife officer" means a commissioned 

officer of a municipal, county, state, or federal agency having as its 

primary function the enforcement of criminal laws in general, while 

the officer is in the appropriate jurisdiction.  The term "ex officio fish 

and wildlife officer" includes special agents of the national marine 

fisheries service, state parks commissioned officers, United States fish 

and wildlife special agents, department of natural resources 

enforcement officers, and United States forest service officers, while 

the agents and officers are within their respective jurisdictions. 

 (17) "Fish" includes all species classified as game fish or food 

fish by statute or rule, as well as all fin fish not currently classified as 

food fish or game fish if such species exist in state waters.  The term 

"fish" includes all stages of development and the bodily parts of fish 

species. 

 (18) "Fish and wildlife officer" means a person appointed and 

commissioned by the director, with authority to enforce this title and 

rules adopted pursuant to this title, and other statutes as prescribed by 

the legislature.  Fish and wildlife officer includes a person 

commissioned before June 11, 1998, as a wildlife agent or a fisheries 

patrol officer. 

 (19) "Fish broker" means a person whose business it is to bring a 

seller of fish and shellfish and a purchaser of those fish and shellfish 

together. 

  (20) "Fishery" means the taking of one or more particular species 

of fish or shellfish with particular gear in a particular geographical 

area. 

 (21) "Freshwater" means all waters not defined as saltwater 

including, but not limited to, rivers upstream of the river mouth, lakes, 

ponds, and reservoirs. 

 (22) "Fur-bearing animals" means game animals that shall not be 

trapped except as authorized by the commission. 

 (23) "Game animals" means wild animals that shall not be hunted 

except as authorized by the commission. 

 (24) "Game birds" means wild birds that shall not be hunted 

except as authorized by the commission. 

 (25) "Game farm" means property on which wildlife is held or 

raised for commercial purposes, trade, or gift.  The term "game farm" 

does not include publicly owned facilities. 

 (26) "Game reserve" means a closed area where hunting for all 

wild animals and wild birds is prohibited. 

 (27) "Illegal items" means those items unlawful to be possessed. 

 (28) "Invasive species" means a plant species or a nonnative 

animal species that either: 

 (a) Causes or may cause displacement of, or otherwise threatens, 

native species in their natural communities; 

 (b) Threatens or may threaten natural resources or their use in the 

state; 

 (c) Causes or may cause economic damage to commercial or 

recreational activities that are dependent upon state waters; or 

 (d) Threatens or harms human health. 

 (29) "License year" means the period of time for which a 

recreational license is valid.  The license year begins April 1st, and 

ends March 31st. 

 (30) "Limited-entry license" means a license subject to a license 

limitation program established in chapter 77.70 RCW. 

 (31) "Money" means all currency, script, personal checks, money 

orders, or other negotiable instruments. 

 (32) "Nonresident" means a person who has not fulfilled the 

qualifications of a resident. 

 (33) "Offshore waters" means marine waters of the Pacific Ocean 

outside the territorial boundaries of the state, including the marine 

waters of other states and countries. 

 (34) "Open season" means those times, manners of taking, and 

places or waters established by rule of the commission for the lawful 

hunting, fishing, taking, or possession of game animals, game birds, 

game fish, food fish, or shellfish that conform to the special 

restrictions or physical descriptions established by rule of the 

commission or that have otherwise been deemed legal to hunt, fish, 

take, harvest, or possess by rule of the commission.  "Open season" 

includes the first and last days of the established time. 

 (35) "Owner" means the person in whom is vested the ownership 

dominion, or title of the property. 

 (36) "Person" means and includes an individual; a corporation; a 

public or private entity or organization; a local, state, or federal 

agency; all business organizations, including corporations and 

partnerships; or a group of two or more individuals acting with a 

common purpose whether acting in an individual, representative, or 

official capacity. 

 (37) "Personal property" or "property" includes both corporeal 

and incorporeal personal property and includes, among other 

property, contraband and money. 

 (38) "Personal use" means for the private use of the individual 

taking the fish or shellfish and not for sale or barter. 

 (39) "Predatory birds" means wild birds that may be hunted 

throughout the year as authorized by the commission. 

 (40) "Prohibited aquatic animal species" means an invasive 

species of the animal kingdom that has been classified as a prohibited 

aquatic animal species by the commission. 

 (41) "Protected wildlife" means wildlife designated by the 

commission that shall not be hunted or fished. 

 (42) "Raffle" means an activity in which tickets bearing an 

individual number are sold for not more than twenty-five dollars each 

and in which a permit or permits are awarded to hunt or for access to 

hunt big game animals or wild turkeys on the basis of a drawing from 

the tickets by the person or persons conducting the raffle. 

 (43) "Recreational and commercial watercraft" includes the boat, 

as well as equipment used to transport the boat, and any auxiliary 

equipment such as attached or detached outboard motors. 

  (44) "Regulated aquatic animal species" means a potentially 

invasive species of the animal kingdom that has been classified as a 

regulated aquatic animal species by the commission. 

 (45) "Resident" means: 

 (a) A person who has maintained a permanent place of abode 

within the state for at least ninety days immediately preceding an 

application for a license, has established by formal evidence an intent 

to continue residing within the state, and who is not licensed to hunt 

or fish as a resident in another state; and 

 (b) A person age eighteen or younger who does not qualify as a 

resident under (a) of this subsection, but who has a parent that 

qualifies as a resident under (a) of this subsection. 

 (46) "Retail-eligible species" means commercially harvested 

salmon, crab, and sturgeon. 

 (47) "Saltwater" means those marine waters seaward of river 

mouths. 

 (48) "Seaweed" means marine aquatic plant species that are 

dependent upon the marine aquatic or tidal environment, and exist in 

either an attached or free floating form, and includes but is not limited 

to marine aquatic plants in the classes Chlorophyta, Phaeophyta, and 

Rhodophyta. 

 (49) "Senior" means a person seventy years old or older. 

 (50) "Shellfish" means those species of marine and freshwater 

invertebrates that have been classified and that shall not be taken 

except as authorized by rule of the commission.  The term "shellfish" 

includes all stages of development and the bodily parts of shellfish 

species. 

 (51) "State waters" means all marine waters and fresh waters 

within ordinary high water lines and within the territorial boundaries 

of the state. 

 (52) "To fish," "to harvest," and "to take," and their derivatives 

means an effort to kill, injure, harass, or catch a fish or shellfish. 

 (53) "To hunt" and its derivatives means an effort to kill, injure, 

capture, or harass a wild animal or wild bird. 
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 (54) "To process" and its derivatives mean preparing or 

preserving fish, wildlife, or shellfish. 

 (55) "To trap" and its derivatives means a method of hunting 

using devices to capture wild animals or wild birds. 

  (56) "Trafficking" means offering, attempting to engage, or 

engaging in sale, barter, or purchase of fish, shellfish, wildlife, or 

deleterious exotic wildlife. 

 (57) "Unclaimed" means that no owner of the property has been 

identified or has requested, in writing, the release of the property to 

themselves nor has the owner of the property designated an individual 

to receive the property or paid the required postage to effect delivery 

of the property. 

 (58) "Unlisted aquatic animal species" means a nonnative animal 

species that has not been classified as a prohibited aquatic animal 

species, a regulated aquatic animal species, or an unregulated aquatic 

animal species by the commission. 

 (59) "Unregulated aquatic animal species" means a nonnative 

animal species that has been classified as an unregulated aquatic 

animal species by the commission. 

 (60) "Wholesale fish dealer" means a person who, acting for 

commercial purposes, takes possession or ownership of fish or 

shellfish and sells, barters, or exchanges or attempts to sell, barter, or 

exchange fish or shellfish that have been landed into the state of 

Washington or entered the state of Washington in interstate or foreign 

commerce. 

 (61) "Wild animals" means those species of the class Mammalia 

whose members exist in Washington in a wild state and the species 

Rana catesbeiana (bullfrog).  The term "wild animal" does not include 

feral domestic mammals or old world rats and mice of the family 

Muridae of the order Rodentia. 

 (62) "Wild birds" means those species of the class Aves whose 

members exist in Washington in a wild state. 

 (63) "Wildlife" means all species of the animal kingdom whose 

members exist in Washington in a wild state.  This includes but is not 

limited to mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish, and 

invertebrates.  The term "wildlife" does not include feral domestic 

mammals, old world rats and mice of the family Muridae of the order 

Rodentia, or those fish, shellfish, and marine invertebrates classified 

as food fish or shellfish by the director.  The term "wildlife" includes 

all stages of development and the bodily parts of wildlife members. 

  (64) "Youth" means a person fifteen years old for fishing and 

under sixteen years old for hunting. 

(65) "Shark fin" means a raw, dried, or otherwise processed detached 

fin or tail of a shark. 

 (66)(a) "Shark fin derivative product" means any product 

intended for use by humans or animals that is derived in whole or in 

part from shark fins or shark fin cartilage. 

 (b) "Shark fin derivative product" does not include a drug 

approved by the United States food and drug administration and 

available by prescription only or medical device or vaccine approved 

by the United States food and drug administration." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Blake, Chair; Stanford, Vice Chair; 

Chandler, Ranking Minority Member; Wilcox, Assistant 

Ranking Minority Member; Buys; Dunshee; Hinkle; Kretz; 

Lytton; Orcutt; Pettigrew; Rolfes and Van De Wege. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

ESSB 5708  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Health & Long-

Term Care: Creating flexibility in the delivery of 

long-term care services.  Reported by Committee 

on Health Care & Wellness 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

0)   

 On page 5, line 32, after "enabler, and" strike "prefilling insulin 

syringes" and insert "handing prefilled insulin syringes to the 

nonresident" 

 On page 5, line 34, after "programs;" strike "or (l)" and insert "(l) 

prefilling insulin syringes when performed by a nurse licensed under 

chapter 18.79 RCW; or (m)" 

 On page 9, after line 22, insert the following: 

 "NEW SECTION. Sec. 9. If any part of this act is found to be in 

conflict with federal requirements that are a prescribed condition to 

the allocation of federal funds to the state, the conflicting part of this 

act is inoperative solely to the extent of the conflict and with respect 

to the agencies directly affected, and this finding does not affect the 

operation of the remainder of this act in its application to the agencies 

concerned.  Rules adopted under this act must meet federal 

requirements that are a necessary condition to the receipt of federal 

funds by the state." 

 

Signed by Representatives Cody, Chair; Jinkins, Vice Chair; 

Schmick, Ranking Minority Member; Bailey; Clibborn; Green; 

Harris; Kelley; Moeller and Van De Wege. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SB 5731  Prime Sponsor, Senator Chase: Concerning 

Washington manufacturing services.  Reported by 

Committee on Community Development & 

Housing 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

0)   

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 

"Sec. 1.  RCW 24.50.010 and 2006 c 34 s 2 are each amended to 

read as follows: 

 (1) Washington manufacturing services is organized as a private, 

nonprofit corporation in accordance with chapter 24.03 RCW and this 

section.  The mission of the ((center)) corporation is to operate a 

modernization extension system, coordinate a network of public and 

private modernization resources, and stimulate the competitiveness of 

small and midsize manufacturers in Washington. 

 (2) ((Washington manufacturing services shall)) The corporation 

must be governed by a board of directors.  A majority of the board of 

directors shall be representatives of small and medium-sized 

manufacturing firms and industry associations, networks, or consortia.  

The board ((shall)) must also include at least one member 

representing labor unions or labor councils and, as ex officio 

members, the director of the department of ((community, trade, and 

economic development)) commerce, the executive director of the 

state board for community and technical colleges, and the director of 

the workforce training and education coordinating board, or their 

respective designees. 

 (3) ((Washington manufacturing services)) The corporation may 

be known as impact Washington and may:  

 (a) Charge fees for services, make and execute contracts with any 

individual, corporation, association, public agency, or any other 

entity, and employ all other legal instruments necessary or convenient 

for the performance of its duties and the exercise of its powers and 

functions under this chapter; and 

 (b) Receive funds from federal, state, or local governments, 

private businesses, foundations, or any other source for purposes 

consistent with this chapter. 

  (4) ((Washington manufacturing services shall)) The corporation 

must:  
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 (a) Develop policies, plans, and programs to assist in the 

modernization of businesses in targeted sectors of Washington's 

economy and coordinate the delivery of modernization services; 

 (b) Provide information about the advantages of modernization 

and the modernization services available in the state to federal, state, 

and local economic development officials, state colleges and 

universities, and private providers; 

 (c) Collaborate with the Washington quality initiative in the 

development of manufacturing quality standards and quality 

certification programs; 

 (d) Collaborate with industry sector and cluster associations to 

inform import-impacted manufacturers about federal trade adjustment 

assistance funding; 

 (e) Serve as an information clearinghouse and provide access for 

users to the federal manufacturing extension partnership national 

research and information system; and 

 (((e))) (f) Provide, either directly or through contracts, assistance 

to industry or cluster associations, networks, or consortia, that would 

be of value to their member firms in: 

 (i) Adopting advanced business management practices such as 

strategic planning and total quality management; 

 (ii) Developing mechanisms for interfirm collaboration and 

cooperation; 

 (iii) Appraising, purchasing, installing, and effectively using 

equipment, technologies, and processes that improve the quality of 

goods and services and the productivity of the firm; 

 (iv) Improving human resource systems and workforce training in 

a manner that moves firms toward flexible, high-performance work 

organizations; 

 (v) Developing new products; 

 (vi) Conducting market research, analysis, and development of 

new sales channels and export markets;  

 (vii) Improving processes to enhance environmental, health, and 

safety compliance; and 

 (viii) Improving credit, capital management, and business finance 

skills. 

(5) No more than fifty percent of the funds received by the 

corporation from the state may be used by the corporation for 

carrying out the duties under subsection (4)(f) of this section, 

consistent with the intent of RCW 24.50.005(2)." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Kenney, Chair; Finn, Vice Chair; 

Smith, Ranking Minority Member; Orcutt, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Ahern; Maxwell; Ryu; Santos and Walsh. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 16, 2011 

SSB 5741  Prime Sponsor, Committee on Economic 

Development, Trade & Innovation: Concerning 

the economic development commission.  

Reported by Committee on Community 

Development & Housing 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass as amended.  

   

 Strike everything after the enacting clause and insert the 

following: 

"Sec. 1.  RCW 43.162.005 and 2007 c 232 s 1 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

(1) The legislature finds that ((Washington's innovation and trade-

driven economy has provided tremendous opportunities for citizens of 

the state, but that there is no guarantee that globally competitive firms 

will continue to grow and locate in the state.  The current economic 

development system is fragmented among numerous programs, 

councils, centers, and organizations with inadequate overall 

coordination and insufficient guidance built into the system to ensure 

that the system is responsive to its customers.  The current economic 

development system's data-gathering and evaluation methods are 

inconsistent and unable to provide adequate information for 

determining how well the system is performing on a regular basis so 

the system may be held accountable for its outcomes. 

 The legislature also finds that developing a comprehensive 

economic development strategic plan to guide the operation of 

effective economic development programs, including workforce 

training, infrastructure development, small business assistance, 

technology transfer, and export assistance, is vital to the state's efforts 

to increase the competitiveness of state businesses, encourage 

employment growth, increase state revenues, and generate economic 

well-being.  There is a need for responsive and consistent 

involvement of the private sector in the state's economic development 

efforts.  The legislature finds that there is a need for the development 

of coordination criteria for business recruitment, expansion, and 

retention activities carried out by the state and local entities.  It is the 

intent of the legislature)) in order to achieve long-term global 

competitiveness, prosperity, and economic opportunity for all the 

state's citizens, Washington state must become the most attractive, 

creative, and fertile investment environment for innovation in the 

world. 

 (2) The legislature finds that the state must take a strategic 

approach to fostering an innovation economy, and that success will be 

driven by public and private sector leaders who are committed to 

developing and advocating a shared vision and collaborating across 

organizational and geographic boundaries.  The legislature therefore 

intends to create an economic development commission that will 

provide planning, coordination, evaluation, monitoring, and policy 

analysis and development for the state economic development system 

as a whole, and advice to the governor and legislature concerning the 

state economic development system. 

Sec. 2.  RCW 43.162.010 and 2007 c 232 s 2 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) The Washington state economic development commission is 

established to ((oversee the economic development strategies and 

policies of the department of community, trade, and economic 

development)) assist the governor and legislature by providing 

leadership, direction, and guidance on a long-term and systematic 

approach to economic development that will result in enduring global 

competitiveness, prosperity, and economic opportunity for all the 

state's citizens. 

 (2)(a) The ((Washington state economic development 

commission shall consist of eleven voting members)) commission 

consists of twenty-four members.  Fifteen of the members must be 

voting members appointed by the governor as follows:  ((Six)) Eight 

representatives of the private sector, one representative of labor from 

east of the crest of the Cascade mountains and one representative of 

labor from west of the crest of the Cascade mountains, one 

representative of port districts, one representative of four-year state 

public higher education, one representative ((for)) of state community 

or technical colleges, one representative with expertise in 

international trade, and one representative of associate development 

organizations.  The director of the department of ((community, trade, 

and economic development)) commerce, the director of the workforce 

training and education coordinating board, the commissioner of the 

employment security department, the secretary of the department of 

transportation, the director of the department of agriculture, and the 

chairs and ranking minority members of the standing committees of 

the house of representatives and the senate overseeing economic 

development policies ((shall)) must serve as nonvoting ex officio 

members. 

(b) Members may not designate alternates, substitutes, or surrogates.  

However, members may participate in a meeting by conference 
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telephone or similar communications equipment so that all persons 

participating in the meeting can hear each other at the same time.  

Participation by that method constitutes presence in person at a 

meeting. 

 (c) The chair of the commission ((shall)) must be a private sector 

voting member selected by the governor with the consent of the 

senate, and shall serve at the pleasure of the governor.  ((In selecting 

the chair, the governor shall seek a person who understands the future 

economic needs of the state and nation and the role the state's 

economic development system has in meeting those needs. 

 (b))) A vice chair must be elected by members of the commission 

but may not be the director of an executive branch agency or a 

member of the legislature.  The vice chair must exercise the duties of 

the commission chair in his or her absence. 

 (d) In making the appointments, the governor ((shall)) must 

consult with the commission and with organizations that have an 

interest in economic development, including, but not limited to, 

industry associations, labor organizations, minority business 

associations, economic development councils, chambers of 

commerce, port associations, tribes, and the chairs of the legislative 

committees with jurisdiction over economic development. 

 (((c))) (e) The members ((shall)) must be representative of the 

geographic regions of the state, including eastern and central 

Washington, as well as represent the ethnic diversity of the state.  

Private sector members ((shall)) must represent existing and emerging 

industries, small businesses, women-owned businesses, and minority-

owned businesses.  Members of the commission ((shall)) must serve 

statewide interests while preserving their diverse perspectives, and 

((shall)) must be recognized leaders in their fields with demonstrated 

experience in economic development, innovation, or disciplines 

related to economic development. 

  (3) Members appointed by the governor ((shall)) serve at the 

pleasure of the governor for not more than two consecutive three-year 

terms, except that, as determined by the governor, the terms of four of 

the appointees on the commission on the effective date of this section 

expire in 2012, the terms of four of the appointees on the commission 

on the effective date of this section expire in 2013, and the terms of 

three of the appointees on the commission on the effective date of this 

section expire in 2014.  Thereafter all terms are for three years.  

Vacancies must be filled in the same manner as the original 

appointments. 

 (4) The commission may establish committees as it desires, and 

may invite nonmembers of the commission to serve as committee 

members. 

 (5) The executive director of the commission ((shall)) must be 

appointed by the governor with the consent of the ((voting members 

of the)) commission.  The salary of the executive director must be set 

by the governor with the consent of the commission.  The governor 

may dismiss the executive director only with the approval of a 

majority vote of the commission.  The commission, by a majority 

vote, may dismiss the executive director with the approval of the 

governor.  The commission must evaluate the performance of the 

executive director in a manner consistent with the process used by the 

governor to evaluate the performance of agency directors. 

 (6) The commission may adopt ((rules)) policies and procedures 

for its own governance. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 3.  A new section is added to chapter 

43.162 RCW to read as follows: 

 For the purposes of this chapter, unless the context clearly 

requires otherwise, "commission" means the Washington state 

economic development commission created under RCW 43.162.005. 

Sec. 4.  RCW 43.162.015 and 2007 c 232 s 3 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 (1) ((The commission shall employ an executive director.))  The 

executive director ((shall serve as chief executive officer of the 

commission and shall)) of the commission must serve as its chief 

executive officer.  Subject to available resources and in accordance 

with commission direction, the executive director must: 

  (a) Administer the provisions of this chapter, employ such 

personnel as may be necessary to implement the purposes of this 

chapter, utilize staff of existing operating agencies to the fullest extent 

possible, and employ outside consulting and service agencies when 

appropriate((. 

 (2) The executive director may not be the chair of the 

commission. 

 (3) The executive director shall)); 

 (b) Appoint necessary staff who ((shall be)) are exempt from the 

provisions of chapter 41.06 RCW.  The executive director's 

appointees ((shall)) serve at the executive director's pleasure on such 

terms and conditions as the executive director determines but subject 

to chapter 42.52 RCW. 

 (((4) The executive director shall appoint and employ such other 

employees as may be required for the proper discharge of the 

functions of the commission. 

 (5))) The executive director must implement a hiring process for a 

research manager responsible for managing the data collection, 

database, and evaluation functions under RCW 43.162.020 and 

43.162.025.  By October 1, 2011, the executive director must make a 

recommendation to the commission on a qualified candidate to fill the 

research manager position.  The commission is responsible for 

making the final decision on hiring the research manager.  The 

research manager must be hired within existing resources; 

 (c) Appoint employees who are subject to the provisions of 

chapter 41.06 RCW; and 

 (d) Contract with additional persons who have specific technical 

expertise if needed to carry out a specific, time-limited project. 

 (2) The executive director ((shall exercise such additional 

powers)) must exercise additional authority, other than rule making, 

as may be delegated by the commission. 

(3) The executive director must develop for commission review and 

approval an annual commission budget and work plan in accordance 

with the omnibus appropriations bill approved by the legislature, and 

must present a fiscal report to the commission quarterly for its review 

and comment. 

 (4) The executive director of the commission must report solely 

to the governor and the commissioners on matters pertaining to 

commission operations. 

Sec. 5.  RCW 43.162.020 and 2009 c 151 s 9 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 ((The Washington state economic development commission 

shall: 

 (1) Concentrate its major efforts on planning, coordination, 

evaluation, policy analysis, and recommending improvements to the 

state's economic development system using, but not limited to, the 

"Next Washington" plan and the global competitiveness council 

recommendations; 

 (2) Develop and maintain on a biennial basis a state 

comprehensive plan for economic development, including but not 

limited to goals, objectives, and priorities for the state economic 

development system; identify the elements local associate 

development organizations must include in their countywide 

economic development plans; and review the state system for 

consistency with the state comprehensive plan.  The plan shall)) (1) 

The commission must concentrate its major efforts on strategic 

planning, policy research and analysis, advocacy, evaluation, and 

promoting coordination and collaboration. 

 (2) During each regular legislative session, the commission must 

consult with appropriate legislative committees about the state's 

economic development needs and opportunities. 

 (3)(a) By October 1st of each even-numbered year, the 

commission must submit to the governor and legislature a biennial 

comprehensive statewide economic development strategy with a 
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report on progress from the previous comprehensive strategy. 

 (b) The comprehensive statewide economic development strategy 

must include the industry clusters in the state and the strategic clusters 

targeted by the commission for economic development efforts.  The 

commission ((shall)) must consult with the workforce training and 

education coordinating board and include labor market and economic 

information by the employment security department in developing the 

list of clusters and strategic clusters that meet the criteria identified by 

the working group convened by the economic development 

commission and the workforce training and education coordinating 

board under chapter 43.330 RCW. 

(4)(a) In developing the ((state comprehensive plan for economic 

development)) comprehensive statewide economic development 

strategy, the commission ((shall)) must use, but may not be limited to:  

Economic, labor market, and populations trend reports in office of 

financial management forecasts; the annual state economic climate 

report prepared by the economic climate council; joint office of 

financial management and employment security department labor 

force, industry employment, and occupational forecasts; the results of 

scientifically based outcome evaluations; the needs of industry 

associations, industry clusters, businesses, and employees as 

evidenced in formal surveys and other input((; 

 (3) Establish and maintain an inventory of the programs of the 

state economic development system and related state programs; 

perform a biennial assessment of the ongoing and strategic economic 

development needs of the state; and assess the extent to which the 

economic development system and related programs represent a 

consistent, coordinated, efficient, and integrated approach to meet 

such needs; and 

 (4) Produce a biennial report to the governor and the legislature 

on progress by the commission in coordinating the state's economic 

development system and meeting the other obligations of this chapter, 

as well as include recommendations for any statutory changes 

necessary to enhance operational efficiencies or improve 

coordination. 

 The commission may delegate to the executive director any of the 

functions of this section)). 

(b) The comprehensive statewide economic development strategy 

may include: 

 (i) An assessment of the state's economic vitality; 

 (ii) Recommended goals, objectives, and priorities for the next 

biennium, and the future; 

 (iii) A common set of outcomes and benchmarks for the 

economic development system as a whole; 

 (iv) Recommendations for removing barriers and promoting 

collaboration among participants in the innovation ecosystem; 

 (v) An inventory of existing relevant programs compiled by the 

commission from materials submitted by agencies; 

 (vi) Recommendations for expanding, discontinuing, or 

redirecting existing programs, or adding new programs; and 

 (vii) Recommendations of best practices and public and private 

sector roles in implementing the comprehensive statewide economic 

development strategy. 

 (5) In developing the biennial statewide economic development 

strategy, plans, inventories, assessments, and policy research, the 

commission must consult, collaborate, and coordinate with relevant 

state agencies, private sector businesses, nonprofit organizations 

involved in economic development, trade associations, and relevant 

local organizations in order to avoid duplication of effort. 

 (6) State agencies must cooperate with the commission and 

provide information as the commission may reasonably request. 

 (7) The commission must develop a biennial budget request for 

approval by the office of financial management.  The commission 

must adopt an annual budget and work plan in accordance with the 

omnibus appropriations bill approved by the legislature. 

 (8) Of state appropriated funds for the operation of the 

commission, the state agency serving as the commission's fiscal agent 

may use no more than ten percent of funds appropriated for 

commission personnel costs and no more than three percent of funds 

in the Washington state economic development commission account 

to cover administrative expenses. 

 (9)(a) The commission and its fiscal agent must jointly develop 

and adopt a memorandum of understanding to outline and establish 

clear lines of authority and responsibility between them related to 

budget and administrative services. 

 (b) The memorandum of understanding may not provide any 

additional grant of authorities to the commission or the fiscal agent 

that is not already provided for by statute, nor diminish any 

authorities or powers granted to either party by statute. 

 (c) Periodically, but not less often than biannually, the 

commission and fiscal agent must review the memorandum of 

understanding and, if necessary, recommend changes to the other 

party. 

 (d) As provided generally under RCW 43.162.015, the executive 

director of the commission must report solely to the governor and the 

commissioners on matters pertaining to commission operations. 

 (10) To maintain its objectivity and concentration on strategic 

planning, policy research and analysis, and evaluation, the 

commission may not take an administrative role in the delivery of 

services.  However, subject to available resources and consistent with 

its work plan, the commission or the executive director may conduct 

outreach activities such as regional forums and best practices 

seminars. 

 (11) The commission must evaluate its own performance on a 

regular basis. 

  (12) The commission may accept gifts, grants, donations, 

sponsorships, or contributions from any federal, state, or local 

governmental agency or program, or any private source, and expend 

the same for any purpose consistent with this chapter. 

Sec. 6.  RCW 43.162.025 and 2007 c 232 s 5 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

(1) Subject to available funds, the Washington state economic 

development commission may: 

 (((1))) (a) Periodically review for consistency with the state 

comprehensive plan for economic development the policies and plans 

established for: 

 (((a))) (i) Business and technical assistance by the small business 

development center, the Washington manufacturing service, the 

Washington technology center, associate development organizations, 

the department of ((community, trade, and economic development)) 

commerce, and the office of minority and women-owned business 

enterprises; 

 (((b))) (ii) Export assistance by the small business export finance 

assistance center, the international marketing program for agricultural 

commodities and trade, the department of agriculture, the center for 

international trade in forest products, associate development 

organizations, and the department of ((community, trade, and 

economic development)) commerce; and 

 (((c))) (iii) Infrastructure development by the department of 

((community, trade, and economic development)) commerce and the 

department of transportation; and 

 (((2))) (b) Review and make recommendations to the office of 

financial management and the legislature on budget requests and 

legislative proposals relating to the state economic development 

system for purposes of consistency with the state comprehensive plan 

for economic development((; 

 (3) Provide for coordination among the different agencies, 

organizations, and components of the state economic development 

system at the state level and at the regional level; 

 (4) Advocate for the state economic development system and for 

meeting the needs of industry associations, industry clusters, 

businesses, and employees; 
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 (5) Identify partners and)). 

  (2) The Washington state economic development commission 

must: 

 (a) In collaboration with the department of commerce and other 

partners, develop a plan ((to develop)) for a consistent and reliable 

database on participation rates, costs, program activities, and 

outcomes from publicly funded economic development programs in 

this state by ((January 1, 2011.)) October 1, 2012; 

 (((a) In coordination with the development of the database, the 

commission shall)) 

(b) By October 1, 2012, establish standards for data collection and 

maintenance for providers in the economic development system in a 

format that is accessible to use by the commission.  The commission 

((shall)) must require a minimum of common core data to be collected 

by each entity providing economic development services with public 

funds and shall develop requirements for minimum common core 

data in consultation with the economic climate council, the office of 

financial management, and the providers of economic development 

services; 

 (((b) The commission shall)) (c) Establish minimum common 

standards and metrics for program evaluation of economic 

development programs, and monitor such program evaluations; and 

 (((c) The commission shall,)) (d) Beginning no later than January 

1, 2012, periodically administer, based on a schedule established by 

the commission, scientifically based outcome evaluations of the state 

economic development system including, but not limited to, surveys 

of industry associations, industry cluster associations, and businesses 

served by publicly funded economic development programs; matches 

with employment security department payroll and wage files; and 

matches with department of revenue tax files; and 

 (((6))) (e) Evaluate proposals for expenditure from the economic 

development strategic reserve account and recommend expenditures 

from the account. 

 ((The commission may delegate to the director any of the 

functions of this section.)) (3) The governor or legislature may direct 

the commission, from time to time, to undertake additional research 

and policy analysis, assessments, or other special projects related to 

its mission. 

Sec. 7.  RCW 43.162.030 and 2007 c 232 s 7 are each amended 

to read as follows: 

 Creation of the ((Washington state economic development)) 

commission ((shall)) may not be construed to modify any authority or 

budgetary responsibility of the governor or the department of 

((community, trade, and economic development)) commerce. 

NEW SECTION.  Sec. 8.  A new section is added to chapter 

43.162 RCW to read as follows: 

 (1) The Washington state economic development commission 

account is created in the state treasury.  All receipts from gifts, grants, 

donations, sponsorships, or contributions under RCW 43.162.020 

must be deposited into the account.  Moneys in the account may be 

spent only after appropriation.  Expenditures from the account may be 

used by the Washington state economic development commission 

only for purposes related to carrying out the mission, roles, and 

responsibilities of the commission. 

 (2) Whenever any money, from the federal government or from 

other sources, that was not anticipated in the budget approved by the 

legislature, has actually been received and is designated to be spent 

for a specific purpose, the executive director must use the 

unanticipated receipts process as provided in RCW 43.79.270 to 

request authority to spend the money. 

Sec. 9.  RCW 43.84.092 and 2010 1st sp.s. c 30 s 20, 2010 1st sp  

s c 9 s 7, 2010 c 248 s 6, 2010 c 222 s 5, 2010 c 162 s 6, and 2010 c 

145 s 11 are each reenacted and amended to read as follows: 

 (1) All earnings of investments of surplus balances in the state 

treasury shall be deposited to the treasury income account, which 

account is hereby established in the state treasury. 

 (2) The treasury income account shall be utilized to pay or 

receive funds associated with federal programs as required by the 

federal cash management improvement act of 1990.  The treasury 

income account is subject in all respects to chapter 43.88 RCW, but 

no appropriation is required for refunds or allocations of interest 

earnings required by the cash management improvement act.  

Refunds of interest to the federal treasury required under the cash 

management improvement act fall under RCW 43.88.180 and shall 

not require appropriation.  The office of financial management shall 

determine the amounts due to or from the federal government 

pursuant to the cash management improvement act.  The office of 

financial management may direct transfers of funds between accounts 

as deemed necessary to implement the provisions of the cash 

management improvement act, and this subsection.  Refunds or 

allocations shall occur prior to the distributions of earnings set forth in 

subsection (4) of this section. 

 (3) Except for the provisions of RCW 43.84.160, the treasury 

income account may be utilized for the payment of purchased 

banking services on behalf of treasury funds including, but not limited 

to, depository, safekeeping, and disbursement functions for the state 

treasury and affected state agencies.  The treasury income account is 

subject in all respects to chapter 43.88 RCW, but no appropriation is 

required for payments to financial institutions.  Payments shall occur 

prior to distribution of earnings set forth in subsection (4) of this 

section. 

 (4) Monthly, the state treasurer shall distribute the earnings 

credited to the treasury income account.  The state treasurer shall 

credit the general fund with all the earnings credited to the treasury 

income account except: 

 (a) The following accounts and funds shall receive their 

proportionate share of earnings based upon each account's and fund's 

average daily balance for the period:  The aeronautics account, the 

aircraft search and rescue account, the budget stabilization account, 

the capitol building construction account, the Cedar River channel 

construction and operation account, the Central Washington 

University capital projects account, the charitable, educational, penal 

and reformatory institutions account, the cleanup settlement account, 

the Columbia river basin water supply development account, the 

common school construction fund, the county arterial preservation 

account, the county criminal justice assistance account, the county 

sales and use tax equalization account, the deferred compensation 

administrative account, the deferred compensation principal account, 

the department of licensing services account, the department of 

retirement systems expense account, the developmental disabilities 

community trust account, the drinking water assistance account, the 

drinking water assistance administrative account, the drinking water 

assistance repayment account, the Eastern Washington University 

capital projects account, the education construction fund, the 

education legacy trust account, the election account, the energy 

freedom account, the energy recovery act account, the essential rail 

assistance account, The Evergreen State College capital projects 

account, the federal forest revolving account, the ferry bond 

retirement fund, the freight congestion relief account, the freight 

mobility investment account, the freight mobility multimodal account, 

the grade crossing protective fund, the public health services account, 

the health system capacity account, the high capacity transportation 

account, the state higher education construction account, the higher 

education construction account, the highway bond retirement fund, 

the highway infrastructure account, the highway safety account, the 

high occupancy toll lanes operations account, the hospital safety net 

assessment fund, the industrial insurance premium refund account, 

the judges' retirement account, the judicial retirement administrative 

account, the judicial retirement principal account, the local leasehold 

excise tax account, the local real estate excise tax account, the local 

sales and use tax account, the marine resources stewardship trust 

account, the medical aid account, the mobile home park relocation 
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fund, the motor vehicle fund, the motorcycle safety education 

account, the multiagency permitting team account, the multimodal 

transportation account, the municipal criminal justice assistance 

account, the municipal sales and use tax equalization account, the 

natural resources deposit account, the oyster reserve land account, the 

pension funding stabilization account, the perpetual surveillance and 

maintenance account, the public employees' retirement system plan 1 

account, the public employees' retirement system combined plan 2 

and plan 3 account, the public facilities construction loan revolving 

account beginning July 1, 2004, the public health supplemental 

account, the public transportation systems account, the public works 

assistance account, the Puget Sound capital construction account, the 

Puget Sound ferry operations account, the Puyallup tribal settlement 

account, the real estate appraiser commission account, the recreational 

vehicle account, the regional mobility grant program account, the 

resource management cost account, the rural arterial trust account, the 

rural Washington loan fund, the site closure account, the small city 

pavement and sidewalk account, the special category C account, the 

special wildlife account, the state employees' insurance account, the 

state employees' insurance reserve account, the state investment board 

expense account, the state investment board commingled trust fund 

accounts, the state patrol highway account, the state route number 520 

civil penalties account, the state route number 520 corridor account, 

the supplemental pension account, the Tacoma Narrows toll bridge 

account, the teachers' retirement system plan 1 account, the teachers' 

retirement system combined plan 2 and plan 3 account, the tobacco 

prevention and control account, the tobacco settlement account, the 

transportation 2003 account (nickel account), the transportation 

equipment fund, the transportation fund, the transportation 

improvement account, the transportation improvement board bond 

retirement account, the transportation infrastructure account, the 

transportation partnership account, the traumatic brain injury account, 

the tuition recovery trust fund, the University of Washington bond 

retirement fund, the University of Washington building account, the 

urban arterial trust account, the volunteer firefighters' and reserve 

officers' relief and pension principal fund, the volunteer firefighters' 

and reserve officers' administrative fund, the Washington judicial 

retirement system account, the Washington law enforcement officers' 

and firefighters' system plan 1 retirement account, the Washington 

law enforcement officers' and firefighters' system plan 2 retirement 

account, the Washington public safety employees' plan 2 retirement 

account, the Washington school employees' retirement system 

combined plan 2 and 3 account, the Washington state economic 

development commission account, the Washington state health 

insurance pool account, the Washington state patrol retirement 

account, the Washington State University building account, the 

Washington State University bond retirement fund, the water 

pollution control revolving fund, and the Western Washington 

University capital projects account.  Earnings derived from investing 

balances of the agricultural permanent fund, the normal school 

permanent fund, the permanent common school fund, the scientific 

permanent fund, and the state university permanent fund shall be 

allocated to their respective beneficiary accounts. 

 (b) Any state agency that has independent authority over accounts 

or funds not statutorily required to be held in the state treasury that 

deposits funds into a fund or account in the state treasury pursuant to 

an agreement with the office of the state treasurer shall receive its 

proportionate share of earnings based upon each account's or fund's 

average daily balance for the period. 

 (5) In conformance with Article II, section 37 of the state 

Constitution, no treasury accounts or funds shall be allocated earnings 

without the specific affirmative directive of this section." 

 Correct the title. 

 

Signed by Representatives Kenney, Chair; Finn, Vice Chair; 

Smith, Ranking Minority Member; Orcutt, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Ahern; Maxwell; Ryu; Santos and Walsh. 

 

Referred to Committee on General Government 

Appropriations & Oversight. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SB 5819  Prime Sponsor, Senator Litzow: Concerning 

guardian and limited guardian duties.  Reported 

by Committee on Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice Chair; 

Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Chandler; Eddy; Frockt; Kirby; Klippert; 

Nealey; Orwall and Roberts. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SB 5849  Prime Sponsor, Senator Prentice: Concerning 

estates and trusts.  Reported by Committee on 

Judiciary 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Pedersen, Chair; Goodman, Vice Chair; 

Rodne, Ranking Minority Member; Shea, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Chandler; Eddy; Frockt; Kirby; Klippert; 

Nealey; Orwall and Roberts. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

March 17, 2011 

SJR 8205  Prime Sponsor, Senator Carrell: Repealing a 

conflicting residency requirement for voting in a 

presidential election.  Reported by Committee on 

State Government & Tribal Affairs 

 

MAJORITY recommendation:  Do pass.  Signed by 

Representatives Hunt, Chair; Appleton, Vice Chair; Taylor, 

Ranking Minority Member; Overstreet, Assistant Ranking 

Minority Member; Alexander; Condotta; Darneille; Dunshee; 

Hurst; McCoy and Miloscia. 

 

Passed to Committee on Rules for second reading. 

 

There being no objection, the bills and resolution listed on the 

day’s committee reports under the fifth order of business were 

referred to the committees so designated. 

 

There being no objection, the House advanced to the eleventh 

order of business. 

 

There being no objection, the House adjourned until 9:55 a.m., 

March 22, 2011, the 72nd Day of the Regular Session. 

 

FRANK CHOPP, Speaker 

BARBARA BAKER, Chief Clerk 
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